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PROGRAM SYNTHESIS AND VULNERABILITY
INJECTION USING A GRAMMAR VAE
LEONARD R. KOSTA JR.
ABSTRACT
The ability to automatically detect and repair vulnerabilities in code before
deployment has become the subject of increasing attention. Some approaches to this
problem rely on machine learning techniques, however the lack of datasets–code samples
labeled as containing a vulnerability or not–presents a barrier to performance. We
design and implement a deep neural network based on the recently developed Grammar
Variational Autoencoder (VAE) architecture to generate an arbitrary number of unique
C functions labeled in the aforementioned manner. We make several improvements on
the original Grammar VAE: we guarantee that every vector in the neural network’s
latent space decodes to a syntactically valid C function; we extend the Grammar VAE
into a context-sensitive environment; and we implement a semantic repair algorithm
that transforms syntactically valid C functions into fully semantically valid C functions
that compile and execute. Users can control the semantic qualities of output functions
with our constraint system. Our constraints allow users to modify the return type,
change control flow structures, inject vulnerabilities into generated code, and more.
We demonstrate the advantages of our model over other program synthesis models
targeting similar applications. We also explore alternative applications for our model,
including code plagiarism detection and compiler fuzzing, testing, and optimization.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Software analysis has become an important part of the code development pipeline.
Developers use software analysis tools to help identify potential vulnerabilities in code
so that they can be repaired before launch. Such tools operate either statically on
source code or dynamically on instruction traces. The former are generally preferable
since they cost less time and do not require that source code be compiled. It is also
very difficult to cover the entire code base using dynamic analysis, whereas with static
analysis such a feat can be accomplished with much more ease. Therefore, there has
been an increase in demand for static analysis tools that can identify vulnerabilities
with high accuracy. In order to increase this accuracy, some new static analysis tools
have incorporated machine learning techniques into their approaches. This is the
goal of the MUSE project at Draper, a mid-sized engineering solutions company
located in Cambridge. One of the main difficulties of the project was identifying or
creating labeled datasets on which to train the neural networks. Each example in the
dataset would need to be a C function labeled as containing a vulnerability or not.
Identification of vulnerabilities in the wild is a difficult problem; compiling a corpus
of labeled functions from existing code bases at the scale required to train machine
learning models is simply not feasible. The ultimate goal of our research is to create a
system that allows us to generate an arbitrary number of C functions that we know
for certain contain or do not contain vulnerabilities. The model will support MUSE
2by enabling the synthesis of large datasets of realistic-looking C functions labeled as
good or bad with respect to vulnerabilities. It can also be useful in other applications
that require a large number of valid C programs that obey certain constraints. We
design and implement a system that meets these requirements and opens the way for
future research in this space.
We address 2 questions in this work: first, can we use a Grammar Variational
Autoencoder (VAE) to improve and/or expand upon previous methods of program
synthesis in support of the MUSE project? Second, can we enforce constraints on
code synthesized by our network? We answer both questions in the affirmative. To
accomplish our first goal, we investigated previous methods of program synthesis,
identified their strengths and shortcomings, and devised and implemented methods
by which to overcome some of those shortcomings. Many of the previous attempts
at program synthesis have either relied on a detailed program specification from the
user or a set of input/output pairs in order to synthesize a single function. In order to
synthesize a large number of functions, a significant amount of user involvement is
required. We circumvent this obstacle by taking a different approach to the program
synthesis task: rather than generate one program at a time where each accomplishes
a specific task or computes a specific function, we generate many programs that are
similar to a set of input functions and that obey certain user-specified constraints.
Output functions are not required to solve any particular problem. To generate each
output function, we chose to implement a Grammar VAE. A Grammar VAE is a
generative neural network model in which each raw input example is decomposed
into a sequence of production rules according to some grammar. During the training
procedure, the Grammar VAE encodes each function into the latent space, then
decodes each latent vector back into a sequence of production rules corresponding to
a valid C function. The input and output sequences are intended to match as closely
3as possible. After training has been completed, new sequences can be discovered by
decoding arbitrary vectors from the latent space. Some logic in the decoder ensure
that each output sequence produced by the Grammar VAE is syntactically (but not
necessarily semantically) valid. Thus, we can use the Grammar VAE to generate an
arbitrary number of syntactically valid C programs that are similar to the functions
on which the network was trained. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first
researchers to apply a Grammar VAE to the problem of program synthesis. To
accomplish our second goal, we add several additional layers of logic to the Grammar
VAE in the decode phase. This logic forces the output sequences to behave according
to user-specified constraints. The constraints allow control over the kinds of design
decisions that programmers would normally make: function return type, arguments,
variable types, control flow, and semantic validity. In summary, we meet the goals of
using a Grammar VAE for program synthesis and forcing constraints on the synthesized
code. We construct an appropriate grammar and handle issues of context-sensitivity
during sequence generation; we generate a dataset on which to train our model; we
apply the Grammar VAE to the problem of program synthesis; we train and tune
the model extensively; we analyze the latent space; and we impose constraints on
generated functions.
Figure 1·1 gives an overview of the system that we produced. For the sake of
brevity, we will not fully explain the concepts introduced here–they will be covered
in depth as they become relevant throughout the paper. We encourage the reader to
revisit this figure as concepts are explained and the system can be understood with
greater clarity. There are two primary points of entry into the system. The first is with
a C function as shown in the top left of the figure. This particular function is taken
from our training dataset. Functions in the training dataset have several peculiar
qualities, chief among which is the replacement of all identifier names with generic
4names. We will describe this and all other transformations applied in full detail later.
In general, it is not necessary for the input function to be so modified; any C function
will be a valid input to the system as long as it is in the language defined by the
system’s grammar. The system takes the function and, using the grammar, parses it
into an abstract syntax tree. The Grammar Variational Autoencoder subsystem uses
one-hot vectors to represent production rules in the grammar. We wish to reduce the
number of unique production rules required to represent all of the functions in our
dataset because a smaller vocabulary produces smaller one-hot vectors, and smaller
one-hot vectors improves the neural network’s performance. Thus, to reduce the
number of unique production rules required to represent any set of input functions,
the system optimizes the abstract syntax tree by making it near-binary. In the next
step, the system outputs the sequence of production rules that correspond with a
preorder traversal of the abstract syntax tree and converts each rule into a one-hot
vector using the grammar. The boxed subsystem represents the Grammar VAE.
The neural network attempts to reproduce the input from the limited information
in the latent vector with as high a degree of accuracy as possible. The sequence of
one-hot vectors representing the input function is passed to the neural network as
input. The neural network encodes the input by passing it through several layers.
The first layers in the network are convolutional layers, which learn position-invariant
relationships within the input. After the convolutions are applied, the network passes
the input through several fully connected layers until it becomes a compressed latent
vector. The latent vector is the second point of entry for the system. In order to
generate new functions not seen in the training dataset, one can choose a random
latent vector and pass it through the neural network decoder and the remainder of
the system. This point of entry makes the system useful as a generative, program
synthesis model. Regardless of the point of entry chosen, the latent vector is decoded
5through several layers in an attempt to reproduce the input. The last of the decode
layers are recurrent layers, which specialize in learning sequential relationships in data.
The output of the final recurrent layer is a sequence of logit (probability) vectors, each
of which gives the neural network’s prediction for the production rule at that index in
the sequence. The system then enforces the first two sets of optional user-provided
constraints. The first class of constraints enforced is the disallow constraints, which
are applied as the sequence of logit vectors are first decoded. The second class is the
include constraints, which are applied both during and after the decoding of the initial
sequence. The result of these transformations is the sequence of final logit vectors that
correspond to the neural network’s best guess of the original input sequence given the
optional user-provided constraints. The system then completes the decode phase by
translating the logit sequence into production rules in the grammar. The Grammar
VAE architecture ensures that the decoded production rule sequence corresponds to a
syntactically valid function according to the grammar. Depending on user-provided
repair constraints, the last class of constraints, the production rule sequence may
undergo semantic repair, which transforms the syntactically valid function (one that
will parse) into a fully semantically valid function (one that will parse, compile, and
execute). The system will then use the grammar to reconstruct the optimized abstract
syntax tree from the production rules. From the optimized abstract syntax tree, the
system derives the corresponding deoptimized abstract syntax tree, which is turned
into C source code using the grammar. If the user has specified that the function
should contain a vulnerability, one is injected at this point. Vulnerability injection is
another optional repair constraint. The system now returns the function produced as
output.
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7Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Program Synthesis
Automatic program synthesis has long been the subject of research, the goal of which
is to generate full or partial programs from a specification (Gulwani et al., 2017).
Specifications vary based on application. Often, they involve a set of rules or statements
in a formal logic, but some recent works use input/output pairs as formal specifications
(Allamanis et al., 2017). In the case of the former, the specification is complete; in the
latter, it is only partial. Code synthesis can be thought of as an attempt to generate
or model some function based on limited user specification. Early attempts at code
synthesis leveraged theorem provers to construct a proof of the specifications, and then
build a program to satisfy the proof (Green, 1969; Waldinger and Lee, 1969; Manna
and Waldinger, 1971). The next popular approach was transformation-based synthesis,
which iteratively transformed the formal specification into the desired output program
(Manna and Waldinger, 1975). One shortcoming of these deductive approaches is that
it is left to the user to provide the specifications that precisely define the behavior of
the desired function. Specifications of this kind can be even more difficult to compose
than the desired code would be (Gulwani et al., 2017). Users must have a deep
understanding of the underlying logic of the program to be generated, and this is not
always achievable.
Deductive synthesis gave way to inductive synthesis based on input/output exam-
8ples, program sketches, and other forms of incomplete specification. The advantage of
this methodology is that it does not require users to have much or any understanding
of the underlying logic of the desired program. However, the limited information
about the algorithm and/or its behavior presents its own unique set of challenges. It
is difficult to make models of this kind synthesize programs that generalize across
inputs, rather than memorize specific input-output pairs. Yet, there has been some
success. Machine learning has been applied to the inductive synthesis problem with
impressive results. Modern machine learning algorithms require relatively few exam-
ples to produce functions that meet user intent. Gulwani et al. (2017) also categorize
genetic programming as a method of inductive synthesis. Genetic programming models
evolve by a sort of natural selection according to some fitness function (analogous
to a loss function). This is an open area of research. Inductive synthesis does not
usually work directly with source code. The synthesized programs are often latent
(hidden in the weights of a neural network or the DNA of a genetic algorithm, for
instance) or written in a domain-specific language in which syntax is not a concern. A
common example of the latter case is when the synthesizer must determine how to
string together calls from a programmer-defined pool of possible commands, which
can be executed successfully in arbitrary order.
When working in environments where syntax does matter, researchers often rely
on methods of syntax-guided synthesis. Alur et al. (2013) identify the problem of
syntax-guided synthesis as finding a program expression such that the program meets
the specifications of both the user and the theory. This form of synthesis makes use of
syntactic templates to help ensure the correctness of generated programs. Still, these
models need not work with source code either directly or indirectly. Syntax-guided
synthesis can be paired with inductive techniques to generate syntactically valid
programs that meet user intent. However, the combination of these two techniques
9can be problematic because programs are usually checked for syntactic validity after,
not during, generation. When combined with machine learning methods, the models
may learn the syntax and begin to produce syntactically valid programs on their own,
but there is nothing to prevent them from generating code that is not syntactically
valid. If the resulting code is not syntactically valid, then the network must be queried
again for a new function. We use a new neural network architecture, the Grammar
VAE of Kusner et al. (2017), to guarantee that all output sequences are syntactically
valid from the outset. Without needing to learn the syntax of the grammar, the model
also does a better job learning the semantics of the algorithm that it intends to model.
Some machine learning techniques fall outside of what is traditionally understood
as inductive synthesis. Cummins et al. (2017b), for instance, attempt to write code
one character at a time using a neural network. One limitation with this and similar
models is that, in general, there is no guarantee that the generated code will be
either syntactically or semantically correct. Thus, these models may be useful in the
domain of text generation for natural languages, but they often fail when it comes to
the much more syntactically rigorous domain of programming languages; generated
functions may appear meaningful, correct, and even well-written at first glance, but
they must be discarded or repaired if they are not syntactically valid. Repair, of
course, is nontrivial. On the other hand, the advantage of this and other machine
learning approaches is that they alleviate the responsibility previously placed on users
to provide a complete program specification.
We seek to learn from the aforementioned work so that our model succeeds in
writing its own meaningful, correct code. Specifically, we combine inductive, syntax-
guided, and machine learning approaches to program synthesis. Our neural network
not only learns how to generate its own code, but also guarantees the syntactic validity
of any output. We also take steps to produce semantically valid code and impose
10
other constraints on generated functions. Furthermore, we take program synthesis
in a slightly different direction than those explored by most of the previous work.
Synthesized programs are usually very specific–they are intended to produce a certain
output, solve a particular problem, or model some function. We attempt to generate
many programs that, in fact, do not necessarily solve any particular problem. As
explained earlier, this methodology is better suited to the applications that we target.
2.2 Neural Networks
2.2.1 Variational Autoencoders (VAE)
Recent advances in computing have allowed neural networks to emerge as a powerful
technology in recent years. Neural networks attempt to learn some function by
finding weights to minimize the corresponding loss function, which measures how far
a network’s output is from the desired output. A Variational Autoencorder (VAE)
is a type of neural network that learns a latent representation of the input data by
repeatedly encoding and decoding each example. The latent representation of a given
example is a vector far smaller than the original input vector so that only the most
important information is kept. Figure 2·1 shows an example of VAE architecture. In
each encoding layer, information is discarded as the number of neurons is decreased;
in each decoding layer, the network reconstructs the information by increasing the
number of neurons. The latent vector corresponding to each example is the sequence
of activation values of the neurons in the middle layer. The input and output layers
have the same size. The goal of the VAE is to perfectly reconstruct each example using
only the information contained in the latent vector. In general, this is not possible,
although such networks can achieve a remarkably high degree of accuracy. VAEs are
typically used for dimensionality reduction and, more recently, generative models.
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Figure 2·1: Sample VAE architecture.
The former is achieved organically through the structure of the neural network: every
input sequence is compressed into a much smaller latent vector. The latter results
from an exploitation of the learned latent space. New sequences can be generated by
sampling vectors from the latent space and passing them through the decoder.
By virtue of VAE architecture, the latent space contains only the most important
information used to represent the input sequence. The VAE’s bottleneck structure
forces the network to discard irrelevant or useless information about the input. The
remaining information forms the basis for the latent space. The VAE decoder can only
use the information captured in the latent space to reconstruct the input sequence.
For the VAE to minimize the loss function, it must by necessity learn a way to
compress into a latent space vector all of the information needed to reconstruct the
input. This process makes the latent space information-rich both in terms of which
features are present and where they reside in the latent space; the learning process
will create a latent space in which features cluster together. That is, there will tend
to be distinct, more or less contiguous regions in the latent space in which certain
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features are prevalent. Sometimes, these features have an intuitive meaning, but
often they do not. Kingma et al. (2014) demonstrate how a VAE can learn a latent
space for handwritten digits using the popular MNIST dataset. In their learned
latent space, they find that one particular dimension controls digit curvature. So,
one can manipulate how curvy a digit will be by incrementing or decrementing the
value for that dimension in the corresponding latent vector before it is decoded. The
meaningfulness and interpretability of the latent space are definite strengths of the
VAE model. It is chiefly for these reasons that VAEs are often used for dimensionality
reduction. However, one should note that the degree to which the latent space is
well-organized is dependent on the effectiveness of training. We use a VAE to learn a
latent representation of C functions approximately 2 to 10 lines in length. The specifics
of our model architecture and other important characteristics will be discussed in a
later section.
2.2.2 Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are a class of neural networks that specialize
in identifying higher order features in input data. They are usually applied to
image classification problems, although they are also prominent in the domain of
natural language processing. The key innovation of the CNN is the convolution or
filter, which applies some function or operation to a subset of the input. The CNN
learns its filters during the training process. CNN performance often improves from
chaining convolutional layers in a deep neural network structure; the result is usually
some variation of alternating convolutional and pooling layers up to a certain depth.
Convolutional layers deeper in the network learn higher order features, since the
input to those layers are themselves the output of previous convolutions. After the
convolutional and pooling layers usually follow 1 or more dense (fully connected)
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Figure 2·2: Sample CNN architecture.
layers, and finally the output layer. Figure 2·2 shows an example of CNN architecture.
Note that in the convolutional layers, each feature map is constructed by applying
a filter across subsets of the input in sliding window fashion. Because they are
applied over subsets of the data, the learned filters are also position invariant. In
other words, the feature identified by the filter will be found regardless of its position
within the input data. Filters are most easily understood in the example of image
processing. The first convolutional layers are essentially edge detectors across various
axes. Subsequent layers learn combinations of edges–maybe an eye, nose, or mouth
in facial recognition. Deeper layers learn yet more complex features, such as distinct
portions of a face. The final dense layers will use these high level features as input,
which will make classification easier. The above case is idealized; filters are not always
so easily interpretable in practice. Regardless, the CNN has proved a valuable tool in
the machine learning arsenal. Depending on the shape of the input, filters may be 1-
dimensional, 2-dimensional, etc. In image processing, filters are usually 2-dimensional.
Our filters are all 1-dimensional. We use CNNs as subcomponents of the encoder in
our Grammar VAE for the purpose of learning higher-order, position-invariant features
in the data. The first layers in our Grammar VAE architecture are convolutional.
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2.2.3 Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) and Gated Recurrent Units
(GRU)
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are another family of neural networks designed
specifically to learn features in sequential or temporal data. The assumption in
traditional Multi-Layer Perceptron neural network architectures is that input data
are independent of each other. RNNs capture sequential relationships by making
the output of one neuron dependent not only on the input, but also on the hidden
state of the previous neuron. Thus, the hidden state acts as a sort of memory for the
network. Figure 2·3 shows an example of RNN architecture. We show the network
being unfolded over several timesteps. Here, xt is the input at time t, st is the hidden
state at time t, ot is the output at time t, and U , V , and W are learned weights that
determine how the values relate to each other. The hidden state st is defined as:
st = f(Uxt +Wst−1)
where f is a nonlinear activation function such as tanh or ReLU, both of which are
common even in basic Multi-Layer Perceptron implementations of neural networks.
Finally, to compute the output ot, we pass st into another activation function. The
choice of activation function will vary based on application, but for classification a
common one is softmax:
ot = softmax(V st)
Softmax is used to create a probability distribution over a set of possible output
classes. Thus, we can select the final output at time t to be the most probable class
based on the distribution. Depending on the application, we may care only about
outputs at specific timesteps.
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Figure 2·3: Sample RNN architecture.
The Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), first introduced by Cho et al. (2014), is an
extension to the traditional RNN architecture. Like the Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) units designed by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997), GRUs were built
to solve the vanishing gradient problem–that RNNs have difficulty ”remembering”
information from more than a few timesteps in the past. GRUs use update and reset
gates to decide which information is sent to the output. A full explanation of GRUs is
beyond the scope of this paper. Suffice it to say that GRUs expand on the traditional
RNN model by allowing the network to remember features across significantly longer
sequences. We use GRU layers in the decoder portion of our Grammar VAE to learn
sequential relationships in the input.
2.3 Grammars
Grammars are formal constructs that describe the set of all valid strings in a given
language. In this work, we consider three types of grammars: context-free, context-
sensitive, and unrestricted. A Context-Free Grammar (CFG) G is formally defined as
a 4-tuple:
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G = (V,Σ, R, S)
where V is the set of non-terminal symbols, Σ is the set (disjoint from V ) of terminal
symbols, R is the set of production rules (also called the vocabulary), and S is the
start symbol. The rules in R describe how to transition from non-terminal symbols to
strings in the language. Each rule is of the form:
A→ α
where A  V and α  (V ∪ Σ)∗. In other words, a non-terminal symbol A can be
replaced with zero or more non-terminal or terminal symbols in any combination. The
string is complete when it has been fully expanded so that it contains only terminal
symbols.
For convenience, CFGs are often expressed in Backus-Naur Form (BNF). Below is
an example of a CFG written in BNF. This particular CFG describes the language
of balanced parentheses. When written in BNF, the set of non-terminals V can be
constructed from all of the symbols on the left hand side of the arrows; Σ is composed
of all symbols on the right hand side of the arrows that do not appear on the left
hand side; R is the set of lines in the BNF; and S is given explicitly (here, it is
A). The production rules in our grammar are also kept in BNF, which allows us
to easily perform transformations on them when necessary. We will describe these
transformations and their necessity in depth later on.
A→ AA
A→ (A)
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A→ ()
A Context-Sensitive Grammar (CSG) is defined by the same 4-tuple as a CFG,
but with the additional requirement that every rule be of the form:
αAβ → γ
where A  V ; α, β, γ  (V ∪ Σ)∗; and |αAβ| ≤ |γ|. In other words, a CSG allows for
each application of a rule to take into account its position in the string. The difference
between CFGs and CSGs is that the latter have more expressive power. As shown
by the Chomsky Hierarchy of grammars, every language that can be expressed by
a CFG can also be expressed by a CSG. The converse is not true. Namely, there
are many languages that can be described by a CSG, but not a CFG. We will show
later on that the C language cannot be described by a CFG; we must handle issues of
context-sensitivity.
Unrestricted grammars are the most expressive grammars in the Chomsky Hierarchy.
They describe any language that can be parsed by a Turing Machine. An unrestricted
grammar is defined by the same 4-tuple as before, except that each rule is of the form:
αAβ → γ
where A  V and α, β, γ  (V ∪ Σ)∗. Unrestricted grammars, like CSGs, make use
of context information when applying production rules. The former, though, is far
more powerful in terms of the kinds of languages that it can describe. There are many
examples of languages that can be described by an unrestricted grammar, but not
a context-sensitive grammar; however, it is beyond the scope of our work to discuss
these languages in detail.
We now consider two sets of C programs: the language of all syntactically valid C
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programs and the language of all semantically valid C programs. Throughout this
work, we say that a C program is “syntactically valid” if it parses into an abstract
syntax tree without errors. We say that a program is “semantically valid” if it both
parses and compiles without errors. In other words, a program is in the language of
syntactically valid C programs if it parses correctly, and a program is in the language
of semantically valid C programs if it compiles correctly. We recognize that these
definitions are imprecise and depend largely on which parser and compiler one uses. We
use the pycparser for parsing and gcc for compilation. Our model is largely dependent
upon the underlying grammar that we use, so we must first consider which kind of
grammar can express each of these languages. We would prefer if these languages were
both context-free, because that would greatly simplify our model logic. Unfortunately,
this is not the case. We determine that the language of merely syntactically and not
necessarily semantically valid C programs (i.e. the programs parse successfully, but do
not necessarily compile successfully) is not a context-free language. In fact, whether
or not this language is context-sensitive or unrestricted is a matter of little importance
for our purposes; in both cases, we must design a model that can incorporate context
information. We will leave it to future work to find the answer to the problem of where
in the Chomsky hierarchy these languages fall. Some examples of context-sensitivity
in our particular parser include the handling of case and break statements. Our
production rules allow both such statements to be used wherever a general statement
is required. However, the parser will not accept all of the strings in the language
just described. Specifically, the parser does not allow the final case statement in
a switch block to be empty (forward-looking context-sensitivity), nor does it allow
a break statement to be placed outside of the scope of a loop (backward-looking
context-sensitivity). In other words, some production rules are only valid based on
the context in which they are used. Thus, the language accepted by our parser is
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not context-free. A final example is the well known typedef-name problem: the C
grammar requires typedef names to obey scoping rules, which forces parsers to handle
context.
The language of all semantically valid C programs is also not context-free. First,
this language achieves the requirement of context-sensitivity because it contains the
language of syntactically valid C programs. It also has its own context requirements.
One of the most obvious examples is that variable use before declaration is invalid.
Another is that no two labels defined in a given program can have the same name. Most
parsers do not enforce these requirements, so it is left to the compiler to check. Since
our model must generate semantically valid functions, we must also handle this context
information before we output any code. As with the language of syntactically valid C
programs, it may be the case that the language of semantically valid C programs is
either context-sensitive or unrestricted. While this question is thought-provoking, it
is only tangentially related to the work that we do here. With that being said, we
could certainly see it being an issue of importance as more research is done in this
field. The neural network architecture on which this work is based can guarantee the
syntactic validity of output sequences when working in a context-free environment,
but makes no such guarantee when handling context-sensitive grammars. If a new
architecture is designed to handle context-sensitive grammars, but not unrestricted
grammars, it may be important to know whether the language of semantically valid C
functions is context-sensitive or unrestricted. Because more context information is
necessary to produce semantically valid functions, we will produce syntactically valid
functions and then transform them into semantically valid functions.
As previously stated, our C parser enforces a certain degree of context-sensitivity,
and this greatly increases the complexity of our model. We could design a model based
on a purely context-free interpretation of C, but this would present its own problems;
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programs generated by such a model would likely be invalid either syntactically or
semantically. Considering that the goal of code synthesis is to give programs the
power to generate meaningful, correct code, and that only semantically valid code can
be either meaningful or correct, using a context-free interpretation of C would not be
particularly sensible. We will describe in a later section exactly to what extent we
dealt with issues of context-sensitivity, and how this impacted our work. We will also
discuss our attempts to transform syntactically valid programs into semantically valid
programs.
2.4 Abstract Syntax Trees (AST)
An abstract syntax tree (AST) is a tree representation of a string in a formal or
programming language. Usually, ASTs are employed in the context of parsing source
code, although they can be created for other structures that can be expressed as
formal languages. Because we are working on the problem of program synthesis, we
will explain ASTs as they relate to the former case. An AST is a tree that represents
a program, and in which each node is a construct in the programming language.
The tree implicitly shows some syntax, like the order of operations, by nature of its
structure–hence, it is “abstract.” One can create an AST from source code by passing
it through a parser. As the parser processes the source code, it builds and fills in the
AST. The AST is then used in the compilation process. One useful property of the
AST is that it depicts graphically the applications of production rules in a grammar.
A preorder traversal of an AST will give the sequence of production rule applications
that result in the original function. We take advantage of this fact when we build our
vocabulary. Consider Algorithm ListMax below.
int listMax(int array[], int N)
{
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if (N == 0)
return -1;
int result = array[0];
for (int i = 1; i < N; i++)
{
if (array[i] > result)
result = array[i];
}
return result;
}
We produce the AST by executing a parse operation on the source code. Figure 2·4
shows the AST for Algorithm ListMax. For clarity, attributes and child names are
omitted. The associated production rule sequence, acquired from a preorder traversal
of the AST, is shown below. Attributes and child names can be seen clearly here.
start=FileAST -> ext[0]=FuncDef
ext[0]=FuncDef -> decl=Decl:name=largest,quals=[],storage=[],
funcspec=[] body=Compound
decl=Decl -> type=FuncDecl
type=FuncDecl -> args=ParamList type=TypeDecl:declname=
largest,quals=[]
args=ParamList -> params[0]=Decl:name=array,quals=[],
storage=[],funcspec=[] params[1]=Decl:name=N,quals=[],
storage=[],funcspec=[]
params[0]=Decl -> type=ArrayDecl:dim_quals=[]
type=ArrayDecl -> type=TypeDecl:declname=array,quals=[]
type=TypeDecl -> type=IdentifierType:names=[’int’]
params[1]=Decl -> type=TypeDecl:declname=N,quals=[]
type=TypeDecl -> type=IdentifierType:names=[’int’]
type=TypeDecl -> type=IdentifierType:names=[’int’]
body=Compound -> block_items[0]=If block_items[1]=Decl:name=
result,quals=[],storage=[],funcspec=[] block_items[2]=For
block_items[3]=Return
block_items[0]=If -> cond=BinaryOp:op=== iftrue=Return
cond=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=N right=Constant:type=int,
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value=0
iftrue=Return -> expr=UnaryOp:op=-
expr=UnaryOp -> expr=Constant:type=int,value=1
block_items[1]=Decl -> type=TypeDecl:declname=result,quals=[]
init=ArrayRef
type=TypeDecl -> type=IdentifierType:names=[’int’]
init=ArrayRef -> name=ID:name=array subscript=Constant:type=
int,value=0
block_items[2]=For -> init=DeclList cond=BinaryOp:op=< next=
UnaryOp:op=p++ stmt=Compound
init=DeclList -> decls[0]=Decl:name=i,quals=[],storage=[],
funcspec=[]
decls[0]=Decl -> type=TypeDecl:declname=i,quals=[] init=
Constant:type=int,value=1
type=TypeDecl -> type=IdentifierType:names=[’int’]
cond=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=i right=ID:name=N
next=UnaryOp -> expr=ID:name=i
stmt=Compound -> block_items[0]=If
block_items[0]=If -> cond=BinaryOp:op=> iftrue=Assignment:
op==
cond=BinaryOp -> left=ArrayRef right=ID:name=result
left=ArrayRef -> name=ID:name=array subscript=ID:name=i
iftrue=Assignment -> lvalue=ID:name=result rvalue=ArrayRef
rvalue=ArrayRef -> name=ID:name=array subscript=ID:name=i
block_items[3]=Return -> expr=ID:name=result
We use ASTs both when we decompose a function into its production rules and
when we reconstruct a function from its production rules. While the former operation
is straightforward, the latter is not. Because of the context-sensitivity of the grammar,
the process can actually be quite difficult. We discuss how we handle these issues in a
later section.
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Figure 2·4: AST for Algorithm ListMax, which finds the largest
element in an unsorted array. Nonterminal symbols are shown in teal,
while terminal symbols are shown in blue. We used the pycparser to
generate this AST.
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Chapter 3
Related Work
Allamanis et al. (2017) survey the current state of machine learning technologies and
methodologies as they relate to probabilistic models of source code. They compare
and contrast programming languages and natural languages, finding that the two
share many similarities that are exploitable in machine learning models; this property
they put forth in the Naturalness Hypothesis. They also identify application areas
that can benefit from machine learning models in the near future. They specifically
list program synthesis as one of these areas, and discuss previous work in this domain.
These findings validate many of our methods, and suggest possible approaches to the
problem of program synthesis.
Gulwani et al. (2017) give an account of state-of-the-art approaches to program
synthesis. They identify the most common approaches to program synthesis, compare
and contrast them, and give their respective shortcomings. In our work, we explore
constraint solving and inductive programming in depth. The authors also note many
of the challenges still faced in the domain. These challenges include the intractability
of the program space and diversity in user intent. We face both challenges in our work.
Because the size of the program space varies with the number of production rules in
the vocabulary when the maximum AST size is held constant, we do much work to
reduce the vocabulary size. We also attempt to capture the wide variation in user
intent with the VAE, which learns a latent space to represent functions.
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Green (1969), Manna and Waldinger (1971), and Waldinger and Lee (1969) pioneer
early methods of program synthesis. These works rely heavily on a user-defined
specification, which is then translated into a proof in a formal logic using SAT/SMT
solvers. The proof is used to build the final program. Another approach that relies on
user-defined specifications is transformation-based synthesis (Manna and Waldinger,
1974). In this case, the given specification is transformed repeatedly until the desired
program is constructed. Collectively, these approaches constitute deductive program
synthesis. As previously noted, one major shortcoming of deductive synthesis is that it
can often be exceedingly difficult to provide a full specification of the desired program;
at that point, one may as well just write the program oneself.
To combat this problem, researchers began to experiment with inductive program
synthesis techniques. Jha and Seshia (2017) define formal inductive program syn-
thesizer as one that “generalize[s] from examples by searching a restricted space of
programs.” In contrast with deductive synthesis, inductive synthesis does not rely on
a user-defined specification of the desired program. Instead, the user gives the model
a set of input-output examples or some equivalent demonstration of the program’s
functionality, and the model must create a program to match these. Shaw et al. (1975)
design a system that produces recursive LISP programs from single input-output
pairs. Summers (1986) and Biermann (1978) create more robust LISP programs from
multiple input-output examples. Related to programming-by-example in the inductive
synthesis domain is programming-by-demonstration. Smith (1975) builds one such
model. Their contribution to the domain was a program that recreates recursive
programs after some number of executions of those programs. More recently, Lau
(2001) combine programming-by-demonstration with machine learning. They use
version space algebra to observe changes in application state as a result of a user’s
actions, then learn the sequence of instructions that map between these states. Genetic
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programming, which attempts to learn a program by simulating natural selection, is
sometimes also classified as inductive program synthesis (Koza, 1994).
Common to both aforementioned approaches is the need to reduce or more quickly
process the search space of potential programs. Albarghouthi et al. (2013) use a
generic programming-by-example algorithm, but provide a novel search strategy using
special data structures to efficiently synthesize programs. Their work outperformed
the previous state-of-the-art SAT based synthesis tool. Perelman et al. (2014) improve
search efficiency by supplying input/output examples to the model one at a time,
and refining the synthesized program at every step. Polikarpova et al. (2016) use
polymorphic refinement types to discover complex programs faster than previous
methods. We limited our search space by reducing our vocabulary size as much as
possible.
Modern approaches to inductive synthesis often employ machine learning. Jha
and Seshia (2017) note that inductive synthesis and machine learning, while similar,
are not identical; inductive synthesis generally focuses on finding an exact solution
to a problem, whereas machine learning traditionally is used to find an approximate
solution to a problem. Nevertheless, machine learning techniques have proven useful
in expanding upon previous work in inductive synthesis. Liang et al. (2010) use a
Bayesian prior to learn inter-program substructures between related programs using
only a few input-output examples. Menon et al. (2013) learn weights in a probabilistic
model using textual features in input-output examples. Both of the aforementioned
works rely on a probabilistic context-free grammar that corresponds to a set of function
applications. These functions were created by the authors to conduct certain predefined
string transformations in a domain-specific syntax. In contrast, our grammar is that of
the C programming language, and we allow our model to build functions directly into
source code. Balog et al. (2016) use deep learning to augment traditional inductive
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programming techniques. Their model, like some of those previously discussed, predicts
a series of applications of specific predefined functions (+1, −1, map, reduce, filter,
sort, etc.). Parisotto et al. (2016) use a Recursive-Reverse-Recursive Neural Network to
construct new programs based on input/output examples. Their network architecture
allows the model to generalize with some success to programs that were not seen
during training. The programs considered were string transformation procedures.
Graves et al. (2014) give neural networks memory resources, making them analogous
to Turing Machines. They demonstrate the ability of their model to learn several
functions, including copy, sort, and associative recall. Kurach et al. (2015), Joulin
and Mikolov (2015), Grefenstette et al. (2015), Sukhbaatar et al. (2015), Neelakantan
et al. (2015), Kaiser and Sutskever (2015), Reed and De Freitas (2015), Zaremba et al.
(2016), and Graves et al. (2016) continue work with memory- and logic-augmented
neural networks. Bunel et al. (2016) learn and optimize assembly-like programs using
a neural compiler. While these Neural Turing Machine models have shown much
promise, none of them truly write programs in the sense that they do not output
human-readable source code; their programs are entirely latent. So, while their models
may be capable of solving complex problems with relatively high accuracy, they are
not useful for the applications we consider.
Some machine learning research has focused on writing source code directly in
non domain-specific languages. Lin et al. (2017) use an RNN and program templates
to create single-line bash scripts to solve problems given by a natural language
specification. Ling et al. (2016) use a neural network and a mix of structural and
natural language specifications to generate code for various trading card games.
Raychev et al. (2014) synthesize code completions for programs with holes. They
mainly consider Java programs that rely heavily on API calls. Cummins et al. (2017b)
discuss the need for generative models that can produce a large quantity of semantically
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valid source code for the purpose of training compilers. They note the lack of datasets
for such problems, and the need for generated programs to be similar to hand-written
programs. They use an RNN to produce code at the character level. Generated code
is then fed into a discard filter, which rejects functions that do not compile. They
have a discard rate of approximately 32%. We remove the need for a discard filter by
employing a Grammar VAE.
Modern inductive approaches to program synthesis have expanded on source code
composition by including a grammar to assist in the derivation of generated programs.
Alur et al. (2013) define the problem of syntax-guided synthesis as follows:
Given a background theory T , a typed function symbol f , a formula φ
over the vocabulary of T along with f , and a set L of expressions over the
vocabulary of T and of the same type as f , find an expression e  L such
that the formula φ[f/e] is valid modulo T .
Formally, this is the problem that our model solves. They also suggest a selective
learning approach to solve this problem. That is, for every candidate program
generated by the model, learning only succeeds if the program is in the language
of valid programs. The syntactic validity of candidate programs is checked by an
oracle function. This contrasts with our approach because every example produced
by our model is syntactically valid. Our model therefore wastes no time producing
syntactically invalid (and meaningless) functions, nor is it burdened by having to learn
the syntax of the language in question; our VAE’s latent space consists entirely of
semantic information, not syntactic information. Thus, we build especially on this
work and the work of Kusner et al. (2017) to produce a Grammar VAE for program
synthesis. Patra and Pradel (2016) create a generative model for fuzzing similar to
Cummins et al. (2017b), except that theirs is based on probabilistic decision trees
and a CFG. However, because they do not rely on any context information, only
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96.3% of generated JavaScript programs are syntactically valid and 14.4% of the
subset of syntactically valid programs execute without causing an error. Our approach
guarantees that all generated programs are syntactically valid, and we improve upon
these semantic validity numbers.
Other examples of inductive synthesis allow users to define a partial program that is
filled by the model. Gaunt et al. (2016) introduce a domain-specific language in which
users can define a program representation using random variables and input/output
examples. The language then infers the underlying program. Similarly, Devlin
et al. (2017) implements a neural network using rules in a domain-specific language,
and compares their methodology to traditional neural induction strategies using
input/output examples and the aforementioned Neural Turing Machine approach. They
find that their network exhibits very good performance in cases where input/output
examples are noisy. Solar-Lezama (2008) produce the language SKETCH, which
allows users to specify program sketches (programs with holes) rather than logical
specifications. Building on previous work with program sketches, Murali et al. (2017)
use a Bayesian encoder-decoder to train a posterior distribution over candidate sketches.
They then use the posterior distribution to assign higher probability to sketches that
are more likely to match the incomplete specification supplied to the model. Gulwani
(2011) and Gulwani et al. (2012) describe Excel’s FlashFill, which synthesizes string
transformation programs from input-output examples. Singh and Gulwani (2015)
expand upon FlashFill by incorporating a version-space algebra to improve rankings
of synthesized code options. Finally, Polozov and Gulwani (2015) design an extension
to FlashFill and a framework that can be applied to any domain-specific language.
Riedel et al. (2016) use neural networks to complete user-defined program sketches in
the language Forth. Unlike previous models, these can indeed write source code, but
fulfill a fundamentally different purpose when compared to our research. We give the
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user significantly less control over the kinds of programs produced because the intent
of our model is not to produce a single program that solves a specific problem. Rather,
we want to allow users to generate arbitrarily many functions that are similar to a
corpus of input functions and about which we can make certain guarantees. These
guarantees will be discussed in a later section.
One final set of sources inspired this work. Most important and relevant to our
work is that of Kusner et al. (2017), who introduce the Grammar VAE neural network
architecture and demonstrate its effectiveness on generative modeling of discrete
data. They recognize that many generative models across all domains (including
program synthesis) often produce invalid outputs. The Grammar VAE guarantees
syntactic validity of output sequences when the data can be represented as production
rules from a context-free grammar. They find that the Grammar VAE learns a
more meaningful latent space when compared to the traditional VAE architecture,
and they apply their model to both symbolic regression and molecular synthesis.
Finally, they suggest program synthesis as a potential application for the Grammar
VAE. We build on their work. We also review Lipton et al. (2015), who note that
improvements in RNN architecture (like the LSTM and GRU) have made them viable
for learning large sequences. They contrast RNNs with Markov Models, and find
that RNNs have outpaced Markov Models in expressive power, memory requirements,
and accuracy. This work gave us confidence that the Grammar VAE, which uses an
RNN in the decode phase, would be sufficient for our purposes. Dolan-Gavitt et al.
(2016) design a system to inject vulnerabilities into C source code. They successfully
add vulnerabilities to common Unix utilities like bash and tshark. Depending on the
application, they are able to inject vulnerabilities successfully between 9.6% and 53.2%
of the time. We improve upon these numbers, although we work in source code rather
than compiled binaries. Additionally, their vulnerability injection process is quite
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expensive, taking up to several minutes on average. This latency is unsatisfactory for
making a dataset of hundreds of thousands or millions of functions, which is the size
of the corpus required by MUSE. These sources in particular motivated our design
decisions, and gave us an idea of potential pitfalls.
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Chapter 4
Methods
4.1 MUSE Dataset
Our work relies on a large corpus of C functions. These functions, in plain text, form
the basis for the input to our neural network. In subsequent sections, we describe
how we transformed the C source dataset into the final input dataset. Our initial
dataset is comprised of a diverse range of functions across several languages from
various open-source GitHub projects. Some curating and maintenance work was
done by the MUSE team to produce the MUSE corpus, which contains a total of
11, 114, 224 C functions. Functions range from the application level to the kernel level,
employing various data structures, algorithms, and styles. The dataset is shuffled
so that functions from the different projects are intermixed. We ultimately use only
a fraction of the input functions in our training dataset. Some functions from this
dataset can be found in the appendix.
4.2 Constructing the Grammar
Before we could build the final dataset, we need to find an appropriate C grammar
for our purposes. Our parser provides us with a large starting grammar. We initially
considered using this full grammar, but found that it was too complex for our
purposes. To test the kinds of output functions that we were likely to see, we randomly
chose production rules one step at a time until we had only terminal symbols or
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hit some maximum AST size. The search space of functions when using the full
grammar was vast, so it took quite a long time to assemble each output sequence.
Moreover, we felt that the randomly constructed functions were not representative
of the sorts of functions that we would like to model. Namely, the sample functions
frequently contained obscure C constructs that, while syntactically valid, nonetheless
left something to be desired stylistically. Because we plan to use the output of our
model to provide training examples for the MUSE classifiers (many of which take as
input the raw source code rather than compiled and optimized binaries or intermediate
representations like LLVM), we would like our output functions to be representative
of code samples that might be found in the wild. Furthermore, to the best of our
knowledge we are the first researchers to apply a Grammar VAE to the domain of
code synthesis. Therefore, we thought it best to consider only a subset of the grammar
and aim for generating simpler functions. This choice helped us to reduce the search
space of functions when deciding on an output.
It became even more apparent that we made the correct choice in considering only
a subset of the C grammar when we found that we needed to incorporate some form
of backward-looking context in our rules; the addition of context results in an increase
in vocabulary size exponential with the number of rules that we look back. We could
have decided instead to use the full grammar without context information, but the
result would have been a network that is not guaranteed to produce syntactically
valid code. We felt that our main contribution to the field of program synthesis was a
robust neural network that always generates syntactically valid code, thus combining
the advantages of many current machine learning approaches to program synthesis
with those of deductive and syntax based approaches. Thus, our network takes as
input a subset of the grammar, and only accepts and produces functions that use
rules found in the given grammar.
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In order to determine the subset of the C grammar in which we are interested, we
decided to enumerate the production rules in a set of randomly selected functions.
Table 4.1 shows the result of this enumeration. In each trial, we choose a certain
number of functions to read from the C source dataset. We vary the number of
functions read by an order of magnitude in each trial. We then attempt to parse each
of the functions. While all code samples in the source dataset are valid C functions,
the parser nonetheless fails to parse many of the input samples. We found that our
parser would only accept those user-defined types that were previously declared in a
corresponding typedef statement (another example of context sensitivity in our parser).
We find that there are a large number of user-defined types in our dataset. We also
discarded any function in which the number of production rules used exceeded 50. We
did this because our neural network architecture only allowed for output sequences
of some maximum sequence length, which we arbitrarily set to 50. This corresponds
with functions of 2 to 10 lines in length. While we could have included the production
rules found in long functions in the rules dataset, we decided that keeping only the
rules found in short functions corresponded more with the goal of our work. As a
result, the number of functions successfully parsed is only a fraction of the number of
functions chosen from the source dataset. This does not pose a problem in our work
because we find that we enumerate more than enough production rules even after
filtering out functions that fail to parse. We experimented with various vocabulary
sizes in our model, but ultimately settled on a small vocabulary of 234 rules (where 1
rule is for padding sequences that do not reach the maximum length of 50). While
this only corresponds with the production rules found in 100 input functions, we note
that in this work we are attempting to model small functions that exhibit very generic
behaviors; we are not interested in capturing many of the niche or obscure features of
C that are found in the longer and more complicated functions.
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Input Functions Parsed Vocabulary (No Opt.) Vocabulary (Max Opt.)
1 0 0 0
10 2 39 33
100 22 647 281
1, 000 173 4, 401 806
10, 000 1, 721 35, 411 2, 588
100, 000 17, 468 291, 340 6, 841
1, 000, 000 175, 970 2, 125, 043 16, 562
10, 000, 000 249, 559 2, 824, 604 18, 808
11, 114, 224 249, 559 2, 824, 604 18, 808
Table 4.1: Production rules enumerated in the MUSE C source dataset.
For functions that successfully parsed into an AST, we extracted the production
rules by a preorder traversal of the tree. However, we found that the rules extracted
in this manner were not in the desired format. Specifically, they captured no context
information. Based on the work of Kusner et al. (2017), we knew that our model
would use a GRU during the decode phase to build the output function one production
rule at a time. The original Grammar VAE described in the aforementioned work
uses a masking function to disallow invalid transitions when choosing the next rule
in the sequence. This strategy works well for context-free languages, in which there
is no need to preserve context information when applying a production; however, as
previously mentioned, our parser accepts a context-sensitive language. We therefore
needed to do a series of transformations on the vocabulary in order to ensure that
all output functions were syntactically valid. Specifically, during the rule extraction
phase we prepend the name of the non-terminal symbol to which the rule belongs as
a child (this information is stored in the AST data structure). This greatly increases
the size of the vocabulary because there are many combinations of rules and their
children. To offset this explosion in vocabulary size, we also take steps to reduce the
size of the vocabulary. First, we replace all identifier names with a generic name that
uses the variable occurrence as a suffix (i.e. generic 0, generic 1, generic 2, etc.). We
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were initially reluctant to do this, because the hope was that the model would be able
to learn some sort of semantic relationship between variable name uses on its own.
Without unique variable names, the model cannot learn these relationships. Second,
we replace all string literal values with a generic string literal (“string literal”). Third,
we replace all other literal values with generic values corresponding to their respective
types (0 for int, ’x’ for char, etc.). Again, at the outset of the project we wanted
to preserve this information because we wanted to allow the model to find semantic
connections between the uses of different literal values (e.g. loop counter variables
are usually initialized to 0, and usually count up to some nonzero value). Fourth, we
modify the structure of the AST to make it as similar as possible to a binary tree.
This was, by far, the most involved transformation we made. For any AST node
that can have potentially unlimited direct children (such as an expression list for the
arguments to a function), we replace the node with a series of custom nodes that did
not previously exist in the grammar. Each of these custom nodes has 1 or 2 children: a
value (e.g. an expression or argument) and, if there are any more values in the original
sequence, a child node of the same type. Later, when we reconstruct the AST from
the sequence of production rules used in the function, we replace these custom nodes
with the original nodes found in the grammar. The advantage of the near-binarized
AST is that the context information becomes much more manageable. In the original
vocabulary after our addition of context, rules would have information on their position
in the sequence (i.e. arg0, arg1, arg2, etc.). This information is actually not useful
for the model because it pollutes the vocabulary with expressions that can only be
used in very specific positions. This is especially true if there is a function in the
dataset that has a huge number of arguments. After near-binarization, rules are much
more general. In fact, this process allows the model to output functions that were
previously unreachable. For example, if there were no functions of 5 arguments in
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the input dataset, then the model would not be able to produce functions with 5
arguments without our transformations. Plus, by virtue of the way GRUs work, the
model can learn information about the position of arguments and expressions in a list
on its own, so explicit labels denoting the argument number are unnecessary. Fifth,
and finally, we replace all numbered generic identifiers with a single generic identifier
name. This supersedes our first transformation. We were reluctant to be so aggressive
with our renaming, but we found that without doing so the vocabulary became too
unwieldy for the model; the neural network could not learn much from such a large
vocabulary. Below is an example of a simple function, the production rules enumerated
before our transformations are applied, and the production rules enumerated after our
transformations are applied. We also show the C code that corresponds with each
sequence of production rules for the sake of completeness and clarity. We will explain
in the subsequent sections how we reconstruct the AST from the production rules;
after this reconstruction, we can use the pycparser API to generate C code for the
AST. We begin with an implementation of the Euclidean GCD algorithm.
int gcd(int a, int b)
{
if ((a == 0) || (b == 0))
return 0;
if (a == b)
return a;
if (a > b)
return gcd(a - b, b);
return gcd(a, b - a);
}
Optimization level 0 makes no changes to the production rules and successfully
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reproduces the function without loss of any information.
start=FileAST -> ext[0]=FuncDef
ext[0]=FuncDef -> decl=Decl:name=gcd,quals=[],storage=[],
funcspec=[] body=Compound
decl=Decl -> type=FuncDecl
type=FuncDecl -> args=ParamList type=TypeDecl:declname=gcd,
quals=[]
args=ParamList -> params[0]=Decl:name=a,quals=[],storage=
[],funcspec=[] params[1]=Decl:name=b,quals=[],storage=
[],funcspec=[]
params[0]=Decl -> type=TypeDecl:declname=a,quals=[]
type=TypeDecl -> type=IdentifierType:names=[’int’]
params[1]=Decl -> type=TypeDecl:declname=b,quals=[]
type=TypeDecl -> type=IdentifierType:names=[’int’]
type=TypeDecl -> type=IdentifierType:names=[’int’]
body=Compound -> block_items[0]=If block_items[1]=If
block_items[2]=If block_items[3]=Return
block_items[0]=If -> cond=BinaryOp:op=|| iftrue=Return
cond=BinaryOp -> left=BinaryOp:op=== right=BinaryOp:op===
left=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=a right=Constant:type=int,
value=0
right=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=b right=Constant:type=int,
value=0
iftrue=Return -> expr=Constant:type=int,value=0
block_items[1]=If -> cond=BinaryOp:op=== iftrue=Return
cond=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=a right=ID:name=b
iftrue=Return -> expr=ID:name=a
block_items[2]=If -> cond=BinaryOp:op=> iftrue=Return
cond=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=a right=ID:name=b
iftrue=Return -> expr=FuncCall
expr=FuncCall -> name=ID:name=gcd args=ExprList
args=ExprList -> exprs[0]=BinaryOp:op=- exprs[1]=ID:name=b
exprs[0]=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=a right=ID:name=b
block_items[3]=Return -> expr=FuncCall
expr=FuncCall -> name=ID:name=gcd args=ExprList
args=ExprList -> exprs[0]=ID:name=a exprs[1]=BinaryOp:op=-
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exprs[1]=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=b right=ID:name=a
int gcd(int a, int b)
{
if ((a == 0) || (b == 0))
return 0;
if (a == b)
return a;
if (a > b)
return gcd(a - b, b);
return gcd(a, b - a);
}
Here is the result of the production rule enumeration algorithm using optimization
level 1. As you can see, identifier names have been replaced with numbered generic
identifiers, but the code is still semantically valid and the algorithm works as expected.
start=FileAST -> ext[0]=FuncDef
ext[0]=FuncDef -> decl=Decl:name=generic_0,quals=[],
storage=[],funcspec=[] body=Compound
decl=Decl -> type=FuncDecl
type=FuncDecl -> args=ParamList type=TypeDecl:declname=
generic_0,quals=[]
args=ParamList -> params[0]=Decl:name=generic_1,quals=[],
storage=[],funcspec=[] params[1]=Decl:name=generic_2,
quals=[],storage=[],funcspec=[]
params[0]=Decl -> type=TypeDecl:declname=generic_1,quals=[]
type=TypeDecl -> type=IdentifierType:names=[’int’]
params[1]=Decl -> type=TypeDecl:declname=generic_2,quals=[]
type=TypeDecl -> type=IdentifierType:names=[’int’]
type=TypeDecl -> type=IdentifierType:names=[’int’]
body=Compound -> block_items[0]=If block_items[1]=If
block_items[2]=If block_items[3]=Return
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block_items[0]=If -> cond=BinaryOp:op=|| iftrue=Return
cond=BinaryOp -> left=BinaryOp:op=== right=BinaryOp:op===
left=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=generic_1 right=Constant:
type=int,value=0
right=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=generic_2 right=Constant:
type=int,value=0
iftrue=Return -> expr=Constant:type=int,value=0
block_items[1]=If -> cond=BinaryOp:op=== iftrue=Return
cond=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=generic_1 right=ID:name=
generic_2
iftrue=Return -> expr=ID:name=generic_1
block_items[2]=If -> cond=BinaryOp:op=> iftrue=Return
cond=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=generic_1 right=ID:name=
generic_2
iftrue=Return -> expr=FuncCall
expr=FuncCall -> name=ID:name=generic_0 args=ExprList
args=ExprList -> exprs[0]=BinaryOp:op=- exprs[1]=ID:name=
generic_2
exprs[0]=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=generic_1 right=ID:name=
generic_2
block_items[3]=Return -> expr=FuncCall
expr=FuncCall -> name=ID:name=generic_0 args=ExprList
args=ExprList -> exprs[0]=ID:name=generic_1 exprs[1]=
BinaryOp:op=-
exprs[1]=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=generic_2 right=ID:name=
generic_1
int generic_0(int generic_1, int generic_2)
{
if ((generic_1 == 0) || (generic_2 == 0))
return 0;
if (generic_1 == generic_2)
return generic_1;
if (generic_1 > generic_2)
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return generic_0(generic_1 - generic_2, generic_2);
return generic_0(generic_1, generic_2 - generic_1);
}
For the sake of brevity, we omit optimization levels 2 and 3, which change string literals
and all other literals, respectively. In the case of this particular function, there is no
change. Of course, in functions that rely heavily on literal values (and especially on
nonzero literal values), the meaning will be significantly modified. Optimization level
4 changes the structure of the AST so that it is near binary, but semantic information
remains unaffected. The rule sequence is much longer than it was before, but as we
described, this transformation is vital for both code generality and limitation of the
vocabulary size. As you can see, the AST now contains nodes with the “Block” suffix,
which marks them as part of a linked list. In the next section, we will use the example
of Algorithm ListMax to show the impact of this transformation on the AST itself.
start=FileAST -> ext[0]=FileAST_Block
ext[0]=FileAST_Block -> ext=FuncDef
ext=FuncDef -> decl=Decl:name=generic_0,quals=[],
storage=[],funcspec=[] body=Compound
decl=Decl -> type=FuncDecl
type=FuncDecl -> args=ParamList type=TypeDecl:declname=
generic_0,quals=[]
args=ParamList -> params[0]=ParamList_Block
params[0]=ParamList_Block -> param=Decl:name=generic_1,
quals=[],storage=[],funcspec=[] paramlist_block=
ParamList_Block
param=Decl -> type=TypeDecl:declname=generic_1,quals=[]
type=TypeDecl -> type=IdentifierType:names=[’int’]
paramlist_block=ParamList_Block -> param=Decl:name=
generic_2,quals=[],storage=[],funcspec=[]
param=Decl -> type=TypeDecl:declname=generic_2,quals=[]
type=TypeDecl -> type=IdentifierType:names=[’int’]
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type=TypeDecl -> type=IdentifierType:names=[’int’]
body=Compound -> block_items[0]=Compound_Block
block_items[0]=Compound_Block -> item=If compound_block=
Compound_Block
item=If -> cond=BinaryOp:op=|| iftrue=Return
cond=BinaryOp -> left=BinaryOp:op=== right=BinaryOp:op===
left=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=generic_1 right=Constant:
type=int,value=0
right=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=generic_2 right=Constant:
type=int,value=0
iftrue=Return -> expr=Constant:type=int,value=0
compound_block=Compound_Block -> item=If compound_block=
Compound_Block
item=If -> cond=BinaryOp:op=== iftrue=Return
cond=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=generic_1 right=ID:name=
generic_2
iftrue=Return -> expr=ID:name=generic_1
compound_block=Compound_Block -> item=If compound_block=
Compound_Block
item=If -> cond=BinaryOp:op=> iftrue=Return
cond=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=generic_1 right=ID:name=
generic_2
iftrue=Return -> expr=FuncCall
expr=FuncCall -> name=ID:name=generic_0 args=ExprList
args=ExprList -> exprs[0]=ExprList_Block
exprs[0]=ExprList_Block -> expr=BinaryOp:op=-
exprlist_block=ExprList_Block
expr=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=generic_1 right=ID:name=
generic_2
exprlist_block=ExprList_Block -> expr=ID:name=generic_2
compound_block=Compound_Block -> item=Return
item=Return -> expr=FuncCall
expr=FuncCall -> name=ID:name=generic_0 args=ExprList
args=ExprList -> exprs[0]=ExprList_Block
exprs[0]=ExprList_Block -> expr=ID:name=generic_1
exprlist_block=ExprList_Block
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exprlist_block=ExprList_Block -> expr=BinaryOp:op=-
expr=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=generic_2 right=ID:name=
generic_1
int generic_0(int generic_1, int generic_2)
{
if ((generic_1 == 0) || (generic_2 == 0))
return 0;
if (generic_1 == generic_2)
return generic_1;
if (generic_1 > generic_2)
return generic_0(generic_1 - generic_2, generic_2);
return generic_0(generic_1, generic_2 - generic_1);
}
Finally, optimization level 5 removes numbered identifier names entirely. This is the
optimization level that we use throughout the remainder of our work.
start=FileAST -> ext[0]=FileAST_Block
ext[0]=FileAST_Block -> ext=FuncDef
ext=FuncDef -> decl=Decl:name=generic,quals=[],storage=[],
funcspec=[] body=Compound
decl=Decl -> type=FuncDecl
type=FuncDecl -> args=ParamList type=TypeDecl:declname=
generic,quals=[]
args=ParamList -> params[0]=ParamList_Block
params[0]=ParamList_Block -> param=Decl:name=generic,
quals=[],storage=[],funcspec=[] paramlist_block=
ParamList_Block
param=Decl -> type=TypeDecl:declname=generic,quals=[]
type=TypeDecl -> type=IdentifierType:names=[’int’]
paramlist_block=ParamList_Block -> param=Decl:name=generic,
quals=[],storage=[],funcspec=[]
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param=Decl -> type=TypeDecl:declname=generic,quals=[]
type=TypeDecl -> type=IdentifierType:names=[’int’]
type=TypeDecl -> type=IdentifierType:names=[’int’]
body=Compound -> block_items[0]=Compound_Block
block_items[0]=Compound_Block -> item=If compound_block=
Compound_Block
item=If -> cond=BinaryOp:op=|| iftrue=Return
cond=BinaryOp -> left=BinaryOp:op=== right=BinaryOp:op===
left=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=generic right=Constant:type=
int,value=0
right=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=generic right=Constant:type=
int,value=0
iftrue=Return -> expr=Constant:type=int,value=0
compound_block=Compound_Block -> item=If compound_block=
Compound_Block
item=If -> cond=BinaryOp:op=== iftrue=Return
cond=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=generic right=ID:name=generic
iftrue=Return -> expr=ID:name=generic
compound_block=Compound_Block -> item=If compound_block=
Compound_Block
item=If -> cond=BinaryOp:op=> iftrue=Return
cond=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=generic right=ID:name=generic
iftrue=Return -> expr=FuncCall
expr=FuncCall -> name=ID:name=generic args=ExprList
args=ExprList -> exprs[0]=ExprList_Block
exprs[0]=ExprList_Block -> expr=BinaryOp:op=-
exprlist_block=ExprList_Block
expr=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=generic right=ID:name=generic
exprlist_block=ExprList_Block -> expr=ID:name=generic
compound_block=Compound_Block -> item=Return
item=Return -> expr=FuncCall
expr=FuncCall -> name=ID:name=generic args=ExprList
args=ExprList -> exprs[0]=ExprList_Block
exprs[0]=ExprList_Block -> expr=ID:name=generic
exprlist_block=ExprList_Block
exprlist_block=ExprList_Block -> expr=BinaryOp:op=-
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expr=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=generic right=ID:name=generic
int generic(int generic, int generic)
{
if ((generic == 0) || (generic == 0))
return 0;
if (generic == generic)
return generic;
if (generic > generic)
return generic(generic - generic, generic);
return generic(generic, generic - generic);
}
Now that we have shown that we can enumerate the production rules in a function
such that the vocabulary is manageable, we can explore how to recombine production
rules into the original AST. We will rely heavily on this process in the decode phase.
4.3 AST Reconstruction
Suppose that we have a sequence of production rules that correspond to a syntactically
valid C function and we would like to regenerate said function. Unfortunately, the
pycparser API is only capable of creating C code from valid ASTs. Thus, we need to
write Algorithm ReconstructAST to transform the production rule sequence into its
associated AST. This algorithm is provided in the Appendix, but we will give a brief
summary here. Each node in the AST comes from a subsequence of production rules:
the attribute values are specified in the current rule and the child nodes are given in
the subsequent rules. For every child found in the production rule (symbols on the
right hand side of the arrow when the rule is written in BNF), we make a recursive call
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to reconstruct that subtree in the AST. After a child node is reconstructed successfully,
we attach it to the current node. When the recursion is complete and the root node is
reconstructed, we have a complete AST. The pycparser API includes a C generator,
which takes a valid AST as input and produces the C function as output. Using this
functionality, we translate the AST into C source code; then, we can ensure that the
function is syntactically correct by parsing it back into an AST.
Now that we have completed our initial implementation of AST reconstruction
and verified its correctness on the functions in the MUSE dataset, we would like to be
able to generate sequences of production rules that correspond with valid ASTs. This
process will be important in both the decode phase and the creation of our final training
dataset. The Grammar VAE requires that invalid transitions between production
rules be masked out during the function decode phase. We implement Algorithm
IsValidAddition to determine whether a given rule can be a valid addition to the
production rule sequence given the set of non-terminal symbols in the grammar. The
implementation of this algorithm in a context-free environment is fairly straightforward.
In fact, it can be incorporated into the Grammar VAE decoder by constructing an
array of masks a priori–for every nonterminal symbol, we can build a mask array
that tells us which rules are allowed as children and which are not. This process is
trivial because we can construct the aforementioned masks by finding all rules that
start with a given nonterminal symbol for any nonterminal child symbol. Consider
the following CFG:
A→ B
B → C
B → x
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C → y
Here, the mask for nonterminal symbol B is simply {0, 1, 1, 0} because only the
rules at indices 1 and 2 in the vocabulary correspond with valid next rules when B
is the child of the current rule. This logic is captured by the context-free portion of
Algorithm IsValidAddition. In brief, the algorithm constructs a stack of nonterminal
symbols such that the next rule in the sequence must begin with the nonterminal
symbol on top of the stack. After constructing the stack for the entire sequence
of previous rules, the algorithm checks to see if the current rule begins with the
nonterminal symbol on top of the stack. If the stack is empty, then the function is
already complete and no rule in the vocabulary will be a valid addition. This check is
the same as the masking operation. The problem, however, is that the context-free
implementation of Algorithm IsValidAddition fails where context-sensitivity influenced
AST correctness. So, we must make an additional check for context requirements
while we build the stack. We identified this issue in our random reconstruction tests.
These tests and the context-sensitivity checks that we conduct are detailed below.
We test our grammar and Algorithms ReconstructAST and IsValidAddition by
generating sequences of randomly selected production rules and attempting to recon-
struct the AST of the corresponding functions. Given a vocabulary of production rules,
we randomly generate a syntactically valid function using the following procedure:
choose a rule at random from the vocabulary; test if the rule is a valid addition
to all previously chosen rules using the aforementioned algorithm; if the rule is a
valid addition, add it to the sequence; if not, randomly choose another rule (without
replacement) and repeat the process; choose rules until no rule is a valid addition to
the sequence (this is only the case if the function has terminated), or if some maximum
sequence length is reached. At this point, we have a sequence of production rules that
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corresponds to a syntactically valid function. We reproduce the associated AST using
Algorithm ReconstructAST.
The first tests using the rules found in 100 functions randomly selected from
the C source dataset resulted in only approximately 30% of randomly generated
rules sequences corresponding to valid C functions. We require this to be 100%
because our contribution to the domain of program synthesis is a model that always
outputs valid C functions. The reason for the failure of our algorithm was, once again,
the context-sensitivity of the language accepted by our parser. There were several
instances of rules initially accepted by our algorithm that, upon closer inspection,
should not be valid. Thankfully, we found that the number of unique situations
resulting in this phenomenon was relatively small, so we could introduce several checks
to prevent these rules from being added incorrectly. However, preventing most of
these situations proved nontrivial. We list the aforementioned checks below. We
attempted to give each case an explanatory name, but it was quite difficult given the
specificity of circumstances that caused them. Readers particularly interested in the
study of programming languages may find some of the invalid constructs shown below
intriguing. One might wonder, for example, what a function with an initial value
could mean in a programming language.
1. Function declaration init prevention: prevents the declaration associated with
a given function declaration from being given an “init” attribute value. The
function declaration node in the AST contains a regular declaration node as one
of its children. Declarations can either have an init attribute value (int x = 5;)
or not (int x;). During random reconstruction, functions can erroneously be
given a declaration with an init value (int f() = 0 {}).
2. Cast pointer declaration declname prevention: prevents typecasts involving a
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pointer declaration from having a “declname” attribute value. This is necessary
because a cast to a pointer type has a pointer declaration node in its children.
Pointer declaration nodes must have a declname when they are used on their
own (char *foo;), but must not have a declname when they are used in a cast
((char *)foo;). The latter attempts to declare a new variable and perform a
typecast simultaneously. This is obviously invalid.
3. Argument pointer declaration empty declname prevention: prevents a pointer
declaration from having an empty declname when a part of a parameter list
node. Every function declaration has a parameter list as a child. Without this
check, it is possible to create an invalid argument expression in the function
definition (int f(char *){}). We can prevent this situation by forcing any
pointer declaration associated with a parameter list to have a declname attribute
(int f(char *x){}).
4. Declaration parameter list identifier prevention: prevents parameter lists associ-
ated with declarations from using identifiers as arguments. If this is disabled,
then parameter lists in declarations–such as those in function definitions–could
contain identifiers (int f(x){}). In these cases, the child nodes must be
declarations (int f(int x){}).
5. Empty case prevention: prevents empty case statements from being used in
generation. In C, a case statement may be empty if it is followed by another case
statement; the final case statement may not be empty. We disallow all empty
case statements. This rule actually adds limits to the generation of syntactically
valid C programs in some cases. We do not like to restrict the expressive power
of the grammar, but our options are limited. The only way to incorporate empty
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case statements would be to add forward-looking context to production rules.
Again, this would result in an explosion in vocabulary size. Forward-looking
context can be thought of as an oracle function; in this case, the oracle tells us
whether or not a case statement will be the last in a sequence of case statements.
That knowledge is necessary because the VAE decoder generates its output one
production rule at a time using the IsValidAddition algorithm. We find that the
best way to ensure syntactic validity while maintaining a small vocabulary size
is to prevent empty case statements entirely.
6. Nested function prevention: prevents a function from declaring a function in its
own body. Nested functions are not valid in ANSI C.
7. Function declaration empty name prevention: prevents declarations associ-
ated with function declarations from having an empty name attribute. An
empty declaration name, when combined with a function declaration, results in
an anonymous function definition (int (int x){}). Forcing the declaration
to have a nonempty name attribute results in the correct function definition
(int f(int x){}).
8. Pointer declaration high depth prevention: prevents pointer declarations from
having an empty name attribute when not a part of a cast. This check is a gen-
eralization of check 3, and it is necessary to prevent invalid pointer declarations.
Like 5, this check forces some rule sequences that otherwise would correspond
with valid strings in the language accepted by the C parser to be marked invalid.
The reasoning for keeping this check is likewise similar. Pointer declarations have
an empty name attribute when one of their children is also a pointer declaration
(char **x;). However, there is no way of knowing a priori whether a pointer
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declaration will have a child pointer declaration if we are choosing the rules
in sequence. As previously mentioned, we could add forward-looking context
to our rules, but this would come at great expense in vocabulary size. So, we
prevent nested pointer declarations, making it impossible to create an array of
more than 2 dimensions (char *x[];).
9. For init function declaration prevention: prevents function declarations being
used in the init child of a for loop. Actually, function declarations in such
places are syntactically valid according to our parser; however, since they
are not semantically valid in those locations, we prevent them even when we
seek to generate only syntactically valid functions. In other words, we find
that this transformation makes the transition from syntactically valid code to
semantically valid code significantly easier. Similarly, there is not really any
loss in expressiveness even though we are restricting the production of some
syntactically valid programs–the programs are semantically meaningless, and
therefore there is little benefit to be derived from keeping them when we could
just as easily discard them. Thus, we choose the latter.
We use the above checks to address the issues of context-sensitivity identified in
random combinations of the production rules found in the first 1, 000 functions in
the MUSE corpus. There are certainly more issues of context-sensitivity remaining
in the language accepted by our parser; we do not handle these cases, but that is
acceptable for our purposes because we ultimately use a subset of the production rules
analyzed in our tests. Using this approach, if we wanted to increase the number of
production rules in our grammar beyond those found in the first 1, 000 functions in
the MUSE dataset, then we would need to add more expansive checks to Algorithm
IsValidAddition. We could instead have modified our grammar to include enough
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context information that Algorithm IsValidAddition was unnecessary, but that would
cause both an explosive increase in vocabulary size and a need for more robust logic
in the Grammar VAE decoder. Moreover, one would need to somehow deduce the
level of context required to capture all of the cases enumerated above as well as all
those yet undiscovered in the dataset. We did not believe that such a strategy was
the best course of action, and therefore we chose to implement our solution using this
limited set.
As a result of the context-sensitivity of the language accepted by our parser, there
is a possibility that the AST created from parsing the generated source code does
not exactly match the AST created directly from the rule sequence. For example,
every variable declaration in the AST has an associated type declaration. In the case
of nested declarations (i.e. a function declaration contains in one of its children a
series of declarations for arguments), child declarations will begin and end before the
parent declaration ends in the production rules. A preorder traversal of the tree will
determine to which declaration a type declaration belongs, but the AST itself also
contains redundant information to help simplify this task: both the declaration and
type declaration nodes have name attributes. If the 2 nodes correspond with each
other, then the names will match. If we are not careful in reconstruction, however, we
could create an AST in which the names of these nodes do not match. The C generator
will arbitrarily choose 1 of these names as the “winner” (because it is assumed that the
2 match), and the reproduced C function will associate that name with the declared
variable. The problem arises when we parse the reconstructed function into a new
AST. The new AST has no knowledge that there was ever a conflict in names between
the variable declaration and its type declaration. So, the declaration nodes will have
the same name. This particular issue does not affect our final dataset because we
used generic identifier names, but it would be a problem if identifier names were
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preserved (a potential area for future work). After our transformations to the dataset,
we eliminated all instances in which rules that were not in the source dataset could
appear in the final dataset. We eliminated these inconsistencies by removing unique
identifier names entirely. We could have preserved identifier names by adding more
context to production rules, but we thought it better to have a smaller vocabulary. As
stated earlier, the addition of context to production rules is extremely costly in terms
of vocabulary size, and a large vocabulary makes it difficult for our neural network
to learn a meaningful latent space. Besides, the generated functions are still valid
C functions, and we can make some effort to repair identifier names in the decode
phase. We also note that, before we removed unique identifier names, the number of
production rules unintentionally added was very small relative to the number of rules
originally in the vocabulary. It would have been acceptable, we think, to keep these
extra rules if it was vital to preserve unique identifier names; however, we believe that
we made the best decision for this work by making all identifier names generic.
Using Algorithm ReconstructAST, we can recreate C code from a sequence of
production rules. Earlier, we showed in Figure 2·4 how a piece of source code is
parsed into an AST by the pycparser. We also showed the corresponding sequence of
production rules. Now, we show how that same piece of source code (Algorithm GCD)
is transformed into an AST using our optimizations, and how that AST translates
to source code. First, we produce the rule sequence from Algorithm GCD using our
optimizations.
start=FileAST -> ext[0]=FileAST_Block
ext[0]=FileAST_Block -> ext=FuncDef
ext=FuncDef -> decl=Decl:name=generic,quals=[],storage=[],
funcspec=[] body=Compound
decl=Decl -> type=FuncDecl
type=FuncDecl -> args=ParamList type=TypeDecl:declname=
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generic,quals=[]
args=ParamList -> params[0]=ParamList_Block
params[0]=ParamList_Block -> param=Decl:name=generic,quals=
[],storage=[],funcspec=[] paramlist_block=
ParamList_Block
param=Decl -> type=ArrayDecl:dim_quals=[]
type=ArrayDecl -> type=TypeDecl:declname=generic,quals=[]
type=TypeDecl -> type=IdentifierType:names=[’int’]
paramlist_block=ParamList_Block -> param=Decl:name=generic,
quals=[],storage=[],funcspec=[]
param=Decl -> type=TypeDecl:declname=generic,quals=[]
type=TypeDecl -> type=IdentifierType:names=[’int’]
type=TypeDecl -> type=IdentifierType:names=[’int’]
body=Compound -> block_items[0]=Compound_Block
block_items[0]=Compound_Block -> item=If compound_block=
Compound_Block
item=If -> cond=BinaryOp:op=== iftrue=Return
cond=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=generic right=Constant:type=
int,value=0
iftrue=Return -> expr=UnaryOp:op=-
expr=UnaryOp -> expr=Constant:type=int,value=0
compound_block=Compound_Block -> item=Decl:name=generic,
quals=[],storage=[],funcspec=[] compound_block=
Compound_Block
item=Decl -> type=TypeDecl:declname=generic,quals=[] init=
ArrayRef
type=TypeDecl -> type=IdentifierType:names=[’int’]
init=ArrayRef -> name=ID:name=generic subscript=Constant:
type=int,value=0
compound_block=Compound_Block -> item=For compound_block=
Compound_Block
item=For -> init=DeclList cond=BinaryOp:op=< next=UnaryOp:
op=p++ stmt=Compound
init=DeclList -> decls[0]=DeclList_Block
decls[0]=DeclList_Block -> decl=Decl:name=generic,quals=[],
storage=[],funcspec=[]
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decl=Decl -> type=TypeDecl:declname=generic,quals=[] init=
Constant:type=int,value=0
type=TypeDecl -> type=IdentifierType:names=[’int’]
cond=BinaryOp -> left=ID:name=generic right=ID:name=generic
next=UnaryOp -> expr=ID:name=generic
stmt=Compound -> block_items[0]=Compound_Block
block_items[0]=Compound_Block -> item=If
item=If -> cond=BinaryOp:op=> iftrue=Assignment:op==
cond=BinaryOp -> left=ArrayRef right=ID:name=generic
left=ArrayRef -> name=ID:name=generic subscript=ID:name=
generic
iftrue=Assignment -> lvalue=ID:name=generic rvalue=ArrayRef
rvalue=ArrayRef -> name=ID:name=generic subscript=ID:name=
generic
compound_block=Compound_Block -> item=Return
item=Return -> expr=ID:name=generic
Second, from these rules, we use Algorithm ReconstructAST to generate the
optimized AST, shown in Figure 4·1. As we described earlier, we might say that the
AST is near-binarized; any node that could have an unlimited number of children
(hereafter referred to as an “unlimited branching node”) becomes a linked list of nodes.
The unlimited branching nodes now have child nodes that we crafted and incorporated
into the parsing logic. These children are shown in gold. This transformation in
particular gives our output functions greater generality because unlimited branching
nodes no longer control the kinds of functions that we can generate. For example,
before we applied our transformations, we may have wanted to make a function of,
say, 8 statements. If there was no rule in the vocabulary that allowed a Compound
to become exactly 8 statements, then this would simply not be possible. By virtue
of the linked list, we overcome this problem. It may be noticed that the length of
the production rule sequence increases, and that the AST becomes deeper. Increased
sequence length is the price of our optimization. Specifically, we make the tradeoff of
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a smaller vocabulary for shorter output functions (because, holding the number of
rules constant, unoptimized sequences can produce longer functions when compared
with optimized sequences). We also note that in some cases, an unnecessary level of
indirection is added when we introduce the new nodes. For example, in Figure 4·1,
the For node has a DeclList with only one Decl, but we add the DeclList Block so that
all Decl children will be in binary tree structure. It turns out that the binarization
is unnecessary because there is only one child, so we needlessly add another node
and lose space for another production rule. In general, we find that the benefits of
expressibility and a smaller vocabulary are far worth any price paid in unnecessary
nodes.
Third and finally, we reproduce a syntactically valid C function using the pycparser
API. The result for this particular AST (for Algorithm ListMax) is shown below. As
you can see, identifier names and literal values have been replaced in order to decrease
the vocabulary size. Otherwise, the function is recreated successfully.
int generic(int generic[], int generic)
{
if (generic == 0)
return -0;
int generic = generic[0];
for (int generic = 0; generic < generic; generic++)
{
if (generic[generic] > generic)
generic = generic[generic];
}
return generic;
}
After implementing these changes, we again test our vocabulary, Algorithm Re-
constructAST, and Algorithm IsValidAddition by randomly generating sequences of
production rules, rebuilding the AST, translating the AST back into C source code,
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Figure 4·1: Optimized AST for Algorithm ListMax, which finds the
largest element in an unsorted array. Nonterminal symbols are shown
in teal, terminal symbols are shown in blue, and custom symbols (all of
which are nonterminals) are shown in gold. Note that the only symbol
with more than 2 children is the For, and that the AST is much deeper.
Compare with Figure 2·4. We used the pycparser to generate this AST.
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and attempting to parse the code again. If the process is successful, then we know
that our sequence of production rules corresponds with syntactically valid C code.
We found that our context-sensitivity checks in Algorithm IsValidAddition allowed
us to successfully produce syntactically valid C code 100% of the time in all of our
tests, which involved hundreds of thousands of functions. While we can make no
formal guarantees about our model at this point, our tests give us confidence that we
have covered all edge cases in our vocabulary, and that we will only output valid C
functions. It was also during this process that we evaluated the expressive power of
our grammar. We found that with only a few hundred rules, we could model functions
sufficiently complex to be meaningful and sufficiently general to have a wide range of
uses. We also note that the search space of output functions is still massive, even with
this relatively restricted grammar. Our full grammar can be found in the appendix.
4.4 Generated Dataset
We are now prepared to construct the final, generated dataset in order to train our
model. We begin by arguing that the generated dataset is, in fact, necessary for our
work to be successful. First, we note that we cannot incorporate all of the production
rules in the language accepted by the parser into the final dataset. The vocabulary
would be simply too large; the neural network would have difficulty converging, and
the memory requirement on disk for the resulting dataset would be massive since
each rule is stored as a one-hot vector. So, we must use some subset of the true
vocabulary. We detail how we decide on this subset below. The problem now is
that we can only keep functions using exclusively the production rules found in
the reduced vocabulary for training. The number of functions of this kind is small
relative to the size of the original dataset; we chose to limit the vocabulary size, so
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we can only use a small subset of the C source dataset on which to train and test
the neural network. Furthermore, we have little control over the semantic quality of
any functions that are still producible from the grammar. That is, because training
data is limited, we cannot afford to discard additional examples that do not conform
to semantic specifications we may have for input functions. For example, we may
wish to remove from the final dataset any functions that contain long struct field
access chains (e.g. int x = foo.foo.foo.foo.foo...;). We would like to discard
complex or niche C constructs like this because we seek to learn a latent space for
simple functions. Learning structures like the aforementioned would require a much
more robust model, and that is beyond the scope of our work. We discuss some other
semantic requirements that we have for our generated dataset below. Given these
problems, a potential solution is to simply create a dataset of randomly generated
functions using only the production rules in the vocabulary. This would allow us to
create a dataset of arbitrary size, and would allow us to exercise greater control over the
semantics of input functions. The generated dataset is not without its own problems,
though. Obviously, randomly generated functions would not have been written by a
human programmer. While we may have greater influence over the semantic quality
of randomly generated functions, there is undoubtedly a stylistic element that we
cannot easily capture. Ideally, semantics and style would both be learned by the VAE,
but we do not have a sufficiently large dataset to do this effectively, as previously
noted. Furthermore, we cannot say that the functions in the generated dataset will be
completely representative of the functions in the C source dataset that we are trying
to reproduce. In the applications that we explored, this was actually only a minor
issue. However, this could cause serious issues in other application spaces, and we
recognize that it is a shortcoming of our model. It could, in theory, be solved by a
larger C source dataset (allowing for more functions that use only the given rules);
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more storage space (enabling a larger vocabulary); and/or more computational power
(leading to faster training). Overall, we feel that the benefits derived from using a
randomly generated dataset outweigh the drawbacks, so we proceed to build this
dataset.
The first step in creating this new dataset is to decide on the vocabulary size.
We create the vocabulary by enumerating the production rules in functions from
the C source dataset. As discussed, the inclusion of context in our rules causes the
vocabulary to become large rapidly. So, we take only the rules found in the first 100
functions in the original dataset, of which 22 parsed successfully. We find 234 unique
rules (where one is a padding rule to ensure that all sequences are fed into the decoder
at the same length). We will use these rules to randomly generate functions for the
final dataset, so we manually inspect them to see if they have enough generality to
be expressive, but not so much to include uncommon, niche C language constructs.
Next, we randomly generate a few thousand functions and quickly comb through them
to ensure that the output is about what we would like. The random reconstruction
procedure will be described later. Admittedly, these metrics are subjective, but we
find that a common-sense approach taking advantage of human intuition is the best
way to gauge the adequacy of potential input functions. We also note that vocabulary
size is the first of 3 dimensions of our final dataset. A larger vocabulary size will mean
not only more difficulty training, but also more space required to store the dataset
on disk. We found that if we chose a significantly more ambitious vocabulary size,
then we needed to generate a final dataset of well over 1TB to have enough training
data. This was simply infeasible given the resources available to us, both in terms of
memory and time spent training. Needless to say, extremely large datasets come with
their own challenges: transportation, backup, and security, among other things, are
all major concerns. Therefore, we opted for a smaller vocabulary size, and leave it to
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future work to experiment with this hyperparameter.
Before we can randomly generate any code, we need to decide the maximum
number of production rules allowed in any one function. This is an important decision;
the maximum sequence length of production rules will determine the length and
complexity of the generated functions, as well as the size of the input and output
layers of the VAE. Larger input and output layer size means larger intermediate
layer sizes, and thus a larger model that is much slower and more difficult to train.
The maximum sequence length is also the second parameter in our final dataset
size. As previously stated, large datasets can be cumbersome. We need to balance
expressiveness and complexity with a manageable dataset size and training period.
In support of the MUSE project, we wanted to produce functions syntactically and
semantically similar to functions in the given C source dataset. So, we need to choose
a maximum sequence length that will allow us to model the given functions. Figure
4·2 shows the sequence lengths of functions in the MUSE dataset when using the
maximum optimization level in production rule enumeration, and Figure 4·3 shows
the same distribution on a log scale for better readability. These plots show that most
functions in the dataset correspond with relatively short sequences of production rules,
although some functions contain several thousand rules. It is not within the scope of
this work to model these exceedingly long functions. We also analyzed the results of
the experiment shown in Table 4.2, which shows the percentage of functions retained
from the original dataset for a given maximum sequence length. Based on this table,
we knew that even a small maximum sequence length would capture the majority of
functions in the dataset. Our first model used a maximum sequence length of 100, but
we were unable to force the VAE to converge to a good set of weights. Moreover, the
dataset was too large. Therefore, we choose the maximum sequence length to be 50 in
our final model. We find, again based on manual inspection of randomly generated
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Figure 4·2: Sequence lengths of functions in the MUSE dataset.
functions, that a sequence length of 50 is appropriately expressive. Output functions
generally contain 2 to 10 lines of source code.
The final dimension in the generated dataset is the number of functions to generate.
Given the vocabulary and the maximum sequence length, we can now use Algorithm
RandomReconstruct to create a dataset. We would like for this dataset to be of
potentially arbitrary size. Strictly speaking, though, we cannot make this guarantee
because the number of unique functions that we can possibly generate is bounded by
a finite vocabulary and a finite maximum sequence length. If we allowed one of those
parameters to be unbounded, then we could generate a dataset of truly arbitrary size.
Unfortunately, our model does not allow for an unbounded maximum sequence length.
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Figure 4·3: Sequence lengths of functions in the MUSE dataset on a
log scale.
Max Sequence Length C Source Functions Retained
50 61.387%
100 83.433%
150 91.321%
200 94.909%
250 96.725%
300 97.919%
350 98.533%
400 98.933%
450 99.199%
500 99.397%
Table 4.2: Functions retained from the MUSE dataset using various
maximum sequence lengths.
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Furthermore, the vocabulary is an inherently finite data structure, at least in the
case of the C grammar. We can expand our vocabulary to include all rules in the C
grammar, but we cannot make it unbounded. In other words, it does not really make
sense to think of the bounded nature of the vocabulary as a shortcoming of the model;
it is, however, a limitation that our model cannot accept sequences of arbitrary length.
For any given vocabulary size, there are only a finite number of possible functions
that could be placed in the training dataset. In practice, though, we find that we can
generate a sufficiently large number of training examples even with our conservative
choices for vocabulary size and maximum sequence length. Additionally, due to the
combinatorial nature of the problem, a linear increase in either vocabulary size or
maximum sequence length would lead to an exponential increase in the number of
functions that can be generated. We found that we came nowhere near the full set of
functions that could be generated using our parameters. As the dataset size increases,
there is more likelihood that the random reconstruction procedure will generate a
function that is already in the dataset. In order to maximize the size of the training
dataset by finding all of the functions that could be generated from the vocabulary
and maximum sequence length, the randomized algorithm would waste a huge amount
of time generating functions that have already been found. If one wanted to find all
of these functions, then it would be far more efficient to combinatorially enumerate all
possible programs in the language rather than attempt to do the same thing through
the applications of randomly selected rules. This algorithm would not be difficult to
write given our algorithm as a starting point.
Algorithm RandomReconstruct is similar to the procedure described in the previous
section to test Algorithms ReconstructAST and IsValidAddition, but is ultimately
more sophisticated. The principle is the same: choose rules randomly and add them
to the sequence if they are a valid addition. However, we introduce some further
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checks to force certain desired behavior meant to make functions more realistic.
We have 3 such checks: the breadth check, depth check, and break check. The
breadth check forces randomly generated functions to have argument sequences of
length no more than 3 (this number is a hyperparameter). So, no function defi-
nition, function call, or other parameter list can have more than 3 members (e.g.
int randomFunction(int a, int b, int c, int d, int e, ...)). We do
this to prevent function definitions and function calls with more parameters than one
would traditionally see in the wild. The depth check prevents chaining of any combina-
tion of function calls and struct access beyond depth 1 (another hyperparameter). We
noticed that in our first attempts at random dataset creation, we were seeing chained
struct accesses of absurd length. We also noticed that, if we only disallowed struct
access chains, we could get function call chains or alternating function calls and struct
accesses (i.e. int x = a.b(c(d.e.f).g(h))...;). It is easy to see how this could
get out of hand very quickly. The maximum depth hyperparameter is currently set at
1, which means that there will be no chaining whatsoever. We feel that this is the
best option for our purposes, and we leave it to future work to try increasing this
number conservatively. The break check disallows consecutive break statements with
no scope boundaries between them (so 2 consecutive break statements in nested loops
would be acceptable). Consecutive break statements do absolutely nothing, waste
valuable production rules in the sequence, and make for ugly code. With these checks
established, we can have greater confidence that Algorithm RandomReconstruct is
producing functions of appropriate quality. It is important to note that these checks
are only used in random function creation, which is part of dataset creation; these
checks are not placed on functions output by the VAE.
Using this algorithm, we generated a dataset of 250, 000 functions and a test
dataset of 25, 000 functions. We split the former into training and validation datasets
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of 225, 000 and 25, 000 functions, respectively. We also remove any functions found in
either the training or validation datasets from the test dataset, and further remove
any duplicate functions found within any of the datasets. Our final test dataset is
of size 11, 203. We initially considered using the randomly generated functions as an
augmentation to all of the functions in the source dataset whose rule sequences were
both entirely contained in the constructed vocabulary and within the chosen maximum
sequence length. The problem with this approach is that, if we wish to create a dataset
of sufficient size for training, the number of generated functions will far exceed the
number of human-programmed functions. This would only have hindered the training
process. Therefore, we decide to keep only the randomly generated functions in our
final dataset. Some functions from this dataset may be found in the appendix.
After we build the generated dataset, we perform another action of importance:
we enumerate all of the production rules in the final dataset, and use the resulting
set as the final vocabulary. As you can see from Table 4.1, our initial vocabulary
contains 281 production rules. Yet, we only find 233 in the final dataset when we do
the second round of enumeration. This discrepancy comes in part from our additional
checks on generated functions and in part from the simple fact that we are building
the functions randomly, so not all of the original rules are used. We take advantage
of this to both decrease the physical size of the dataset and make it easier for our
Grammar VAE to learn its weights. If we had built a larger final dataset, then the
ultimate vocabulary size may have been closer to that found in Table 4.1.
After the source functions are generated, we go through a compilation process
so that our neural network can make use of the dataset. This involves transforming
the functions from a plain text representation to integer arrays. We know that every
function in the dataset is composed of no more than 50 production rules, and our
vocabulary is of length 234. We use one-hot vector encoding to represent each rule
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in the vocabulary based on its index. For example, the first rule in the vocabulary
would be {1, 0, 0, 0, ...}, the second would be {0, 1, 0, 0, ...}, and so
on. Including the padding rule, each function is composed of exactly 50 binary arrays,
each of length 234. Therefore, the datasets are represented by 3 dimensional arrays
of integers in the shape 225, 000 x 50 x 234 for the training dataset and 25, 000 x
50 x 234 for the validation dataset; the test dataset actually does not require this
transformation because we do not need to send its functions through the VAE in a
compiled format. However, the VAE encoding process will fail if a function contains
more than 50 production rules, or if it contains production rules that do not appear in
the vocabulary. In the 3 dimensional arrays representing the training and validation
datasets, the first index is the example or function number, the second is the production
rule number in a given function, and the third is the production rule index in the
vocabulary. The total size of the training and validation datasets is 2.8GB. With
the datasets organized in such a manner, we are ready to feed them into the neural
network for training, validation, and testing.
4.5 Strict Model
4.5.1 Grammar VAE
Kusner et al. (2017) introduce the Grammar VAE, an extension to the traditional
VAE model that integrates a grammar during the encoding and decoding phases. As
mentioned previously, VAEs attempt to learn a meaningful latent space representing
the input data. Likewise, the purpose of the Grammar VAE is to learn a meaningful
latent space, but with the additional guarantee that all sequences generated by the
VAE will be syntactically valid according to a given grammar. The original Grammar
VAE is implemented using a CFG; we extend this model by demonstrating that the
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Grammar VAE is powerful enough to handle context information in the form of a
CSG. Kusner et al. (2017) use a Grammar VAE to learn a latent space for molecules
according to the SMILES molecular CFG (Weininger, 1988). One can then search the
latent space for molecules with desirable properties. The benefits of the Grammar
VAE over other generative models are first, that every molecule extracted from the
latent space will be syntactically valid; and second, that the latent space will be
more meaningful, allowing for much quicker search for desirable molecules. After
training on a large corpus of molecules (represented as strings), the Grammar VAE
can then be used to find similar molecules using the following procedure: encode a
given molecule, represented as a SMILES string, into a 56-dimensional latent vector;
identify potential new molecules by picking latent vectors close to the original vector
(take some small step in any direction in the latent space); decode the new vectors
into molecule strings; test these molecules for the desired properties. We envision
using our Grammar VAE for similar purposes on functions. We wish to generate an
arbitrary number of syntactically valid C functions. Furthermore, we would like to
be able to find functions with similar or desirable properties by traversing the latent
space. By achieving both of these goals, we can support a wide array of applications–in
particular, we can create a suitable dataset for training the MUSE classifiers. Other
possible applications will be discussed in a later section.
We use the work of Kusner et al. (2017) as a starting point for the design and
implementation of our own Grammar VAE. For clarity, we refer to their network as
the Molecule Model and ours as the Strict Model. We implement three models: the
Strict Model, the Relaxed Model, and the Character Model. Our first model, the
Strict Model, makes hard guarantees about the syntactic validity of outputs, and has
the ability to enforce user-provided constraints on generated functions. The Molecule
Model uses a grammar with 76 production rules and a maximum sequence length of
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277. The Strict Model’s grammar has 234 production rules, and we use a maximum
sequence length of 50. At first glance, it may seem that these hyperparameters are
close enough that learning would be equally difficult in both cases. However, we
believe that the use of a larger grammar proves to be far more of a challenge for
training the Grammar VAE when compared to a longer sequence length. To justify
this assertion, we first note that the Strict Model is proportional to the Molecule
Model based on sequence length. So, all of our layer sizes are about one fifth as large.
Now, having proportionally similar networks, we attempt to have our network learn
more than triple the number of rules, meaning that there is a far greater number
of choices of valid rules at each step. In other words, each neuron must be able to
capture roughly 3 times as much information. We find that this hurts performance
in both training and testing. The full architectures of both the Molecule and Strict
Models can be found in Table 4.3. In both models, the convolutional layers are 2 filters
of size 2, 3 filters of size 3, and 4 filters of size 4, respectively. All convolutions are
1-dimensional. These convolutions help our neural network learn position invariant
relationships between particular sets of rules. For example, perhaps one convolutional
filter checks for a variable declaration with an associated type declaration of int.
Information from the filters is passed to the subsequent layers. The GRU layers are all
of size 100 x 277 in the Molecule Model and size 30 x 50 in the Strict Model, where the
first dimension is the number of time units and the second is the maximum sequence
length. These recurrent layers help take advantage of sequential patterns in the data.
For example, the recurrent layers might capture the property of temporal locality, so
that the number of rules between variable declaration and use is usually small. Again,
this property may or may not exist in our dataset because it is randomly generated,
so it makes it difficult for the Grammar VAE to know which rules will come next in
the sequence. The final layer of special importance is the z layer, which forms the
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Model Input
Conv
1,2,3
Flat Dense z Dense
GRU
1,2,3
Output
(Dense)
Molecule
Model
277
276,
274,
271
1084 100 56 56
100x277,
100x277,
100x277
277
Strict
Model
50
49,
47,
44
176 20 10 10
30x50,
30x50,
30x50
50
Table 4.3: Strict Model architecture.
latent vector.
The Grammar VAE has 2 main operations: encode and decode. We will examine
these from the perspective of the Strict Model. In the encode phase, the model takes
as input a list of strings representing C functions and outputs a list of vectors in
the latent space. In the decode phase, the model takes as input a list of vectors in
the latent space and outputs a list of strings representing C functions. Thus, encode
and decode are inverse functions–autoencoders learn how to reproduce their inputs
(they auto encode: “encode themselves”). In Table 4.3, the layers preceding the
latent layer z form the encoder, while layer z to the output layer form the decoder.
We begin by describing the encode operation in Algorithm Encode. The algorithm
first produces the AST for every given program. It then transforms each AST into
a sequence of production rules using the same procedure described in section 4.2 (a
preorder traversal of the AST with several additional transformations to add context
and reduce uniqueness). If any function contains a production rule that is not in the
vocabulary, or the maximum sequence length is exceeded, then the encode process
fails. Otherwise, each sequence of production rules is translated into a corresponding
sequence of one-hot vectors, which are then fed into the neural network for prediction;
the encoder transforms the input one-hot vectors into a compressed latent vector.
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The decoder performs the inverse operation beginning with a vector in the latent
space. First, the decoder predicts the sequence of production rules corresponding to
each function. This sequence is a 2-dimensional array whose width is the maximum
sequence length and height is the vocabulary size. Each row is a logit vector, so
that the array contains a valid probability distribution over its entries; the index
with the highest probability indicates the most probable next production rule in the
sequence according to the neural network’s prediction. As the model architecture
shows, the rule sequence is predicted using a series of GRU layers. Recurrent layers
like GRU specialize in learning relationships in sequential data. Next, the decoder
iterates through the sequence of logits. At each step, the decoder performs an argsort
on the logits in order to obtain a list that contains the rule indices for every rule in
the vocabulary sorted in descending order by probability–the rule number of the most
probable next rule is first, then the rule number of the second most probable next
rule, and so on. The decoder iterates through each of these and tests the rule for 2
conditions: that both IsValidAddition (described earlier) and AgreesWithConstraints
(described later) return true. If both conditions are met, then the rule is accepted
as the next in the sequence. If no rule is accepted, then that must mean that either
the constraints conflict (for example, the user specifies that the function must return
int and also char) or the rule sequence already corresponds with a complete AST.
Because of the way that we chose to implement constraints, it is rather obvious when
constraints conflict. We allow decoding to fail in such cases, as we expect the user to
realize that, say, asking for function that returns both int and char is nonsense. If,
on the other hand, the rule sequence represents a complete AST, then we stop adding
production rules to the sequence.
Another common case when decoding from the latent space is that the maximum
sequence length is reached, but the function does not yet correspond with a valid
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AST. The Molecule Model simply fails in this case, but we demonstrate the ability to
recover in these circumstances. This is another of our improvements on the Molecule
Model. Algorithm GetCompleteFunction shows how we handle this case. Earlier, we
noted that we transformed the AST so that it was near-binary in order to decrease
the number of production rules in the vocabulary. The result was a large number
of linked list structures in the AST. For example, every statement node in the AST
expects a value child and a next statement child. In Algorithm GetCompleteFunction,
we prohibit the use of any rules that continue these linked list sequences. Then, we
take the remaining rules and sort them in ascending order by the number of children
that they produce. As in the decoder function, we check each rule to see whether both
IsValidAddition and AgreesWithConstraints return true. Again, we take the first
rule for which both of these conditions are met, and if no such rule exists then we
know that the function is complete. By virtue of our rule sorting, we know that the
function will be completed as quickly as possible. When we have a complete function,
we return the rule sequence to the decoder. We felt that it was important to make
this process deterministic, so that every input rule sequence always produces the same
output rule sequence. The reason that we wanted to maintain determinism is that we
wanted to guarantee that our constraint solving algorithm was robust. Specifically, if
we allowed randomness, then we would not need to consider constraints in Algorithm
GetCompleteFunction; we could simply rerun Algorithm GetCompleteFunction until
we found a function that met all the constraints. Determinism keeps us honest
with respect to constraints. With that being said, it would be trivial to introduce
randomness into Algorithm GetCompleteFunction if nondeterminism makes more
sense for a particular application.
Now, regardless of whether the production rule sequence was shorter than, longer
than, or equal to the maximum sequence length, the rule sequence corresponds with
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a complete AST. The decoder then uses Algorithm ReconstructAST to rebuild the
AST from the rules, and finally uses the C Generator included in the pycparser API
to reproduce the C source code from the AST. So, the decoder returns a list of strings
representing C functions decoded from latent vectors.
Earlier we noted that the Grammar VAE architecture guarantees the syntactic
validity of output sequences according to some grammar. However, although the
Grammar VAE was introduced with that claim, only approximately 30% of the
Molecule Model’s output sequences were found to be syntactically valid. Unfortunately,
we do not know the reason for this discrepancy. It could be that the Molecule Model
frequently reached the maximum sequence length when decoding latent vectors. The
Molecule Model fails rather than attempt to finish a sequence when the maximum
sequence length is reached, so this could be the source. Another reason could be that
the SMILES grammar is actually context-sensitive, but the Molecule Model treated
it as context-free. Whatever the reason, we handle both sequences that exceed the
maximum sequence length and issues of context-sensitivity so that 100% of our outputs
are syntactically valid.
The loss function for the autoencoder is the Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO). This
common loss function is the sum of the binary crossentropy loss and Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence between the input sequence, which is an array of one-hot vectors each
representing a production rule in the vocabulary; and the output sequence, which
is a sequence of logit (probability) vectors of the same shape as the one-hot vectors.
Recall that the input and output should be close to the same because the autoencoder
learns a latent representation of the input and attempts to reproduce it in the output.
The crossentropy loss is defined as
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−M
N
N∑
i=1
[yi log(yˆi) + (1− yi) log(1− yˆi)]
where M is the maximum sequence length (50), N is the vocabulary size (234), y is
the ground truth sequence of one-hot vectors representing the given rule, and yˆ is
the predicted sequence where each choice of rule is given by a logit vector. The KL
divergence is defined as
− 1
2N
N∑
i=1
[1 + log(vˆi)− zˆ2i − vˆi]
where vˆ is the learned variance parameter and zˆ is the latent vector, both of which
are the same shape. We use the same loss function that was used in the Molecule
Model, and therefore we expect to achieve similar results and have to overcome similar
challenges during training. In order to minimize the loss function, we use the popular
Adam optimizer for stochastic gradient descent (Kingma and Ba, 2014).
The Strict Model differs from the Molecule Model in several respects. First among
these differences is determinism. The Strict Model has a deterministic decode phase,
whereas the Molecule Model does not. Both models allow for a deterministic encode
phase by setting the standard deviation hyperparamter to 0, but we keep the original
value of 0.01. In other words, the Strict Model allows the same input function to map
to many (closely related) latent vectors, but every latent vector maps to exactly 1
output function. The aforementioned relationships in the Molecule Model are both
one-to-many. Unlike the encoder, the decoder does not use a variance term–the
nondeterminism arises in the Molecule Model when sampling from the logit vector
to choose a production rule at each step. The Molecule Model will make the choice
between rules based on the probability distribution defined in the logit vector: if rule
1 has probability .75, rule 3 has probability .25, and all other rules have probability 0,
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then rule 1 will be chosen as the next rule by the decoder 75% of the time and rule
3 will be chosen the other 25% of the time. In the Strict Model, we simply choose
the most probable next rule. We make this design decision for the sake of consistency.
As previously noted, the process of completing a decoded sequence of rules that does
not correspond to a valid AST is deterministic. Likewise, constraint enforcement is
deterministic. Moreover, we want to find a good solution to the problem of enforcing
constraints, rather than allowing ourselves the option of decoding the same latent
vector repeatedly until we find a satisfactory function. The second difference is in
the handling of long production sequences. The Molecule Model fails to decode any
latent vector whose production sequence does not correspond to a valid AST at the
maximum sequence length. In contrast, the Strict Model will complete the function.
This means that our model not only always produces syntactically valid C functions,
but also always succeeds in decoding a function from a latent vector; all vectors in the
latent space can be translated into syntactically valid C functions. This is another of
our contributions. The third difference is in the process of masking out invalid rules.
The Molecular Model uses a CFG, so it masks out all invalid transitions a priori.
The Strict Model must deal with context-sensitivity, so the masking operation occurs
every time a rule is chosen in the decode phase. The masking operation, Algorithm
IsValidAddition, cannot be accomplished in constant time as the context-free masking
operation can. The additional operations slow the decoding process, but in practice
the difference is not noticeable because neither the sequence length nor vocabulary
grow very large. The fourth difference is that we integrate constraints into our decode
phase to force functions to behave in certain ways. There is no analogue in the
Molecule Model.
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4.5.2 Training
We trained our neural network to minimize the ELBO loss function. We experimented
with various network architectures and performed hyperparameter tuning. The training
dataset of 250, 000 functions was split into a true training dataset of 225, 000 functions
and a validation dataset of 25, 000 functions. We chose the model whose architecture
and hyperparameters result in the best performance on the validation dataset. Our
model architecture was discussed previously. Table 4.4 shows our choices for the
hyperparameters used to instantiate the Strict Model. Our choice of latent vector
size was largely dictated by the model architecture, which we decided should be
proportional to that of the Molecule Model. We thought that, considering the size and
variety of the functions that we wished to produce, our latent space was sufficiently
large. However, as previously stated, the latent vector contained approximately 3
times as much information as in the Molecule Model. We had some difficulty getting
our model to converge to a good set of weights, although we were ultimately successful.
The sampling mean parameter controls the center point of the latent space, since it is
added to all encoded latent vectors. We arbitrarily choose the origin to be the center of
the space. We could have chosen a different center, but there was no apparent benefit.
The sampling standard deviation parameter controls the degree of randomness that
is added to the latent vector after the encode phase has completed. As determinism
plays an integral role in both the decoder and constraint enforcement phases, we
considered setting this to 0 as well. However, in neural network training it is often
the case that incorporating a certain degree of randomness or noise in the input leads
to a better model. We chose to keep this hyperparameter nonzero, but small. Too
much noise can hamper neural network performance, and the standard deviation will
also affect the layout of our latent space. A high standard deviation could make the
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Hyperparameter Final Model Value
Vocabulary Size 233 + 1 (padding)
Maximum Sequence Length 50
Latent Vector Size 10
Sampling Mean 0.0
Sampling Standard Deviation 0.01
Table 4.4: Hyperparameters used to instantiate the Strict Model.
Hyperparameter Final Model Value
Learning Rate 0.001
Learning Rate Decay Factor 0.2
Minimum Learning Rate 0.0001
β1 0.9
β2 0.999
 10−8
Batch Size 600
Epochs 100
Table 4.5: Hyperparameters used to train the Strict Model.
latent space less meaningful, since like functions would be more spread out.
We will now discuss some of the main hyperparameters used to train the model.
These values are listed in Table 4.5. First is the learning rate. This hyperparameter
controls how much the weights in the neural network are updated based on their
respective error values calculated during the backpropagation process. An in-depth
discussion of the internals of a neural network is beyond the scope of this paper, but
we will provide a brief summary of the procedure. The neural network uses its learned
weights in each layer to transform the input sequence into the output sequence. The
loss function measures the wrongness of this answer, and the backpropagation process
uses the gradient of the loss function to determine the degree to which each given
weight was responsible for the loss value. Weights are then updated, using the learning
rate as a multiplier, such that the loss value is decreased. As the neural network
approaches a local minimum for the loss value (hence the popular nomenclature
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“gradient descent”), it may fail to converge if the learning rate is too high. To solve
this we used a learning rate decay factor. When the loss reaches a plateau and will not
decrease further, we decrease the learning rate to help the network converge. There
are numerous strategies for decaying the learning rate, so we emphasize that we only
decrease the learning rate when the loss value has stagnated. The minimum learning
rate hyperparameter dictates the minimum value that the learning rate can take during
the decay process. If the learning rate is allowed to continually decay, then the model
will not be able to learn from new data. One can imagine the dangers of allowing
the learning rate to decay indefinitely by envisioning a person who is unwilling to
change a deeply held opinion even in light of an abundance of new information. In
humans, this peculiar behavior can actually come in handy for preventing cognitive
dissonance, which can be quite damaging to the psyche. However, AI researchers
need not concern themselves with preserving the egos of their models–at least not
yet. Our choice for the minimum learning rate allows our model to learn from new
examples, albeit slightly slower. The next two hyperparameters, β1 and β2, are values
required by the Adam optimizer. According to well-established best practices, the
former should be set somewhat close to 1 and the latter should be set to almost
1. Both of these control the exponential decay rates for calculation of the moment
vector. For more information on what these hyperparameters do, we refer the reader
to Kingma et al. (2014). Next,  controls the variance in how weights themselves are
updated based on gradient information. In other words, weights are not changed to
exactly minimize the gradient, but are subject to some noise. We keep this value low.
The batch size controls the number of examples used per weight update. Gradient
information from the loss function is averaged across all examples in the batch so
that the weight update causes an overall improvement in model performance on the
entire batch. When the batch size is small, weight values are much more erratic and
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sensitive to outlier examples, and the model risks falling into a particularly bad local
minimum or not converging at all. When the batch size is large, important gradient
information can be lost in the myriad of examples, and the model will be very slow
to converge. We obviously seek to find some sort of middle ground with our batch
size, but we err on the side of a larger batch size because we noticed that our model
was prone to falling into unattractive local minima. As a result, we had to give the
model more time for training. Finally, the epochs hyperparameter denotes how many
times we execute a complete pass through all of the training data. A greater number
of epochs means a longer training period, and too many passes through the training
data can lead to overfitting (also called overtraining, although some scholars make
minor distinctions between the two–namely that overtraining leads to overfitting; for
our purposes, the terms can be used interchangeably). Overfitting is a phenomenon
that occurs when the model performs very well on the training data, but does not
generalize to other examples such as those in the validation or testing datasets. In
contrast, underfitting (or undertraining) occurs when the machine learning model
performs well neither on the training dataset nor on the validation or test datasets.
In this case, the model should be trained further or on more data so that it can better
explain the training dataset. We will investigate this topic further later on. After
several iterations of adjustment, we found that training for much longer than we did
led to a significant decrease in the quality of decoded functions. Through this long
iterative process, we arrived at our final hyperparameter values.
The tuning process was quite slow indeed. Training a single model took on the
order of one week, and our team did not often have priority on the GPU clusters for
the MUSE project. This fact, combined with the limited amount of time that we had
to complete the project, impacted how much we were able to tune our model. We
acknowledge that a team can spend practically unlimited time tuning a model, and
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note that ultimately we succeeded in finding a good set of hyperparameter values. It
is unclear how much more we could have improved model performance if we continued
tuning; likely, there could be some improvement, but we believe that we would have
to do more than tune the model in order to attain large performance gains.
When training our preliminary models, we experienced several challenges from
context-sensitivity. After we decided to add context to productions rules, we could
no longer use a priori masking to prevent invalid transitions. As a preliminary
solution, we implemented the decoder without using a masking operation and found
that performance suffered tremendously. Specifically, the number of unique functions
produced by the model in the test showed in Table 4.7 plummeted to less than 50,
and the quality of generated functions diminished as well. For instance, the following
ridiculous function appeared no less than 67 times in the 1, 000 output functions:
char generic(char generic)
{
if (generic->generic)
{
if (generic->generic->generic)
{
if (generic.generic.generic.generic.generic.generic.
generic.generic.generic.generic.generic.generic.
generic.generic.generic.generic.generic.generic
.generic.generic.generic.generic->generic->generic)
{
generic |= generic.generic.generic - generic;
break;
}
else
generic &= generic("string literal");
}
else
generic &= generic("string literal");
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}
else
generic &= generic("string literal");
}
We hope that no one has ever written a function like that. As an aside, the reason
the above function is so long relative to our other examples is that, at this point in
development, we were using a maximum sequence length of 100, not 50. Thankfully,
after we successfully reincorporated masks using Algorithm IsValidAddition, programs
like these disappeared. In fact, decoded functions began to look quite similar to their
input functions. We conclude based on these results that the rule masks are vital to
Grammar VAE performance, regardless of whether the grammar is context-free or
context-sensitive.
We considered 4 major performance metrics when evaluating the model: training
and validation loss and accuracy values, code similarity metrics, coherence of the latent
space, and the common sense test. Table 4.6 shows our model’s performance on the
training and validation datasets after tuning. These are good results, but ultimately
these numbers only give a sense of the model’s performance relative to our other
models; there is not much intuitive meaning attached to each value. So, in addition to
loss and accuracy, we consider several code similarity metrics for evaluating, comparing,
and validating our models. The purpose behind these supplementary metrics is to
provide greater clarity on the success or failure of our trained model by giving an
intuitive, but quantitative measure of its performance. Table 4.7 shows some of the
metrics that we added, as well as the final model’s performance in these areas. These
supplementary metrics are gathered on 1, 000 randomly selected functions from the
training dataset. Importantly, in this test and all other tests we performed, all 1, 000
decoded functions parse correctly; out network is producing only syntactically valid
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functions. This is a major improvement on previous work. We then check to see
how many unique functions are found in the 1, 000 input functions and 1, 000 output
functions. In previous models, the number of unique output functions was lower than
50. We would like our network to be able to produce various kinds of functions, so we
did extensive work to raise this number. We also examine how many decoded functions
have the same return type and number of arguments as the original input functions.
These two metrics are useful for measuring basic semantic similarity, but one should
remember that the VAE learns many aspects of semantics, not just these. We check
how many functions were reconstructed perfectly from input to output. Finally, we
calculate the mean and median Levenshtein distance. Levenshtein distance is used
in many code plagiarism checkers to determine how closely related two programs are
based only on text, and represents the number of single character edits required to
transform one string into another. For the length of programs that we are producing,
we felt that our distance measurements are reasonable. Our third performance metric
was the coherence of the latent space. We conduct experiments to see whether the
VAE has learned a useful, understandable latent representation of functions. We
discuss this further in the results section. Lastly, in most cases we can check what a
trained network has learned through a simple common sense test. Namely, we inspect
the original and decoded functions in the 1, 000 randomly selected training functions
and determine whether the decoded functions seem close to correct based on our
intuition. As the goal of an autoencoder is to encode the input sequence into a latent
vector, then extract from that vector the same sequence as output, code correctness
can be estimated by simple comparison: does the input function look like the output
function, and, if not, are we within an acceptable level of variation? We find that this
test quickly rules out models that seem good based purely on quantitative metrics,
but in reality do not capture the semantic qualities that we seek.
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Metric Final Model Performance
Training Loss 0.0461
Training Accuracy 0.0338
Validation Loss 0.0459
Validation Accuracy 0.0339
Table 4.6: Strict Model training results.
Metric Final Model Performance
Input Functions 1, 000
Unique Input Functions 1, 000
Unique Decoded Functions 698
Syntactically Valid Decoded Functions 1, 000
Input/Decoded Functions
with Same Return Type
114
Input/Decoded Functions
with Same Number of Arguments
281
Perfect Reconstructions 0
Mean Levenshtein Distance 183.936
Median Levenshtein Distance 229.5
Table 4.7: Strict model supplementary training metrics, computed on
1, 000 randomly selected functions in the training dataset.
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We find that our model exhibits good performance on the training dataset when
it comes to the sequence learning task. In the results section, we will evaluate its
performance on the example generation task. There were a few barriers to higher
performance. First is the limitations of the architecture itself. Because of the way
the Grammar VAE decodes sequences, a single wrong choice of production rule can
completely change the semantics of the output function. This is a consequence of the
masking procedure. We also artificially limited the model to be proportional to the
Molecule Model in the hopes of reproducing their results. However, our grammar is
far more complicated than theirs, so our network may not be large enough to capture
our unique problem. Figure 4·4 shows the performance on the training dataset as a
function of the training epoch, and Figure 4·5 shows the corresponding performance
on the validation dataset. As we noted earlier, these metrics (loss and accuracy) have
no intuitive meaning. Lower loss and higher accuracy are better, but it is difficult to
differentiate model quality between, say, a loss of 0.0400 and a loss of 0.0450. So, we
rely on the metrics shown in Table 4.7. The loss and accuracy values were, however,
useful in tuning our model. In several models, the training loss was far lower than the
validation loss, so we needed to add more bias to the model through regularization.
Our training results showed us that our current model was performed well on the
sequence learning task. However, the most important task for our model is the example
generation task, and we will evaluate our model on that in the results section.
4.6 Latent Space
The training procedure has 2 main results: the neural network learns a set of weights
and builds a latent space. We want the latent space to be coherent, so that certain
regions contain distinguishable features. So, throughout the latent space we would like
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Figure 4·4: Strict Model performance on the training data. Figures
were produced using the TensorFlow API. Smoothing was set to 0.6.
The horizontal axis is the epoch number. The top graph depicts training
accuracy; the bottom training loss.
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Figure 4·5: Strict Model performance on the validation data. Figures
were produced using the TensorFlow API. Smoothing was set to 0.6. The
horizontal axis is the epoch number. The top graph depicts validation
accuracy; the bottom validation loss.
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Figure 4·6: Strict Model learning rate. Figures were produced using
the TensorFlow API. Smoothing was set to 0.6. The horizontal axis is
the epoch number. The graph depicts the learning rate decay.
to see clusters of functions that share features. In one region might reside functions
with loops, in another might be functions with return type char. There could also be
many distinct regions in which a single feature appears. This can and will happen
because the network tries to capture more features than there are latent dimensions,
so some features must be assigned to a combination of latent dimensions or eliminated
entirely if they are not that important to the decoding of functions. Here, we discuss
briefly the latent space and some of its implications in our model design. Later, we
will evaluate the latent space learned during training.
We often conceptualize the latent vector as a sequence of dials that each control
a combination of certain features in the decoded function. Here, we might imagine
that turning one dial (changing the value of a dimension in the latent vector) makes
functions longer, or turning another changes variable types, or turning yet another
changes control flow structures. Figure 4·7 shows what a subspace of the overall latent
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space might look like in this case. Functions in each of the regions shown share some
set of qualities. In practice, the latent space is rarely organized in such a tidy manner.
The latent space will be arranged in whatever way happens to be most convenient for
the encoder and decoder to minimize their loss function. This seemingly haphazard
layout does not diminish the coherence of the latent space; it just means that humans
may have a difficult time interpreting it. A complicated latent space can still be
coherent if features tend to cluster in distinct regions. In this case, one might have
to manipulate a combination of dials to generate the desired output. Sometimes the
latent space can be tidy and intuitive, though. Kingma et al. (2014) for example
found that certain dimensions in the latent vector controlled specific ways in which
computer generated digits were formed. In their model, turning one dial resulted
in curvier digits, and turning another resulted in more slanted digits. We hope to
produce such a straightforward latent space through our training procedure, but we
have no real way to effect something so complex as the latent space with any real
degree of certainty; we are simply too far removed from the process that forms the
latent space to exert serious influence on it. In the model evaluation phase, we will
investigate the latent space to see if we can determine some potential explanations for
what each of the dials do in our model.
If we idealize the latent vector as a sequence of dials, then users seeking to generate
a specific kind of function can use this information to sample from the appropriate
region of the latent space. Again, the latent space will not necessarily be oriented
so conveniently, but the supposition that the latent vector is a sequence of dials still
holds if the model has been properly trained. One of the main applications for our
work is C code dataset generation. The latent space can be of great importance during
the dataset generation process precisely because the latent vector is a sequence of
dials that controls how decoded functions behave. Thus, if we would like to generate
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Figure 4·7: Idealized latent space, where each region is shown projected
onto the dimension 0-2 plane for better visibility. Here, we only consider
the first 3 dimensions in the latent vector, and we represent the subspace
as R3.
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a particular kind of function, we should sample from the part of the latent space that
contains such functions; we should turn the dials to the correct setting. Ignoring
the latent space when creating datasets will result in little control over generated
function behavior. With that being said, we do provide an additional level of control
over decoded function composition through constraints, but we recommend using
constraints in conjunction with, and not instead of, the latent space. We will describe
later how we envision the latent space and constraints as a mutually supportive
structure.
The latent space can also be used to determine function similarity. If the model is
properly trained, then the latent space will be oriented such that functions with similar
features are grouped into distinct subregions. So, at least in theory, closer points in
the latent space correspond with similar functions. We can therefore define a metric
of function similarity as follows: given two arbitrary functions, we can pass them into
the Grammar VAE encoder and produce their latent vector representations. Then,
the similarity of those functions is defined as, say, the Euclidean distance between
those points in the latent space. There may be a better measurement of the distance
between two points in this high-dimensional space, but L2 and L1 distance seem to be
the most logical first approximations. There are, however, several problems with such
metrics. First, as we previously noted, the latent space is not necessarily organized
in a very tidy manner. It may be the case that a certain feature (such as the return
type or a particular control flow structure) appears in several distinct regions of the
latent space. So, one can imagine that two very different latent vectors could decode
into quite similar functions simply because each feature can appear in many places.
Second, there is no intuitive meaning behind latent space distance. If we were to
say that two functions have a latent space distance of 10, we would have absolutely
no way of knowing how similar or different those functions really are. In contrast,
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measurements like Levenshtein distance are very intuitive; if two functions have a
Levenshtein distance of 10, we know that they are quite similar since only 10 single
character edits will transform one function into the other. An intuitive meaning can
make a performance metric less intimidating to potential users and more useful in
practical applications. Third, it is not clear how we should calculate distance in the
latent space. Euclidean distance perhaps agrees with our mathematical intuition, but
that fact does not also make it the best choice. Actually, in high dimensional spaces,
Euclidean distance is not a very good similarity metric (Aggarwal et al., 2001). But
what would be better? This is an open problem in mathematics, and in this context
the best we can do is treat the distance function as an additional hyperparameter.
Given the abundance of hyperparameters in machine learning models, this is certainly
not ideal, and makes latent space distance potentially difficult to incorporate into other
applications and models. On the other hand, there are some benefits to using latent
space distance as a metric for code similarity. Namely, the neural network may be able
to capture features and similarities that are not entirely obvious to humans or that
are not identified in other similarity metrics. Levenshtein distance, for all its virtues,
does not capture any semantic information. It can be thrown off by modifications as
simple as swapping variable names or changing the order of independent lines of code.
Latent space distance has the potential to take advantage of semantic qualities to
overcome limitations like these. Humans may be able to capture these similarities in
small programs, but in large programs the process would be far more time consuming.
Latent space distance has the potential to help make costly human analysis obsolete.
Moreover, the latent space is decomposable. If we again reference Figure 4·7, we can
see that the orientation of the vector in the latent space may not just tell us to what
extent functions are different, but also in what ways. For example, the function on the
far left and the function on the far right may be quite different in terms of distance, but
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we can say that they share control flow features. As we have noted, the latent space
would likely not be so easy to interpret, but the principle holds. Also, if we would like
to know the ways in which functions are different rather than just how different they
are, we would need some kind of direction vector in addition to the distance. Such a
vector would be readily available by taking the simple difference between the given
latent vectors, so we can say that we have this information without loss of generality.
In light of all of these considerations, we do not recommend that latent space distance
be used as the sole measurement of function similarity. However, we do believe that
latent space distance can be a useful addition to other such measurements if properly
incorporated.
The latent space influences our neural network architecture choices. Because one
of our performance objectives is to create a coherent latent space through the training
process, we make certain design decisions in the model in support of such goals. Most
importantly, we decide on a latent vector of dimensionality 10. For this discussion, we
acknowledge, but set aside how the latent vector size impacts other areas of the model:
the sizes of other layers, time required for training, physical size of the model, ability
of the model to perform dimensionality reduction on the data, relationship to previous
related work, etc. Here we consider only how the choice of latent vector size is of
consequence for our latent space because it determines how much information must
be squeezed into each dimension. It may seem at first glance that less information
in each dimension would be better, and thus we should strive to make the latent
vector as large as possible. In one sense, this is true. The more we increase the size
of the latent vector, the more the latent vector acts like the ideal sequence of dials
where, say, dial 5 controls the function return type and so on. As long as there are not
more dials than features, this can work nicely. But there is a hidden tradeoff: with
each dimension added to the latent vector, it becomes exponentially more difficult
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to map the latent space. In order to discover the features hidden in the latent space,
we must repeatedly sample functions along every dimension. Function encodings in
the latent space can be thought of as a multivariate Gaussian distribution centered
on the origin and with a standard deviation of about 0.1 (these can be controlled
by hyperparameters and other settings, but by default values will be normalized to
fall between −1 and 1). Technically speaking, there is nothing preventing us from
sampling the vector {999, 999, 999, ...}; if we decode this vector, we will get
a syntactically valid function. But it would not really tell us much about the latent
space, since no function would encode to such a vector. Therefore, we can sample from
−1 to 1 in each dimension, decode the function, and analyze the patterns that we see.
Completely ignoring the amount of time that it takes to analyze these patterns, we
can see that this process is extremely costly. If we take N samples in each dimension,
the cost of decoding a function is D, and |z| is the latent vector size, then mapping
the latent space would take O(N |z| ∗D). Thus, it becomes less and less feasible to
map this space in any useful sense the larger the latent vector becomes. We settled on
a latent vector size of 10. Even for small values of N , mapping the latent space is still
costly. However, if we made the latent vector much smaller, too much information
would be squeezed into each dimension. Taking this into account and balancing all of
the other consequences of the decision on latent vector size, we resolved to keep the
latent vector at size 10.
Our model learns a latent space, and we design several experiments to determine
its coherence. The results of these experiments are discussed in a later section.
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Constraint Category
Return Type Modifier Disallow
Argument Number Modifier Disallow
Argument Type Modifier Disallow
No Loops Disallow
Contains Loop Include
Semantically Valid Repair
Contains Buffer Overflow Repair
Table 4.8: Selected constraints and their categories.
4.7 Imposing Constraints on Generated Functions
We would like to guarantee that our generated functions obey certain user-specified
constraints. We focus on achieving control over functions at the programmer level.
That is, we allow the user to make some of the design decisions that programmers
would normally make about functions: return type, number and types of arguments,
control flow, and variable types. We also allow the user to specify that the decoded
function must be semantically valid. We divide our constraints into 3 categories:
disallow, include, and repair. Table 4.8 shows some of the constraints that we have
chosen to implement, as well as the categories to which they belong. We will now
discuss each of these categories in some detail.
4.7.1 Disallow Constraints
The disallow category includes constraints that can be enforced simply by masking
out additional production rules in the decoder. The name can be misleading; often
constraints of this kind result in some sort of inclusion rather than exclusion, as in the
case of the Argument Number Modifier. This particular constraint forces a function
to have a certain number of arguments. Disallow constraints are by far the simplest
to enforce, although doing so is not always trivial. All of the constraints of this
category are dealt with in Algorithm AgreesWithConstraints, which checks to see if
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the given rule agrees with constraints before adding it to the already chosen sequence
of productions. Algorithm AgreesWithConstraints is called on every production
rule that may be added to the function, either during decoding proper (Algorithm
Decode) or after the maximum sequence length has been hit and we wish to complete
the function (Algorithm GetCompleteFunction). For many constraints, enforcement
can be achieved through a simple string membership test (e.g. for the No Loops
constraint, we can simply return false from Algorithm AgreesWithConstraints if the
rule contains the strings “For” or “While”). For others, we must use our knowledge
of the previous rules in the function to make our decision (e.g. for the Return Type
Modifier constraint, we only disallow declarations with the wrong return type if they
are the function declaration). Figure 4·8 shows the enforcement of some disallow
constraints, as well as how much functions change when even simple constraints are
added. We discuss how these changes can be mitigated below. Because disallow
constraints are the easiest to implement, we also find them the least interesting. There
are plenty of other useful disallow constraints that we could have implemented, but
we chose to spend most of our time on the latter 2 types of constraints.
Because disallow constraints generally involve the fewest rule changes in the
decoded function, they also are the least destructive in terms of what kind of function
is produced. The decoder produces a sequence of logit vectors that predict the
production rules that reproduce the given input function. As more rules are artificially
added or changed, the logit vector sequence becomes less and less meaningful. However,
apart from the changes induced by constraint enforcement, the decoding process will
not be affected if the following three conditions are met: first, that no rules are
artificially inserted into or removed from the decoded function; second, that any
replaced rules share the same child terminal and nonterminal symbols; and third,
that any such child nonterminal symbols can produce the same descendants as before,
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Figure 4·8: Application of various combinations of disallow constraints
during the decode phase, beginning with the given input function. The
input is encoded into the latent vector, which is then decoded into each
of the functions using the following constraints, from left to right: none,
return char, return char and no arguments.
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given their new context. In general, we cannot make the guarantee that all of those
conditions are met, so the decoded function may differ significantly from the original
function if constraints are added. We discuss strategies to overcome this problem in a
later section. As previously noted, the disallow constraints cause the least damage
during this process, and have the greatest chance of not impacting function decoding
whatsoever.
4.7.2 Include Constraints
Include constraints are more interesting than disallow constraints not only because
they are more complex, but also because we need to make some design decisions in
order to implement them. The basic premise of include constraint enforcement is
that we prevent the decoder from returning the completed function if it does not
contain the desired feature. This principle affects two algorithms: Algorithm Decode
and Algorithm GetCompleteFunction. We will deal with the latter shortly. First, we
explore Algorithm Decode and the overall constraint enforcement strategy. How can
we force a function to contain a certain feature? As we will explain, our tactic in
Algorithm Decode is mostly to defer the question to Algorithm GetCompleteFunction;
unless we see the desired feature appear in the decoded function organically, we mask
out any rules that result in the function ending before the maximum sequence length
is reached and control is transferred to Algorithm GetCompleteFunction. We make
no other changes to Algorithm Decode. There are several more aggressive strategies
that we could have used to make those features appear. Some of them we use in
Algorithm GetCompleteFunction, but all of them, we believe, are inappropriate for
Algorithm Decode. Suppose that we would like to include a loop in the function. We
would like to preserve determinism in the decode phase, so we cannot just randomly
replace a statement in the decoded function with a for loop. So, without employing
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randomness, we have several equally unattractive options. The first is to make the
first statement in the function, regardless of the latent vector, a loop. Unfortunately,
this would totally destroy the integrity of the logit sequence, and the decoded function
would probably look nothing like the input function. Moreover, every single function
with this constraint would look more or less the same; there would be no variation.
The second option is to place the loop at the end of the function. This solution
addresses the problem of logit sequence integrity, but makes no improvement on
variation. The third option is to boost the likelihood of all indices in the logit vectors
that correspond with a production rule that starts a for loop. We would need to do
some extra operations on all of the latent vectors to ensure that they remain valid
probability distributions–this would be tedious to implement and make the decode
phase slower, but does not necessarily rule out this option. The real issue with this
particular solution is that it introduces another hyperparameter into the model: the
extent of the boost given to production rules. If the boost is too high, then we end up
with the first option (that is, the first statement in the function will always be selected
as a for loop); if the boost is too low, then the function will remain unchanged.
Tuning this hyperparameter would likely be time consuming and unproductive, since,
regardless of the final value reached, there would be no guarantee that this method
would produce a loop in the function. So, we are back to our initial problem of how
to force the function to contain a particular feature. Thus, we decide to allow the
function to produce the feature organically during Algorithm Decode, and if that fails,
then we can be more aggressive in Algorithm GetCompleteFunction. This strategy
increases variation and preserves logit sequence integrity, allowing us to use the latent
space to help with constraint enforcement (we will discuss this later). With that being
said, if the input function is very short, it will almost certainly get mangled during
the constraint enforcement process. Having carefully considered the aforementioned
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tradeoffs, we believe that this is the best solution that we identified without relying
on randomness.
If the decode phase reaches the maximum sequence length, but does not include
the feature in question (e.g. a for loop), then the function completion procedure
must find a way to include it while properly closing the function. We mentioned this
procedure, Algorithm GetCompleteFunction, above, but did not explain how we handle
constraints. Because we decide that our entire decode phase will be deterministic,
we cannot simply call either Algorithm Decode or Algorithm GetCompleteFunction
an arbitrary number of times until the function possesses the desired feature. As
previously stated, we could have introduced such randomness and repeated the decode
process over and over, but that would jeopardize the meaningfulness of constraints.
Moreover, with such a model, it could take an unbounded amount of time to find an
appropriate function. The issue of time would only become worse as the number of
constraints on the function increased and the corresponding probability of finding
a satisfactory function decreased. We wanted to demonstrate that we could force a
function to behave in certain ways without having to rely on randomness. For this
reason, we make the design decision to implement the include constraints in Algorithm
GetCompleteFunction in the following manner. First, we do not allow the function
to close until the feature in question has been successfully added. In other words,
when the AST expects a new statement node, we mask out all rules that result in
statement nodes without child statement nodes. Second, we give the highest priority
to all rules that result in the feature. When we pick the next rule, we are guaranteed
to get the feature if it can possibly be added at this point. Third, now that we have a
function that satisfies the include constraint, we close the function. Figure 4·9 shows
an example of include constraint enforcement. As discussed, Algorithm Decode will not
allow the function to end, and Algorithm GetCompleteFunction forces the inclusion
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of the requested feature. Again, this entire process is deterministic. The benefit of
determinism is that we cannot rely on chance to enforce the constraints; our constraint
solver logic must be robust. The drawback is that there is sometimes little diversity
between features across different kinds of functions. For example, if we wanted a
function to contain a loop, but it did not have one before the decoder hit the maximum
sequence length, then we would essentially append a boiler plate loop to the end of
the function. That boiler plate loop appears in all functions that must contain a loop,
but do not have one in the first 50 (the maximum sequence length) production rules.
However, this drawback can be easily remedied. As stated, all rules that produce the
feature in question are sorted to the top. One could shuffle only these rules (thereby
introducing randomness) so that, in our previous example, different kinds of loops are
added. If one wanted to preserve determinism while adding variety, one could use the
same latent vector to decode the next 50 production rules, but use masks to force the
function to include a certain feature. The former approach is trivial to implement,
while the latter is more involved, but both are certainly doable without too much
work. Knowing that these results were readily attainable, we decided to move on to
other challenges that would provide greater benefit for the research community. In
many ways, we seek to make a proof-of-concept, not the ultimate program synthesis
model. For us, in this particular instance, it is satisfactory to know that we can solve
the problem; far more interesting to us are the problems whose tractability remains in
question. And, as with all research projects, we had very limited time and resources,
so we needed to make the decision to move on at some point.
4.7.3 Repair Constraints
The final type of constraint with which we deal is that which requires us to take a
sequence of rules corresponding to an already valid AST and “fix” them in some way.
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Figure 4·9: Application of an include constraint during the decode
phase, beginning with the given input function. The input is encoded
into the latent vector, which is then decoded into the final function
using the include for loop constraint. Algorithm Decode constructs
the function up to the dashed red line, then passes control to Algorithm
GetCompleteFunction, which enforces the constraint.
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These are the repair constraints. We need repair constraints in order to make some of
the semantic guarantees that cannot be expressed as disallow or include constraints. In
particular, we would like to use repair constraints to make guarantees about semantic
validity, well-formed recursion, and, ultimately, vulnerabilities. The advantage of our
approach is that, at minimum, every decoded sequence of production rules corresponds
to both a complete AST and a syntactically valid function. So, when we do repair, we
are not really starting from scratch; rather than, say, generate a semantically valid
function, we can take a syntactically valid function and make it semantically valid.
We can also use a variety of techniques to solve this problem because for each function
we have its production rules, AST, and C source representation. Sometimes we find
it convenient to work at one level, sometimes another. In spite of these advantages,
enforcing constraints of this kind proves anything but trivial.
We implement a semantic fixer that takes a sequence of production rules corre-
sponding to a syntactically valid function and returns another sequence of production
rules corresponding to a semantically valid function. We say that a function is se-
mantically valid if it passes gcc compilation without errors. We do, however, allow
warnings, since despite warnings the compiler can still make an executable binary
file from the program. One might also wish to guarantee “logical” validity. That
is, that there are no logic errors in the program or that the program actually does
something useful. We leave these problems to future work. The semantic fixer handles
the semantically valid constraint, and the complexity of its logic is comparable to
that of the neural network. We strive as much as possible to preserve the meaning
of the original sequence; we could guarantee semantic validity simply by replacing
every sequence of production rules with another corresponding to, say, an empty main
function. Obviously, this would not meet the user’s intent of requesting semantic
validity when decoding a given latent vector. On the other hand, it is to some extent
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impossible to divine the meaning of the original decoded function, so at times one
interpretation of a production rule subsequence is as good as any other. We detail
how we address these ambiguities.
The logic for the semantic fixer is quite complicated, but we will do our best to
explain it in an intuitive manner that yet does justice to the many hours we labored
on it. Recall that we transformed production rules to use generic identifier names
and literal values. In order to guarantee semantic validity, we must replace generic
identifier names in such a way that the program obeys variable declaration rules,
scoping rules, type rules, etc. In other words, we must somehow contrive a way to
make the program compile, and because of our aforementioned transformation, this
process centers on variable renaming. Before continuing, we note that the process of
semantic repair is not dissimilar to what might be considered the inverse functionality
of a typechecker. That is, when writing a typechecker, one ensures that variables
obey scoping and type rules by maintaining a namespace. A namespace is a mapping
between variable names and their types. The semantic fixer uses a namespace to
force variables to obey scoping and type rules. Both use recursion to maintain this
namespace as variables go in and out of scope. This process is nontrivial to say the
least. At a high level, we iterate through the production rules and replace every generic
identifier with the a numbered identifier (g0, g1, g2, etc.). Every declaration adds a
numbered identifier to the namespace, and the type is set to the type defined in the
declaration’s associated type declaration. All of this information can be found readily
in the production rules and AST. We must then consider scoping rules; we must be
careful to remove variables from the namespace when they go out of scope. Therefore,
the semantic fixer uses recursion to keep track of scope when using the namespace,
much like one would expect in a typechecker or interpreter. Once again, we wanted
this constraint to be enforced in a deterministic manner. The reason for this choice,
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apart from consistency with the remainder of our model, was that user intentions
are not best represented by nondeterminism; programmers do not randomly choose
variables from the namespace to use in the next statement. We will argue that a policy
that takes advantage of temporal locality better reflects user intentions, and that
there is no reason for randomness, at least when it comes to choosing from potential
variable names. In other instances where randomness might be desirable, such as when
replacing literal values or invalid unary operations, we find that nondeterminism adds
little and is unnecessary. Beyond these cases, we believe that any nondeterminism
would cause the repaired function to be unsatisfactorily dissimilar to the original
decoded function.
We require that a few additional constraints be added during the decode phase in
order to ensure proper semantic repair. These do restrict the kinds of functions that we
can repair, but as we will shortly explain, this process is without loss of generality; we
have successfully demonstrated that our semantic repair algorithm works as expected,
and we are certain that the function behaviors that we disallow through the additional
constraints could relatively easily have been added to the model. The first constraint
that we require is that all types that appear in the function be one of: void, int, or
char. This means that we disallow structs, pointer types, user defined types, and
type qualifications (like const or unsigned) as well. The second constraint is that
we disallow struct references (-> or .). This constraint follows from the first. The
reason that we do not support these behaviors is because our time was limited and we
had spent quite a long time indeed on this subsystem alone. In short, we had other
work to do, and proof that we could repair functions in the general case was sufficient.
Moreover, as we previously stated, our algorithm operates without loss of generality.
Regarding types, we could easily support any other type by defining a default literal
value for it. For structs, we could have defined prototypes like we did for functions
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(this will be explained below), but it would have taken some time and not added much.
Thus, the constraints that we require to be able to repair a function do not diminish
our results.
Algorithm SemanticRepair shows how we conduct repair on a sequence of produc-
tion rules corresponding with a syntactically valid function. We begin with the first
rule at global scope. We maintain a rule stack that tells us what the next children
should be, just like in Algorithm ReconstructAST. First we check whether we need to
go out of scope by one level. This occurs when there are no rules left on the current
rule stack–when the algorithm expects no more children to follow. If we go out of
scope at the end of the function, then we will have processed all of the rules (in other
words, if we have not processed all the rules when we go out of scope for the last time,
then we know we have made a mistake). After performing this check, we conduct a
series of transformations on the production rule. We will describe below in some detail
each of the transformations referenced in the algorithm as procedure calls. Next, we
again check whether we need to go out of scope because we are constantly changing
both the rule sequence and the current index. Finally, we check to see whether we
need to go up a level of scope, and if so we make a recursive call. We actually need to
make this check in a loop because we may need to go down and then up a level of
scope immediately, as in the case of an if-then-else construct (once the if finishes, we
must go out of scope; then, immediately, we must go up a level of scope for the else).
This is a good time to point out that scoping rules cannot be treated naively as mere
“levels.” For simplicity, we often refer to scope in terms of levels, but actually they are
more like distinct domains. The if-then-else example is informative here. A variable
declared in the if cannot be used in the subsequent else, even though one might say
that they are on the same scope level. Thus, we could not take the naive approach of
using a counter variable to keep track of scope; instead we used recursion.
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Below are summaries of the main transformations that we make on each rule,
sorted in the order in which they are applied in Algorithm SemanticRepair. We believe
that these summaries will provide an informative overview of the repair function.
Algorithm SemanticRepair can be quite confusing, so we ask that the reader be patient
with our explanation.
1. ReplaceCase(i): Replaces the case statement at the ith rule with a switch and
then case statement. Because case statements are syntactically valid in any
situation where a general statement (any complete line of code ended with a
semicolon) is valid, case statements may appear without corresponding switch
statements in the output of the decoder. However, the compiler will raise an
error if it finds a case statement outside the scope of a switch statement, so we
must remedy this to ensure semantic validity.
2. ReplaceUnaryOp(i): Replaces the & and ∗ unary operations at the ith rule with
the − unary operation. We perform this transformation because we have allow
no types other than void, int, and char; no pointers types are allowed, so it
does not make sense to allow address-of and dereferencing operations. This was
also convenient for literals, on which & and ∗ are semantically invalid.
3. ChangeForDecls(i, namespace): Changes all of the variable declarations asso-
ciated with the for loop at the ith rule to type int, and then adds them to
the namespace. We do this to make code correspond more with user intentions.
Furthermore, and more importantly for semantic validity, if the init attribute
of the loop is an assignment rather than a declaration, change it to the latter.
This is necessary because our algorithm attempts to perform type inference on
all assignments. During this process, if no variable of matching type is found
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in the namespace, then the assignment variable will be invalid (an undefined
reference error is raised).
4. ChangeAssignmentToDecl(i, namespace): Changes the assignment at the ith rule
to an equivalent declaration using the available type information. This function
is used when there is no variable in the namespace of the same type as the
assignment variable at the time of assignment. In other words, the assignment
is invalid because there is no already-declared variable to which the assignment
could belong. Thus, we change the assignment into a declaration of the correct
type and add the new variable to the namespace. Here, we use the following type
inference rules: if the right hand side of the assignment is a constant, then the
variable is supposed to be of that same type. Otherwise, we declare the variable
to be of the same type as the function return type (or int if the function is
of type void). We initialize the newly declared variable to a constant of the
appropriate type.
5. ChangeDeclName(i, newDeclName): Changes the variable name associated with
the declaration at the ith rule to the new name. Every declaration in the decoded
function is treated as a new variable declaration, so this function is called every
time a declaration is encountered in the rules. The new name is chosen to be the
next available identifier in the sequence g0, g1, g2, etc. We must also match this
variable name to the appropriate type when we add it to the namespace. The
task is relatively simple for variables on the left hand side of declarations since
we can look at the associated type declaration. However, there is a potential
snag because identifier name information is stored in two separate nodes in the
AST when it comes to declarations: the declaration and the associated type
declaration. It is not clear why this is necessary except possibly for convenience
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during parsing; the structure of the AST already provides enough information
to know for certain to which declaration a type declaration belongs. In any
case, if the associated type declaration is not renamed with the declaration, the
pycparser will somehow determine which name “wins,” and this is certainly not
the behavior that we would like. So, after modifying the names in both nodes,
the variable is added to the namespace with the appropriate type designation.
6. InsertDecl(i): Inserts a new generic declaration (the statement: int generic;)
starting at the ith rule. We use this procedure when an if or else statement
contains an assignment as the sole statement in its body (i.e. if(b) x = 1;)
and the namespace is empty. According to the C grammar, an if or else
statement must contain a statement as a child. An assignment is a statement,
and is thus valid in this location. A compound block–a sequence of statements
or declarations surrounded by braces–is also a statement, and would be a valid
child. A declaration, however, is not a statement, and is thus invalid in the
same place. Normally, we would allow ChangeAssignmentToDecl to catch the
assignment with an empty namespace and transform it into a declaration, but
this would make it semantically invalid. It would seem almost trivial to surround
the declaration with braces and achieve semantic validity, but in fact this is quite
a difficult transformation because there is a variable number of production rules
between the conditional and its body. So, instead, we must place a declaration
before the conditional so that we are guaranteed a variable for the assignment.
7. GetFunctionPrototype(i): Returns a list of production rules corresponding to a
complete function definition for the function call at the ith rule. The list will be
inserted at the beginning of the sequence of production rules for the decoded
function, the current index in the sequence will be adjusted accordingly, the
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function name will be added to the namespace, and repair will resume. The
result of this process is that the decoded function will be preceded by another
function whose arguments’ types match those of the parameters supplied in the
function call at the ith rule. We determine the types of the parameters according
to the following procedure: if the parameter is a literal, use the literal type; if
the parameter is an identifier name, use its type in the namespace; otherwise,
use the decoded function return type (or int if the decoded function returns
void). Having determined the number and types of parameters, we now need to
surmise the function return type itself. If the function is a part of a declaration,
we use the declared variable’s type; if the function is a part of an assignment,
we use the assigned variable’s type; if the function is part of a return statement,
we use the decoded function’s return type; otherwise, the function is part of a
standalone statement, so its return type should be void. The additional function
will have only one statement in its body: a return. The return statement will
have a constant of the appropriate type as its expression, or nothing if the return
type is void. We would like to produce more complicated functions, but really
there is little semantic information on which to base our assumptions. Thus, we
decided that, all choices being equal, a default value was satisfactory. Another
logical choice that we ultimately decided against was the sum function. We
could certainly see instances in which this interpretation might be preferable.
8. ChangeFuncName(i, funcName): Changes the name of the function called at
the ith rule to the given name. This procedure is called immediately after the
former, so that the function call refers to the function prototype just prepended
to the rules. Because of the transformations made in the previous procedure
call, GetFunctionPrototype, the new function call will be semantically valid: the
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return type will match that of any associated assignment or declaration, and
the supplied arguments will be of the same number and types as those specified
in the function prototype.
9. ChangeLabelName(i, newLabelName): Changes the generic label at the ith rule
to the new label name. Importantly, label names are chosen based on the global
namespace, not the local one. Because labels refer to absolute addresses in C,
we must ensure that no two labels have the same name, regardless of their scope.
10. FixGoto(i, newLabelName): Changes the name of the goto statement at the
ith rule to the given name, then adds a new labeled address of the same name
immediately after the goto. The label name is added to the global namespace.
A better solution would be to search for other labels defined in the function.
However, if the labels are defined later on in the function (as opposed to earlier),
then significant care would have to be taken to ensure that labels are not renamed
a second time by accident. And what if there exists no such label? We decided
to settle for the naive solution now and leave more rigorous treatment of goto
statements to future work.
11. ReplaceIDWithName(i, occurrence, newName): Changes the given occurrence of
a generic identifier at the ith rule to the new name from the namespace. But how
do we determine the name to give this identifier in the first place? This can be
difficult because identifiers appear in a variety of contexts, and we must handle
all such instances. We already handled the case in which a generic identifier
appears on the left hand side of a declaration (ChangeDeclName). The next
context in which a variable can appear is on the left hand side of an assignment.
In this case, we know that there is a variable in the namespace having the same
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type as the generic assignment variable because, if not, we would have changed
the assignment to a declaration earlier (ChangeAssignmentToDecl). Thus, we
can simply find a variable in the namespace whose type matches that of our
assignment. We select the most recently used variable of the same type to be the
new identifier name. If the variable is on the right hand side of an assignment
or declaration, then we use the following procedure: all variables used on the
right hand side of an assignment or declaration statement are assumed to be of
the same type as the variable on the left hand side of the statement. This is
an overzealous interpretation of the code–one can easily contrive an example
where a variable of a different type is used in an assignment–but we contend
that, in absence of any other type information, this interpretation is as good as
any other, and possibly better. We need some way to decide what type generic
variable references should be, so we decide heuristically that they will be the
same type as their assignment variable. Once we have the type information, we
can choose the most recently used variable from the namespace. Finally, if the
variable is used in any other instance, we assume that we can use an already
defined variable of any type in its place. Again, we take the most recently used
variable from the namespace.
12. ReplaceIDWithValue(i, occurrence, typeName): Changes the given occurrence
of a generic identifier at the ith rule to the default literal value defined for
the specified type name. This procedure is called in all of the same variable
replacement instances as ReplaceIDWithName, except this alternative is chosen
when there is no variable in the namespace that has the type in question.
However, this approach raises the additional concern that a variable on the left
hand side of an assignment can get replaced with a literal value if there is no
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previously defined variable of the corresponding type. Thankfully, this edge case
is caught by ChangeAssignmentToDecl, so only identifiers on the right hand side
of an assignment or declaration can be replaced with literal values.
13. RemoveBreak(i): Replaces the break statement at the ith rule with an empty
statement (a standalone semicolon; a statement that does nothing). Break
statements are syntactically valid anywhere a statement can be placed; however,
they are semantically invalid unless they are placed inside of a loop, case
statement, or the like. By replacing them with an empty statement, we can
safely remove the break statement even when a statement is syntactically
required (e.g. as the sole statement in a loop when the loop does not use
brackets to define its scope). We replace all break statements. A better solution
would be to only replace those break statements that are not found in the
aforementioned contexts. We decided that, given our limited time and resources,
the naive approach was satisfactory. We leave a better implementation for future
work.
14. ReplaceInvalidUnaryOps(i): If the unary op at the ith rule is performed on a
constant, then change the unary op to one that is constant-friendly. Specifically,
we change all such unary ops to negation, although this usually has no practical
effect because our default literal value for int is 0.
After making all of the applicable transformations of those just listed, we then
update what we call the last-used dictionary. This data structure maps variable names
to the index of the production rule in which they were last used. The mappings
provide us with a means to implement our policy of most recent use. Throughout
the algorithm, we employ a most recently used policy to decide between possible
variables and types that should be applied in statements. We choose this behavior in
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accordance with the principle of temporal locality, which states that, if a variable is
used at a given point, then it is likely to be used again in the near future. Of course,
this is simply a heuristic, and there is no way to know whether this truly matches user
intent. On the other hand, given our experience and intuition as programmers, a most
recently used policy seems logical. Another point of note is that the most recently used
policy is defined in such a way that a variable cannot be used in its own declaration
or reassignment. The former is semantically invalid, and the latter is heuristically
assumed to be not in line with user intentions. Additionally, by default, recursion is
disabled. So, we will never choose to make a recursive call to the decoded function
when we are trying to replace a generic identifier with an identifier of the correct type.
We could fairly easily allow recursion in such instances, but we note that it would
be far more difficult to ensure that the recursion is well-behaved (e.g. no infinite
recursion). However, it might be worth exploring even a basic implementation of
recursion since recursion is not uncommon in the wild, and having recursive functions
in the output dataset may be beneficial for training machine learning algorithms or
testing compilers. Finally, as previously explained, we check to see if we should go
out of scope, and/or up one or more levels of scope. We then proceed to the next
rule in the function. When we have processed all rules, we return the modified rules.
Figure 4·10 shows an example of a semantically repaired function. We note how this
demonstrates the most recently used policy and preserves user intention as much as
possible. The output sequence produced by the semantic fixer should now correspond
with a semantically valid function. In all of our extensive checks before we conducted
experiments, we successfully repaired 100% of functions–all output functions were
semantically valid. Unfortunately, we cannot guarantee that the repair procedure
will always work in practice without doing some sort of formal verification. In the
future, we would like to give the user a guarantee that the output function is, in fact,
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Figure 4·10: Application of several repair constraints during the decode
phase, beginning with the given input function. The input is encoded
into the latent vector, which is then decoded into the intermediate
function using the prerequisite constraints for semantic repair. The
repair constraints are applied on the right hand side, from top to bottom:
semantic repair and vulnerability injection.
semantically valid.
We apply all of these functions on the production rules themselves. As we stated
earlier, we have the production rules, the reconstructed AST, and the corresponding
source code at our disposal. In retrospect, it would likely have been more convenient to
work on the AST for many of our transformations. There are several transformations
that require us to make modifications to related rules, and in these cases we use a
stack to build a fragment of the AST so that we know for certain which rules are
connected to which other rules. Also, since the production rules are strings, we had to
ensure that the new production rules were formatted correctly according to the string
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representation of the AST. For example, when we needed to replace an identifier name,
we had to delicately split the string at the correct indices, craft the new substring,
and stitch the component parts back together. Every such edit felt like performing
surgery, whereas this same operation on the AST data structure would be a simple
reassignment to a field in a Python class (e.g. node.name = ...). Lastly, recursive
calls could be handled much more cleanly working on the AST data structure. On the
misguided hunch that it would be the easiest pathway, we began writing Algorithm
SemanticRepair using the production rules rather than the AST. Having written most
of the logic, we realized our error. Unfortunately, at that point the die had been cast,
and for the sake of code consistency and readability, we finished the algorithm using
only the production rules. There were, however, some benefits to using the production
rules. For one thing, we could simply apply our transformations to every rule in turn,
sometimes modifying our scope using recursive calls. It is not entirely clear how one
would best traverse the AST to perform these same operations. Moreover, iterating
through a list is far easier than keeping track of references to parent nodes, the root
node, and the like. Overall, though, we believe that an algorithm based on the AST
rather than the production rules would be a simpler and more elegant solution. We
leave it to future work to redesign this algorithm accordingly.
We now consider the vulnerability injection constraint. That vulnerability injection
is classified as a repair constraint is an irony of which we are well aware. Yet, despite
the seeming incompatibility of vulnerability injection and function repair, this is
indeed the case. The reason why this unfortunate classification is, in fact, appropriate
is because the taxonomy of constraints has less to do with what operation is being
performed so much as when it is being performed. Vulnerability injection occurs
completely after the function decoding process, and is therefore considered a repair
constraint. The vulnerability injection constraint requires the semantically valid
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constraint be enforced as well, since it makes no real sense to inject a vulnerability
into code that cannot even compile and run. The vulnerability injector is therefore
called after a function has been decoded and all disallow and include constraints
have been applied, and also after the function has been semantically repaired. The
vulnerability injector needs to be careful to preserve the semantic validity of output
functions during the injection process.
Our implementation of the vulnerability injection constraint is rudimentary, but
useful. As we will discuss, we believe that it can still be a good approach for
generating datasets of functions labeled as vulnerable and not vulnerable. We leave
it to future work to improve upon our design. In order to inject a vulnerability,
we must first write a template for it. Throughout this discussion, we will use a
simple buffer overflow vulnerability as a guiding example. Consider the code below,
which shows the buffer overflow vulnerability template. The template consists of
an array declaration followed by a simple loop. There are also several keywords:
_CODE_, _CONSTANT_, _INT_EXPR_. These keywords will be replaced with the
appropriate information by the injector so that the end result is still a semantically
valid function. In addition to the template, one must define any special rules for filling
in the keyword values. In the buffer overflow example, the first constant must be
strictly less than the second constant to trigger the desired error, and both must be
strictly greater than 0.
int array[_CONSTANT_];
_CODE_
for(int i = 0; i < _CONSTANT_; i++){
_CODE_
array[i] = _INT_EXPR_;
_CODE
}
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The vulnerability injection constraint is the only constraint to use randomness. We
allow randomness here because it leads to better, more varied training examples for any
generated datasets that we would like to produce. The first instance of nondeterminism
is in how each of the keywords is replaced. First, we allow the injector to choose any
value for constants as long as they fall within the bounds of some predefined maximum
and minimum values. Next, we fill in code blocks with arbitrary pieces of code. We
envision randomly sampling from the latent space to produce code that would fill in
these blocks, but for this first implementation of our model, we simply replace the
code blocks with the empty string. Finally, we replace integer expression keywords
with random integer expressions. The function that performs this action takes as an
argument the variable that is to be used in the expression (e.g. the loop counter).
For now, we simply return the identity function of the given variable. In future work,
we could actually use the work of Kusner et al. (2017), who wrote both a Molecule
Grammar VAE and an Expression Grammar VAE, the latter of which could be used
to generate arbitrary integer expressions. For our first model, however, we simply
wanted a proof of concept as we did not have an infinite amount of time to work on
this project. The final step is to actually perform the injection of the vulnerability.
We deconflict the namespaces of the function and the vulnerability itself so that the
two share no variable references. Then, we choose a random line in the function. We
check to see if this would be a satisfactory index at which to insert the vulnerable code.
This check mainly ensures that our vulnerability does not conflict with any control
structures, such as if, else, for, and switch constructs. If the vulnerability would
interfere with such statements, then we sample another index until we find one that
will work. Finally, we insert the vulnerability string into the function string at the
chosen index and return the result. The output of the vulnerability injection process
is a semantically valid, vulnerable function. Figure 4·10 shows an example of the
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vulnerability injection procedure. We can inject vulnerabilities into any semantically
valid function. As previously stated, the randomness helps add variety to the output
functions, which is an important quality for any datasets that we may generate. So,
we choose to break from our previous self-imposed prohibition of nondeterminism.
Our approach to vulnerability injection is not our most sophisticated algorithm,
but we believe that it can still be quite useful. First, let us consider some of the
shortcomings of our approach. Our methodology assumes that each vulnerability can
be defined in terms of a template that can be inserted into any arbitrary function. It
may be the case that some particularly involved vulnerabilities cannot be so easily
expressed, or are not usually expressed in such a manner. In these cases, our training
examples may be less valuable to models like the MUSE classifiers. We note here
that the MUSE classifiers use a combination of text, intermediate representation, and
compiled features in their classification process; the fact that the examples we produce
may not always share a textual representation with vulnerabilities in the wild is not
necessarily a fatal flaw in our model. Another potential criticism is that templates
must be defined for every vulnerability that we would like to inject. This is a fair
point, although it is not entirely clear how one would otherwise define and create
vulnerabilities. We admit that our approach is a flawed first attempt, and perhaps
one day other researchers will design a better generative model for vulnerabilities
themselves (at which point, if they used something like the Grammar VAE model,
they would have built a neural network to create vulnerabilities for another neural
network to generate datasets for another neural network–possibly a great strategy,
but we must also wonder when the tail begins to wag the dog, so to speak). One
could also point out that our injected vulnerabilities do not exhibit enough complexity.
Perhaps, although this could be remedied by writing more complex templates for each
vulnerability. And, once again, this is a first implementation, and is not meant to be
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perfect.
Now allow us to argue why, in spite of these deficiencies, our vulnerability injection
subsystem is actually quite valuable. First, in accordance with the remainder of
our work (syntactic validity, semantic validity, and constraints in general) and in
corresponding contrast with previous work in vulnerability injection (Dolan-Gavitt
et al., 2016), our vulnerability injector works with a high degree of certainty. In fact,
our tests reported that vulnerability injection was successful on 100% of generated
functions, which means that the entire system from latent vector sampling to decoding
a syntactically valid function to enforcing constraints to conducting semantic repair to
injecting vulnerabilities–a nontrivial process indeed–works with as much of a guarantee
of certainty as we can provide without the assistance of formal verification techniques.
Additionally, our vulnerability injection process is very fast. Whereas Dolan-Gavitt
et al. (2016) report times often on the order of many minutes to inject a vulnerability,
we can perform the same operation with no noticeable slowdown. We do not mean to
imply that Dolan-Gavitt et al. (2016) is worthless; on the contrary, we admire their
work and acknowledge their contributions to the domain. But, for the applications
that we target, our work is more practical. Specifically, if one would like to make a
dataset of millions of functions that contain vulnerabilities, one could not afford to
wait for minutes on each example. As for the quality of our vulnerabilities, we admit
that they are not exceedingly sophisticated. However, we believe that well-defined
templates can mitigate this problem. And, moreover, we believe that our vulnerable
functions are satisfactory to train models like the MUSE classifiers. Our model can
provide countless examples to teach the MUSE classifiers position invariance (that
vulnerabilities can appear anywhere in the function, and can be both compact and
spread out), expression invariance (the values of constants and integer expressions, so
long as certain conditions hold–in the buffer overflow example, the first constant must
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be strictly less than the second), and various different forms of the same vulnerability
(since any number of templates can be defined for a single vulnerability). For these
reasons, we believe that the vulnerability injector is sufficient for our purposes. With
that being said, we are certainly looking to make improvements upon it in future
work.
4.7.4 Latent Space Considerations
We envision that many constraints, in particular the include constraints, will work best
when paired with a consideration of the latent space. As stated earlier, attempting
to include features that are not naturally present in a function can seriously impact
code quality. Output functions will still be syntactically valid, and they can certainly
be repaired to be semantically valid, but they may not be of the style that the user
would like. To overcome these problems, we suggest using the latent space as a guide
for constraints. As we explained in an earlier section, the Grammar VAE will learn a
coherent latent representation of the functions. In other words, certain features–return
types, function structure, presence or absence of loops, etc.–will tend to cluster in
certain regions of the latent space. For an illustrative example of this, we again refer
the reader to the work of Kingma et al. (2014). In that work, one could change, say,
the slant of a digit by modifying one dimension in the latent vector or the roundness
of a digit by modifying another; similarly, we envision that we can influence features
like the aforementioned by tuning values in the latent vector. What makes such a
coherent latent space powerful is that one can use it to narrow the search for an
appropriate function. For example, if the user wants to generate functions with a
specific return type, they can sample latent vectors from the region of the latent space
in which that return type is prevalent. But then, why have constraints at all if we can
simply find a satisfactory region in the latent space and sample from there? There are
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several reasons why constraints are still necessary. First, there is no guarantee that a
satisfactory region in the latent space exists. That is, the user may want to generate
functions that return type int, take 3 arguments, and have loops, but there may well
be no region in the latent space that contains such functions. In this case, the user
should find a region containing most or at least some of the desired qualities, then
use constraints to force the inclusion of the others. Our recommended strategy would
be to identify the most complicated constraints (those that result in the addition of
the most production rules), and try to find a region in the latent space from which
those sorts of functions can be generated naturally. The more rules added artificially,
the more pronounced the deviation in function behavior from what would have been
decoded from the latent vector. So, in general, look for regions in the latent space that
contain functions that satisfy first repair constraints (when applicable), then include
constraints, and finally disallow constraints. The second reason why constraints are
still necessary is that although the latent space gives us a good idea of what kinds
of functions we may find, we have no formal guarantee that generated functions will
behave the way we would like. If the user is sampling from a good region of the
latent space, then it may be the case that all functions have the desired qualities. But
if the user accidentally samples a vector on the edge of the region, or if the region
has “holes” in which a feature that is otherwise present in that particular area is
absent, they could generate a function that does not fit their purposes. In many
instances, users would find it helpful to know for certain that generated functions will
meet specifications. These guarantees will only become more important as formal
verification techniques become more ubiquitous in software development. The third
reason why constraints matter is that it is nontrivial to map out the latent space and
identify which regions correspond to which kinds of functions. In fact, a complete
understanding of the latent space can be unattainable in practice–particularly for high
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dimensional spaces. The limits of human comprehension, unfortunately, prevent us
from even being able to imagine in a concrete sense any space beyond 3 dimensions.
Our model uses a 10-dimensional latent vector. Computer programs could certainly
be written (or, someday, generated) to search the latent space for feature clusters, but
such a search would likely be computationally infeasible given current technology; for
the latent space our model learns, it is not conceivable that a search algorithm could
perform better than O(N10 ∗ D) where N is the number of samples we take along
each dimension and D is the cost of decoding a latent vector, which is certainly not
on the order of constant time.
4.8 Relaxed Model
At a certain point in development, we realized that we were limiting ourselves in
a few important ways. First, we were absolutely committed to making our model
proportional to the Molecule Model so that we could compare our work directly to
the work of our predecessors. There are some merits to this idea: if we could make
such a comparison, then we would be able to show to what extent the Grammar
VAE architecture can be successful in the program synthesis domain compared to the
molecule generation domain. Thus, we strove to change as few variables as possible
when it came to model architecture (but not, of course, hyperparameters). Moreover,
a direct comparison would (and did) reveal the challenges unique to the problem
of code synthesis. We decided that the comparison would be a valuable research
benchmark, and in some ways it was. However, the problems of molecule generation
and program synthesis are different in fundamental ways. The main difference is
that we are working in a context-sensitive environment while the Molecule Model
assumes a context-free environment. Additionally, we guarantee the syntactic validity
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of output sequences where the Molecule Model does not. Such fundamental changes
in problem space necessitate corresponding changes in architecture. Second, model
learning capacity was hindered by the use of the randomly generated dataset. The
randomly generated dataset was necessary based on our small vocabulary size, which
also fed into the syntactic validity guarantees; by changing the dataset and thus
the vocabulary, we would no longer be able to make guarantees about the syntactic
validity of output sequences. The problem with the randomly generated dataset itself
is that the functions were not of high semantic quality. The output functions of our
Strict Model, which was trained on the randomly generated dataset, were therefore
also not of high semantic quality. We knew that if we could change the dataset, then
we could produce better functions. Our third self-imposed limitation was the strict
requirement that all output sequences be syntactically valid, and that all constraints be
enforced 100% of the time. This is related to our second point, since syntactic validity
requirements forced us to use a randomly generated dataset. When we implemented
constraints, we assumed syntactically valid input functions. Without such a guarantee,
constraint enforcement would also not be successful 100% of the time. We simply had
too much invested in our first approach.
The Relaxed Model aims to solve these problems. We begin by taking a step
back from our work and abandoning the aforementioned limitations. This means that
we plan to change the model architecture significantly, train on functions from the
C source dataset, and relax the guarantees that we make about syntactic validity
and constraint enforcement. The goal of this model is to improve neural network
performance and output higher quality functions.
According to Table 4.1, we can only capture an absolute maximum of approximately
250, 000 functions for training. It is not clear why so many of the 11, 000, 000 original
functions fail to parse. For many, it is undoubtedly the presence of user-defined
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types. Not knowing how to handle these types (the associated type definitions rarely
fell in the scope of the function itself), the parser simply aborts when it encounters
them. Other functions were perhaps mangled by the MUSE pull script that scrapes
functions from GitHub. Finally, there could be some functions that were written for
standards other than C99. In any case, we are already working with a small dataset.
Moreover, as we showed in Table 4.2 and the associated figures, we can only take
some of the functions in the dataset unless we are willing to train on potentially
enormous sequences. We increase our maximum sequence length to 200 to capture
almost 95% of the 250, 000 functions. Our one-hot vector size now increases to 18, 408.
So, our final dataset has a shape of 220, 266 x 200 x 18, 409 and resides in a file of
size 768GB, making the dataset about 512 times as large as the randomly generated
dataset. Despite this discrepancy in size, the two datasets contain a similar number
of examples. One meaningful interpretation of this observation would be that each
example in the new dataset is about 500 times as complex as each example in the old
dataset. In order to have a successful training procedure, we will have to adjust our
model architecture accordingly.
The architecture for the Relaxed Model is similar to that of the previous model.
The main difference is that the new model has larger layers to handle the increased
complexity of examples. We also add layers to address some challenges unique to the
Relaxed Model. Table 4.9 shows the architecture of the Relaxed Model alongside the
architectures of the previous models for comparison. Some layers have been omitted
for formatting reasons. The input layer is much larger in the Relaxed Model, reflecting
the increased maximum sequence length. We have also expanded other layers in
the network accordingly. A new addition in this model is a dropout layer just after
the input layer. The dropout layer introduces a new hyperparameter: the dropout
rate, which is the fraction of input neurons that are dropped (zeroed out). In other
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Model Input
Drop-
out
Conv
1,2,3
Dense z Dense
GRU
1,2,3
Output
(Dense)
Molecule
Model
277 0
276,
274,
271
100 56 56
100x277,
100x277,
100x277
277
Strict
Model
50 0
49,
47,
44
20 10 10
30x50,
30x50,
30x50
50
Relaxed
Model
200 0.4
199,
197,
194
100 50 50
100x200,
100x200,
100x200
200
Table 4.9: Relaxed Model architecture, with previous models shown
for comparison.
words, the dropout layer takes the input layer and nullifies the values of a certain
number of neurons so that the information contained in those neurons is lost to the
network. Dropout layers are one way to add regularization, which is an important
method of preventing model overfitting. Because our input one-hot vectors are so
large, we experimented with larger convolutional filters. Recall that the filters used in
the previous model were of size 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Contrary to our intuition
that larger convolutional filters would improve model performance, we found that
performance actually suffered when we adjusted filter size. We did, however, realize
significant performance gains when we increased the size of the recurrent layers in
the decoder. All modifications to the model architecture were made as a result of
extensive hyperparameter tuning.
The training process was both difficult and time-consuming. The long maximum
sequence length and one-hot vector size make the search space of output sequences
massive. While this means that we can produce a wider variety of functions, it
impedes the model’s ability to converge on a good set of weights in the training
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process. Fortunately, when we began training this model, there was little traffic on our
GPU clusters. We could therefore train several models simultaneously, speeding up
our search for optimal hyperparameters. However, despite having powerful computing
resources at our disposal, each model still took days to train. We trained many such
models, but due primarily to time limitations, a small training dataset, and model
complexity, we did not realize the level of success for which we were hoping. As with
our first network, we conducted extensive hyperparameter tuning to find the best
model design. Table 4.10 shows the hyperparameters used to instantiate the Relaxed
Model. We have already explained the increased vocabulary size, maximum sequence
length, and latent vector size; we did not change either the sampling mean or standard
deviation. Table 4.11 shows the hyperparameters used to train the model. Although
we did modify some of the values in Table 4.10 during the tuning process (most
importantly, the latent vector size), we mainly explored changes to model architecture
and the values shown in Table 4.11. The most significant changes here are in the
learning rate, which was decreased by an order of magnitude; and the dropout rate,
which was introduced in this model. We already discussed the latter. As for the
former, we needed to decrease the learning rate because our models were diverging
rather than converging during training; weight updates between batches caused model
performance to change erratically, and the model failed to learn anything of use.
When we decreased the learning rate, we eventually achieved convergence. Under
our training regime, convergence occurred fairly rapidly–generally around the 15 to
20 epoch mark, whereas in our previous model, the model had still not converged
after 200 epochs (although training after 100 epochs or so did not produce noticeably
better functions). However, the weights on which the Relaxed Model converged never
produced excellent results, even against the training dataset.
Figure 4·11 shows the Relaxed Model’s performance on the training dataset during
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Hyperparameter Final Model Value
Vocabulary Size 18, 408 + 1 (padding)
Maximum Sequence Length 200
Latent Vector Size 50
Sampling Mean 0.0
Sampling Standard Deviation 0.01
Table 4.10: Hyperparameters used to instantiate the Relaxed Model.
Hyperparameter Final Model Value
Learning Rate 10−4
Learning Rate Decay Factor 0.2
Minimum Learning Rate 10−5
β1 0.9
β2 0.999
 10−8
Dropout Rate 0.4
Batch Size 1000
Epochs 200
Table 4.11: Hyperparameters used to train the Relaxed Model.
training, Figure 4·12 shows the model’s performance on the validation dataset, and
Figure 4·13 shows the learning rate throughout this process. There are several
important points to note. First, the training and validation loss are minimized
fairly well (the validation loss curve actually looks quite similar to the training loss
curve when the y-axis of the former is expanded to match that of the latter, but
the TensorFlow API does not allow one to zoom out at will and capture this fact),
and both converge to approximately the same value. This feat took a great deal of
work to achieve, and involved much trial and error. The comparable performance on
the training and test datasets indicates that the model is not overfitting. As stated
earlier, we employed several regularization techniques to prevent such an occurrence,
including adding a dropout layer to the neural network. The second point of import
is that accuracy and loss are directly correlated (albeit weakly), rather than inversely
correlated. This trend may not make intuitive sense at first glance, and in fact it
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does not bode well for the examples generated by the model. Based on what we
have seen in previous iterations of training the Relaxed Model, we hypothesize that
the reason for this trend is that the combination of two factors: the size of the logit
vectors determining each rule in the output sequence, and the use of masking to make
only certain rules valid at each step. Each logit vector tells us the likelihood of any
given rule in the vocabulary being the next rule in the sequence. Thus, the logit
vector is of the same size as the vocabulary: 18, 409. Masking is done after the logit
vector has been predicted for each index in the sequence, so the logit vector does not
reflect only the possible transitions from one rule to another, but all combinations of
rules, regardless of syntactic validity. As a result, the neural network is susceptible to
bad local minima; it is very easy for the network to settle on weights that minimize
the loss function (i.e. the logits are closer to the ground truth input sequence) but
simultaneously lead to low accuracy (i.e. the input sequence does not closely match the
output sequence). This phenomenon can occur because there is a disconnect between
the logit vector and the output sequence in both how large the logit vector is and how
the masks are applied to the logit vectors. Third, the validation accuracy score is 0.
Because we are developing a generative model, the effectiveness of our neural network
will ultimately be determined by the quality of examples produced, not how closely
the input matches the output. Still, the training procedure is intended to minimize
the distance between input and output, so if there is no similarity between them it
casts doubt on whether the model will be able to generate good functions at all. In
light of the low accuracy numbers, it is tempting to state that this model has underfit
the datasets, but we will not know this for certain until we generate some examples.
Table 4.12 shows the Relaxed Model’s loss and accuracy results. It is difficult to divine
from these numbers alone how much our model learned during the training procedure.
With that being said, we can immediately make both a positive observation and a
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Metric Final Model Performance
Training Loss 0.0131
Training Accuracy 0.0084
Validation Loss 0.0075
Validation Accuracy 0
Table 4.12: Relaxed Model training results.
negative one. The former: the loss numbers are quite similar between the training
and validation dataset, indicating that we did not overfit. The latter: our accuracy
scores are incredibly low.
We will now evaluate our model’s performance on the training dataset using the
supplementary metrics. As in the case of our previous model, we use the supplementary
metrics to make sense of the loss and accuracy numbers, and to provide additional
benchmarks of the quality of our generated code. Table 4.13 shows the model’s
performance on supplementary metrics. Because this model is so much larger than our
previous model, it takes significantly more time to decode every function. Therefore,
we decreased the number of input functions to 100 in order to reduce the time required
for evaluating the model. We follow this same procedure in our experiments. Our
results on the training dataset show poor model performance on the sequence learning
task, although it is possible that the Relaxed Model still generates high quality
examples when we test its generative capacity. The Relaxed Model does produce a
higher ratio of unique functions compared to our previous model, although this is
probably due in no small part to the increased sequence length, which allows more
opportunity for uniqueness. Importantly, only 11% of the functions generated are
syntactically valid. Our previous model guaranteed syntactic validity; the Relaxed
Model needs to decode 10 functions on average for just one of them to be syntactically
valid. Considering the increased function decode time, this is a very high price to
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Figure 4·11: Relaxed Model performance on the training data. Figures
were produced using the TensorFlow API. Smoothing was set to 0.6.
The horizontal axis is the epoch number. The top graph depicts training
accuracy; the bottom training loss.
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Figure 4·12: Relaxed Model performance on the validation data.
Figures were produced using the TensorFlow API. Smoothing was set
to 0.6. The horizontal axis is the epoch number. The top graph depicts
validation accuracy; the bottom validation loss.
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Figure 4·13: Relaxed Model learning rate. Figures were produced
using the TensorFlow API. Smoothing was set to 0.6. The horizontal
axis is the epoch number. The graph depicts the learning rate decay.
pay–for this to be justifiable, the examples must be of very high quality. We will
test this when we evaluate our model as a function generator in the experiments.
The remainder of the metrics show that the input and output functions have little in
common. They do not consistently share return type or number of arguments. There
were no perfect reconstructions, although there were none with the previous model
either. The Levenshtein distance measurements are somewhat inflated compared
to the previous model since the functions produced by the Relaxed Model are so
much longer. However, with more than a thousand single character edits required on
average to transform the input function into the output function, it cannot be said
that the two functions are very much alike. We sought to improve upon our previous
model’s shortcomings by implementing this model. In fact, it does not appear that
we were successful. We will discuss the reasons for this failure when we conduct our
experiments.
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Metric Final Model Performance
Input Functions 100
Unique Input Functions 96
Unique Decoded Functions 94
Syntactically Valid Decoded Functions 11
Input/Decoded Functions
with Same Return Type
0
Input/Decoded Functions
with Same Number of Arguments
4
Perfect Reconstructions 0
Mean Levenshtein Distance 1, 219.01
Median Levenshtein Distance 1, 187
Table 4.13: Supplementary Relaxed Model metrics, computed on 100
randomly selected functions in the training dataset.
4.9 Character Model
Our final model is a standard VAE that works with characters rather than production
rules. We design, train, and evaluate this model as we did the previous models. Once
again, this model aims to generate functions for the MUSE dataset and compiler
fuzzing. Like Kusner et al. (2017), we use a Character VAE as a point of comparison
against the Grammar VAE. We wish to ascertain whether a character-based approach
produces better or worse results than a grammar-based approach. If we imagine this
work as one might a classic science experiment, in which the scientists manipulate
the independent variable and observe the changes in the dependent variable, we could
describe the experiment as follows: the choice of model is the independent variable,
while the ability of the model to produce arbitrarily large datasets of functions is the
dependent variable. In this context, one can imagine the Character Model as the
control value for the independent variable; it is the standard by which we measure the
Grammar VAE model. It is important that we do not allow our biases to cloud our
judgment when we evaluate our models. We understand that our duty as scientists is
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to determine whether the Grammar VAE model performs better than the Character
VAE model, rather than to try to prove that the Grammar VAE model is better than
the Character VAE model regardless of what the results tell us; thus, we aim for
objectivity in our work. This means that we spend a fair amount of time designing,
tuning, and redesigning the model to truly maximize its performance, and that we are
fair in our evaluation of both models.
The Character VAE is quite similar to the Grammar VAE in design. As we have
described at some length, the Grammar VAE uses production rules transformed into
one-hot vectors as the input to the neural network. The Character VAE, on the other
hand, uses characters transformed into one-hot vectors as the input to the neural
network. The length of the one-hot vectors in the latter case is determined by the C
Character Set–the set of all characters that are valid in the C language. We use a
character set of size 99: 26 lowercase characters, 26 uppercase characters, 10 digits,
31 symbols, and 6 whitespace characters. Already, this is a much smaller one-hot
vector size than that of even our Strict Model, so we expect far better performance on
the sequence learning task than we had with our previous models. The encode phase
of the Character VAE is identical to that of the Grammar VAE; the neural network
transforms the one-hot vectors into a latent vector. The two models diverge in how
they handle the decode phase. More specifically, the difference lies in computing the
values of the output layers. In the case of the Grammar VAE, a masking operation
is performed on each node of the output in turn so that the next output value can
only take on a value corresponding to a valid transition according to the previous
output node values and the CFG (plus some additional context-sensitivity checks). In
the Character VAE, there is no such masking operation. The outputs are determined
sequentially using recurrent layers so that each output node value is dependent on
previous output node values, but otherwise there is no restriction on any character
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following any other. As a result, the Character Model cannot make any guarantees
about the syntactic or semantic validity of its output sequences. Even short functions
have long output sequences when decoding one character at a time, so it is easy to
see that many of the programs we generate using this model will not be syntactically
valid. As function length increases, the probability that the generated function is
syntactically valid decreases sharply. On the other hand, perhaps the small one-hot
vector size will be enough to mitigate this concern, and our model will still be able to
generate syntactically valid functions a high percent of the time.
Another important difference between the Grammar VAE and the Character VAE
is the ability (or lack thereof) to enforce constraints. The Character Model does not
lend itself to constraint enforcement according to the system that we have implemented.
Certain disallow constraints actually could be enforced as they previously were, but
in general the previous methodology does not apply to the new model. Disallow
constraint enforcement would work in the case of the return type constraints. Just as
in the Grammar VAE model, the return type constraints could be implemented by
masking out all transitions that did not correspond to the desired behavior (i.e. if
we would like functions that return type int, then the values of the first 3 output
neurons correspond with ‘i’, ‘n’, and ‘t’, respectively). However, this approach only
works because the return type is guaranteed to be determined by the first output
values. In other situations where disallow constraints could be easily enforced using
the Grammar VAE, the Character VAE has no answer. We could not, for instance, use
masks to force the function to take a particular number of arguments with any degree
of certainty. Both because we have devolved from the rule level to the character level,
and because there are no syntactic validity guarantees built into the model, we cannot
enforce disallow constraints as we did before. The algorithms by which we enforce
include constraints would require a complete overhaul in the new model. The process
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of preventing a function from ending would be far more involved, and we would need
a way to preserve syntactic validity (if we had it in the first place) if we reached the
maximum sequence length in the decoder without the feature in question. Without
using production rules from the C grammar, we cannot easily produce syntactically
valid code. So, we must conclude that we would not be able to enforce include
constraints without a significant amount of additional effort. The enforcement of
repair constraints would be unaffected in principle, except that those constraints
require as input syntactically valid functions. We cannot guarantee syntactic validity
using this model, so the success rate of the constraints would be totally dependent
upon how often the model can produce such functions. In short, the Character VAE
model does not lend itself to constraint enforcement as we have envisioned.
The architecture of the Character Model is very similar to that of its predecessor
models. We experimented with several different architectures, and found that the
model performed best with the parameters shown in Table 4.14. The biggest change
from previous models was the removal of the dropout layer immediately after the
input. We found that such regularization was not necessary because the model did
not suffer from overfitting, as we will discuss shortly.
Training the Character VAE proved a far easier task than training either of the
Grammar VAEs. For one thing, the accuracy values given after each training epoch
could be easily interpreted; an accuracy of 0.5 meant that on average half of the
characters were chosen correctly during the decode phase. Table 4.15 shows the
hyperparameters chosen to instantiate the Character VAE. Once again, we used one-
hot vectors to represent all of the possible outcomes available to the neural network (in
this case, characters). With lowercase and uppercase characters, whitespace characters,
and any other symbols allowed to appear in the C grammar, the total vocabulary
size came to 99, which was quite manageable. Additionally, the null terminator (\0)
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Model Input
Drop-
out
Conv
1,2,3
Dense z Dense
GRU
1,2,3
Output
(Dense)
Molecule
Model
277 0
276,
274,
271
100 56 56
100x277,
100x277,
100x277
277
Strict
Model
50 0
49,
47,
44
20 10 10
30x50,
30x50,
30x50
50
Relaxed
Model
200 0.4
199,
197,
194
100 50 50
100x200,
100x200,
100x200
200
Character
Model
200 0
199,
197,
194
100 75 75
100x200,
100x200,
100x200
200
Table 4.14: Character Model architecture, with previous models shown
for comparison.
character doubled as a padding character. Functions of 200 characters or less were
considered, and we used a latent vector size of 75. We trained the Character VAE
on the original source code found in the MUSE dataset. When each function was
transformed into a sequence of one-hot vectors to form the training, validation, and
test datasets, the file 4.6GB large, or 3 times the size of the dataset used for the first
model. Still, training went far more smoothly without any extra logic in the decoder
to obstruct the neural network. Table 4.16 shows the hyperparameter choices found to
produce the best trained network. The reader may notice that we found it necessary
to train the neural network for ten times as many epochs as before. The Character
VAE was slow to converge–when the learning rate is set much higher than the value we
found, the network tends instead to diverge. The network finally achieved convergence
after more than a week of training.
The Character Model performed far better than either of the previous models on
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Hyperparameter Final Model Value
Vocabulary Size 99
Maximum Sequence Length 200
Latent Vector Size 75
Sampling Mean 0.0
Sampling Standard Deviation 0.01
Table 4.15: Hyperparameters used to instantiate the Character Model.
Hyperparameter Final Model Value
Learning Rate 0.001
Learning Rate Decay Factor 0.2
Minimum Learning Rate 0.0001
β1 0.9
β2 0.999
 10−8
Batch Size 250
Epochs 1, 000
Table 4.16: Hyperparameters used to train the Character Model.
many of the metrics given, but that does not at all mean that the Character VAE
produced superior functions. The raw training results were very good, especially
in comparison with the grammar models. Table 4.17 shows this performance. The
similarity of the loss and accuracy numbers between the training and validation
datasets provides strong evidence that the model did not overfit the training functions.
Furthermore, we can see that the correct one-hot vector (or, equivalently, character)
was chosen almost half of the time. This is a serious improvement on the previous
models, which hovered around 5%. Table 4.18 shows the supplementary metrics
computed on 1, 000 randomly selected functions from the training dataset. The
model’s performance in several of these areas is impressive, but only 32 of the 1, 000
decoded functions were syntactically valid. So, no matter how closely each decoded
sequence represents its corresponding input sequence, only slightly more than 3% on
average will be syntactically valid C functions. Even fewer will be semantically valid.
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It is not difficult to understand why the Character VAE is not able to reliably produce
syntactically valid output sequences. If just a single character is chosen incorrectly, it
could wreck any chance of syntactic validity. However, sometimes decoding a character
incorrectly is not fatal to syntactic validity. For example, the model may decode
a space character instead of a tab character. Because indentation is not strictly
enforced in C, whitespace characters are generally interchangeable, and such mistakes
would be tolerable. In any case, the model can only rarely produce syntactically valid
functions, making it unlikely that a character-based approach is the correct one for the
synthesis problem that we consider. However, the low rate of syntactic validity may
be acceptable if the generated functions are of exceptionally high quality to justify
the extra iterations required to find them. Figure 4·14 shows the accuracy and loss
scores on the training dataset, while Figure 4·15 shows them on the validation dataset.
Figure 4·16 shows the learning rate throughout this process. We have had nothing
but the utmost respect and appreciation for the TensorFlow API, which has served
us well throughout our research process. However, much to our dismay, TensorBoard
mangled the output figures in this case. A careful eye can still follow the progress.
The Character VAE was trained in 3 iterations. The first iteration took 200 epochs,
during which the accuracy rose and loss declined steadily. The second iteration took
about 380 epochs and followed a similar pattern. The final iteration took about 325
epochs, although and accuracy values began to worsen after about 70 epochs. We use
the weights which correspond with the lowest loss on the validation dataset.
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Metric Final Model Performance
Training Loss 5.1519
Training Accuracy 0.4817
Validation Loss 5.0736
Validation Accuracy 0.4903
Table 4.17: Character Model training results.
Metric Final Model Performance
Input Functions 1, 000
Unique Input Functions 1, 000
Unique Decoded Functions 1, 000
Syntactically Valid Decoded Functions 32
Input/Decoded Functions
with Same Return Type
677
Input/Decoded Functions
with Same Number of Arguments
673
Perfect Reconstructions 0
Mean Levenshtein Distance 66.965
Median Levenshtein Distance 59
Table 4.18: Supplementary Character Model metrics, computed on
1, 000 randomly selected functions in the training dataset.
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Figure 4·14: Character Model performance on the training data.
Figures were produced using the TensorFlow API. Smoothing was set
to 0.6. The horizontal axis is the epoch number. The top graph depicts
training accuracy; the bottom training loss.
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Figure 4·15: Character Model performance on the validation data.
Figures were produced using the TensorFlow API. Smoothing was set
to 0.6. The horizontal axis is the epoch number. The top graph depicts
validation accuracy; the bottom validation loss.
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Figure 4·16: Character Model learning rate. Figures were produced
using the TensorFlow API. Smoothing was set to 0.6. The horizontal
axis is the epoch number. The graph depicts the learning rate decay.
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Chapter 5
Experiments and Results
5.1 Strict Model
The Strict Model makes several important guarantees. Every latent vector is guaran-
teed to correspond with a syntactically valid C function, in which we can guarantee
the enforcement of many kinds of constraints. We can further guarantee that we can
transform this function into one that is semantically valid, and then we can inject
vulnerabilities with guaranteed precision. Each of these is nontrivial, and this model
guarantees the entire process from start to finish. However, we also recognize that
it pays for its syntactic validity and constraint enforcement guarantees with some
limitations in neural network performance. We describe our attempts to provide
a more relaxed model in section 4.8, and we describe its performance in the next
subsection. We also compare and contrast the tradeoffs one makes when choosing
between these models in the conclusion section.
5.1.1 Experiment 1: Test Dataset Performance
Our first experiment is to test the model’s performance on the sequence learning
task by running the supplementary code metrics test that we used during training
against the test dataset. Recall that these metrics are designed to provide meaningful
explanations of the similarity of the input and decoded output sequences. We run this
test on the 11, 203 functions in the test dataset and report the results in Table 5.1.
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There are several items of import in this table. First, we note that the performance
on the test dataset is mostly comparable to, and sometimes better than, performance
on a random subset of the training dataset (we showed these results in Table 4.7).
Roughly 47.9% of functions produced by the neural network were unique. This is a
decline from 69.8% on the training dataset, which suggests that our model may have
a difficult time generating a wide range of output functions. We will test this more
in our subsequent experiments. Once again, all output sequences correspond with
syntactically valid C functions. We contrast this with the work of Kusner et al. (2017),
who only achieve a rate of 24 to 38%. This is not to say that our work supersedes theirs;
although we guarantee syntactic validity where they do not, their model demonstrates
the ability to generate useful example sequences at a high rate of success. The fact
that we can guarantee syntactic validity and they cannot suggests that perhaps they
were, in fact, working in a context-sensitive environment, but treated the grammar
as context-free when they used the context-free SMILES grammar (which may have
been a simplification from the true, context-sensitive grammar). Alternatively, it
could simply be the case that the Molecule Grammar VAE frequently reached the
maximum sequence length without producing a complete molecule, and thus failed to
produce a syntactically valid output sequence. In terms of the similarity of function
signatures, 11.8% share return types and 23.8% share argument number, compared
to 11.4% and 28.1% on the training dataset. These numbers are comparable. If we
look at the return type frequencies shown in Figure 5·1 and the argument number
frequencies shown in Figure 5·2, then we see no discernible trends. In other words,
the neural network does not learn how to preserve return types or argument numbers.
The reason that the return type frequencies appear so uniformly distributed in the
input is that they are chosen with equal probability when the randomly generated
dataset is created, whereas with the argument numbers, the chaining transformation
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Metric Final Model Performance
Input Functions 11, 203
Unique Input Functions 11, 203
Unique Decoded Functions 5, 362
Syntactically Valid Decoded Functions 11, 203
Input/Decoded Functions
with Same Return Type
1, 328
Input/Decoded Functions
with Same Number of Arguments
2, 665
Perfect Reconstructions 0
Mean Levenshtein Distance 182.563
Median Levenshtein Distance 217.0
Table 5.1: Supplementary Strict Model metrics, computed on the test
dataset.
that we made on the rules means that a given function is roughly half as likely to
have, say, 3 arguments instead of 2. Once again, there are no perfect reconstructions.
Some of our preliminary models had up to 25% perfect reconstructions, but did not
perform well on the example generation task and were thus discarded. Both mean
and median Levenshtein distance are comparable to, and indeed better than, the
results on the training dataset. These two metrics are important because they tell
us (in a flawed way, as we have discussed) how similar the input functions are to
the decoded output functions. The next thing to note about Table 5.1 is that, like
the results on the training data, the model exhibits only average performance on
the sequence learning task. There is not much evidence that output functions are
particularly similar to their input functions, and no functions could be reconstructed
perfectly. Furthermore, for functions that are less than 10 lines long, a median of 217
single character edits to transform the output into the input is not outstanding. These
results show that the model pays a small price for guarantees of syntactic validity and
constraint enforcement.
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Figure 5·1: The frequencies of various return types in the input and
the output of Experiment 1.
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Figure 5·2: The frequencies of argument numbers in the input and
the output of Experiment 1.
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Having written at length on the ability of our model to produce syntactically valid
output sequences 100% of the time, we briefly revisit why we would desire such a
guarantee in the first place. The Grammar VAE was designed to solve several problems.
First, generative models for structures that follow grammars often produced invalid
output sequences. Kusner et al. (2017) demonstrate this property by implementing a
character-level VAE in addition to the Grammar VAE for molecules. They found that
only 12 to 22% of output sequences of the character-level VAE were valid according to
the grammar. This means that one may have to sample 5 to 8 times to generate a single
valid output sequence. For our targeted applications (mainly dataset generation), this
overhead could be intolerable. If we could guarantee that every output sequence is
syntactically valid according to the grammar, then we would not have to waste time
generating invalid examples. It is not difficult to see why this performance gain would
be important when we are generating a dataset of hundreds of thousands or even
millions of examples. Second, syntactic guarantees theoretically allow the model to
learn more semantic information, because the syntax need not be captured in the
neural network weights. This was also noted in previous work. While it is not entirely
clear to us (computer scientists with no background in chemical engineering) what is
meant by “molecule viability,” the results of previous Grammar VAE work show that
a character-level VAE produces molecules that are far less viable than those produced
by a Grammar VAE. So, the Grammar VAE architecture promises outputs of higher
semantic quality because of the guarantees it makes about the syntactic validity of
output sequences. For both of these reasons, we would like to be able to guarantee
the syntactic validity of output sequences.
Performance on the sequence learning task was not exceptional. As we have noted
from Table 5.1 and Figures 5·1 and 5·2, there were some significant disparities between
the input functions and the decoded output functions. We have already identified
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several of the major reasons for the performance issues: architecture, dataset, and
output guarantees. There is another reason unique to both the sequence learning task
and the Grammar VAE. It is very difficult for the neural network to recover once
it makes its first mistake in decoding the output sequence because of the masking
process. In fact, one wrong rule choice can make the logits meaningless and lead to a
totally different decoded function with less semantic quality.
The good news is that the model’s performance on the sequence learning task
is actually not very important for the applications that we target. We are most
concerned with the generative capacity of our model because we plan to use it to
create datasets for the MUSE classifiers. And, really, one should not expect too much
from a Grammar VAE architecture when it comes to sequence learning for the reason
that we noted previously: a single mistake destroys performance. With these thoughts
in mind, we test our model’s generative capabilities.
5.1.2 Experiment 2: Example Generation
In Experiments 2 and 4, we determine the extent to which our model can output
high quality functions. A high quality function is one that is syntactically and
semantically valid, and contains sufficient semantic information to be used as an
example in a potential dataset to train the MUSE classifiers. Our neural network
guarantees syntactic validity of outputs, so already we have met one of the three
qualifications. Semantic validity will be added in the last experiment, in which we
enforce various constraints and inspect function quality again. Knowing that few of our
output functions will be semantically valid, we run this first experiment without any
constraints to analyze what kinds of functions our model creates before any artificial
changes are made. We can then compare the quality to the functions generated
in Experiment 4 and see how our constraints affect semantic content. The final
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qualification, that the contents of the function must carry some meaning, is difficult
both to measure and attain. Ideally, we would like our generated functions to be
indistinguishable from human-written functions. This is a lofty goal for such early
work in the domain, so we try to be more realistic. We would consider our model
successful if it can generate programs that look like they have been written by a novice
programmer. We leave it to future work to improve upon this standard. As is the case
with many generative models, the only way of which we are currently aware to measure
program quality is visual inspection. Sadly, this is the state of the art. Nevertheless,
we do our best to comb through the results and make generalizations about the data.
We also have some quantitative metrics to assist in our analysis. Example generation
is the most important of our experiments. Our model was designed to create datasets
of functions to train the MUSE classifiers, so we need generated functions to be of the
highest quality possible. Without high quality functions, our model is not ready to be
used for MUSE. With that being said, there are still several potential applications for
our model if output examples are unsatisfactory, and we explore these applications in
a later section.
To conduct this experiment, we sample and decode 10, 000 latent vectors from the
multivariate Gaussian distribution
Q ∼ N (0, c ∗ I)
where c is an arbitrary constant that determines how different the latent vectors are
from each other. We treat this value as a hyperparameter; we tune this value over
several iterations of the experiment until we produce the best functions possible. After
some testing, we settle on a value of 0.1. Lower values reduce the number of unique
functions produced, while higher values lead to functions of lower quality.
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The semantic quality of output functions varied, but were good in general. We
begin with some quantitative metrics, as shown in Table 5.2. Clearly, we are generating
syntactically valid functions. This is important for dataset generation because the
semantic quality of output examples is meaningless if they are not syntactically (and
semantically) valid according to the grammar. Just over half of the functions produced
were unique. This ratio can be improved by increasing c as described above, but
the result is worse function quality. We decided that we had sufficient uniqueness
for our purposes. The time to produce each example was low, especially compared
with previous work in program synthesis. This is an important point if we wish to
design a system to produce hundreds of thousands or millions of functions. Figure
5·3 shows the distribution of return types in the output functions, and Figure 5·4
shows the distribution of argument numbers. There are some quirks in the output
data; void functions are the most underrepresented, while long functions are very
overrepresented. Likewise, there are a disproportionate number of functions with no
arguments. We would like a more evenly distributed representation of both return type
and argument number because that would be more reflective of the dataset on which we
trained. With the exception of the 15 and 16 argument functions (which were outliers),
we only produce functions with 4 arguments or fewer. This fact demonstrates learning
from the input data, which only contained functions with 4 or fewer arguments. A
comprehensive evaluation of a generative model cannot rely solely on quantitative
metrics, so we next conduct qualitative analysis on the output examples.
Figure 5·5 shows some of the functions generated during this experiment. We
chose a sample of 24 functions that was fairly representative of the output; while
there are many characteristics present in other examples that are not shown in these
functions, the functions shown should give the reader a good impression for the kinds
of functions that our model generates. The first property to note is that functions
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Metric Final Model Performance
Functions Generated 10, 000
Syntactically Valid 10, 000
Unique Decoded Functions 5, 348
Average Function Decode Time (s) 0.246
Table 5.2: Performance metrics computed on examples generated by
the network.
Figure 5·3: The frequencies of various return types in the output of
Experiment 2.
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Figure 5·4: The frequencies of argument numbers in the output of
Experiment 2.
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frequently make references to variables before declaration. In a language like C that
allows global variables, it is difficult to determine whether this property is actually
a shortcoming in practice; even if we had trained the model on the human-written
source functions, we would likely still observe this quality. Still, it is best practice
to avoid global variables whenever possible. Next, we identify frequent use of break
and goto statements in nonsensical places. Of course, both of these statements are
used in a syntactically valid manner, so it is difficult to fault the model for their poor
placement. In modern times, certain control flow directives such as break, continue,
and goto have gone out of style because they promote confusing code structures.
We would like our model to use these statements as little as possible, if at all. One
would think that goto at least would be forbidden from contemporary large-scale
projects, but the fact is that the reason we have these control flow statements at
all is because they were present in the original source dataset. The problem was
exacerbated when we created the randomly generated dataset because the probability
of choosing one of the above statements was hugely disproportionate to how often
they were actually used. Thus, we end up with functions like those shown in the
figure, which contain many control flow statements. Third, the model often falls
into repetitive behaviors from which it has difficulty escaping. For instance, the
Grammar VAE may decide to produce the same declaration over and over again
(void generic; void generic; void generic;...). It is unlikely that this is
reflective of user intentions. Fourth, we notice that non-void functions do not always
contain return statements; the opposite is true as well: void functions frequently
contain return statements. Interestingly, both cases are neither syntactically nor
semantically invalid, although they do produce a compiler warning. At the very least,
they are both bad coding practices, and as such should be avoided. Fifth, uncommon
operands and other language constructs are frequently overrepresented. For example,
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the |= reassignment operator appears frequently in our output, although this particular
operator is not often seen in the wild. Sixth, the output functions rarely appear to
do anything useful. This is not an issue for all of our targeted applications, although
it would be best if the functions did do something of use. All of these observations
show that we have a long way to go before all of the functions in the dataset are
high quality. Nevertheless, many of the generated functions appear to possess the
qualities necessary to train the MUSE classifiers, although we cannot be certain until
we transform them into semantically valid functions. We will do this in our final
experiment. We identify the second function in the first row and the last function in
the last row as examples of high quality functions. We say that they are high quality
because it is conceivable that functions similar to these could appear in the wild.
Overall, the performance of the neural network on the example generation task was
very good. All of the output functions were syntactically valid, and many can be used
to supplement the datasets used to train the MUSE classifiers. However, the model’s
performance could have been improved if we had trained it on human-written functions.
When it comes to the shortcomings mentioned above, the randomly generated dataset
is often directly responsible. We attempt to remedy this with our Relaxed Model.
One may ask: if we can already produce an arbitrary number of syntactically
valid functions by randomly sampling production rules and putting them together (as
we did to create the final, randomly generated dataset), then why do we need the
Grammar VAE as a generative model? After all, we could then just use the semantic
repair procedure to tranform the randomly generated functions into semantically valid
functions, and we would have a dataset of C functions that compile and run. The
problem with this approach, and thus the reason why we need the Grammar VAE,
is that the random approach does not take advantage of any semantic information
whatsoever. So, randomly generated functions will not have any of the semantic
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Figure 5·5: Several generated functions in the output of Experiment
2.
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qualities required to produce good code. Some of those semantic qualities not captured
are: variables referenced only after declaration, return value matches return type,
no unused variables, no useless statements, etc. The Grammar VAE, on the other
hand, specializes in learning semantics, so output functions will be far closer to the
kinds of functions that one would see in the wild. The only reason that we needed the
randomly generated dataset in the first place was that we needed a dataset of functions
that only used the rules in our very limited vocabulary. If we could afford to expand
the vocabulary, we could train our model on real C functions rather than randomly
generated ones, and we would be able to take advantage of semantic information
in function generation. Then, the semantic repair phase would play a far smaller
role; functions would be closer to semantically valid without any repair process. The
semantic repair procedure could then be employed if the user required some guarantee
that functions be semantically valid. We leave it to future work to find ways to expand
the vocabulary, but our point stands that the random approach is not satisfactory as
a generative model, and that the Grammar VAE addresses its shortcomings.
5.1.3 Experiment 3: Example Generation with Constraints
We now wish to determine how the quality of output functions changes when we add
constraints into the mix. We conduct this experiment in five parts by repeating the
previous experiment with each of the following as decode constraints: a single disallow
constraint, several disallow constraints, an include constraint, the semantic repair
constraint, and the vulnerability injection constraint. In each case, we would like to
see how the constraints affect function quality. Given previous observations made
during the design and testing of constraints, we hypothesize the following: disallow
constraints will have no impact on function quality; include constraints will have
moderate negative impact on function quality; the semantic repair constraint will
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positively impact function quality; and the vulnerability injection constraint will
negatively impact function quality (this is to be expected–injecting a vulnerability
into a function should not increase its quality).
We begin with a single disallow constraint that restricts the return type of functions
to only int. We show the results of this process in Table 5.3. Once again, all functions
produced were syntactically valid, which shows that disallow constraint enforcement
does not cause any issues with the grammar. We produced fewer unique functions
than we did without constraints, although it should be said that, because we restrict
the return type, some latent vectors that would otherwise have decoded differently
produce the same function. We also believe this to be an abnormally low number of
unique functions given some of the results of future experiments; we think that this was
partly the product of an unlucky random sampling. The average decode time increased
slightly, although this appears to be within natural variation–adding more constraints
will sometimes lower the average decode time, as we will see in the next experiment.
We shared access to a GPU cluster with other members of the MUSE team, so we
were not testing our model in an isolated environment. Our timing numbers, therefore,
should be taken more as estimates rather than as ground truth. The last quantitative
metric shows that we have a 100% success rate in constraint enforcement in this case.
Every disallow constraint is enforced using similar logic, so these results should hold
without loss of generality as long as another disallow constraint is substituted in the
place of the one chosen. There appears to be no difference in the quality of output
functions. Figure 5·6 shows several of these. We notice the same patterns that we
identified in the previous experiment, with one notable exception: we no longer have
any functions that erroneously return. That is, there are no functions of return type
void that contain a return statement because there are no functions of return type
void in the output. So, if anything, our output has improved in terms of semantic
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Metric Final Model Performance
Functions Generated 10, 000
Syntactically Valid 10, 000
Unique Decoded Functions 4, 155
Average Function Decode Time (s) 0.272
Functions of Return Type int 10, 000
Table 5.3: Performance metrics computed on examples generated by
the network. Constraints: return int.
quality. This is an important point. Certain combinations of constraints, even simple
disallow constraints, can actually be used to improve the semantic quality of output
functions. The improved quality does, however, come at the cost of some variety in
output functions, but the tradeoff may be worthwhile in some application spaces.
Second, we sample functions with a combination of disallow constraints: return
type int, one argument, and no for loops. As shown in Table 5.4, our model enforced
all constraints without a single failure in any case, and without compromising the
syntactic validity of output sequences. The number of unique decoded functions
increased slightly over our previous experiment, which suggests that there is a great
degree of variability in this number even with the chosen variance constant c, which
we described above. Average decode time falls significantly, but is still higher than
the average decode time with no constraints whatsoever. It is difficult to say whether
this is a reflection of the additional computations required to enforce constraints or
whether this is within the natural variation between runs and the penalty incurred
from disallow constraint enforcement is actually negligible. In any case, the additional
time required is small on average, so users can add many disallow constraints with
little overhead cost. As we noted earlier, constraint enforcement is successful 100%
of the time for all 3 constraints, which shows that many disallow constraints can be
successfully enforced together so long as they are not contradictory (e.g. contains
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Figure 5·6: Several generated functions in the output of Experiment
3. The first two rows are taken from the first part of this experiment
(Table 5.3); the second two rows are from the second part (Table 5.4);
and the third two rows are from the third part (Table 5.5).
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Metric Final Model Performance
Functions Generated 10, 000
Syntactically Valid 10, 000
Unique Decoded Functions 5, 079
Average Function Decode Time (s) 0.251
Functions of Return Type int 10, 000
Functions with One Argument 10, 000
Functions with for Loop 0
Table 5.4: Performance metrics computed on examples generated by
the network. Constraints: return int, one argument, no for loops.
no arguments and contains two arguments). Semantic quality did not change. As
Figure 5·6 shows, there is no sign of a decline in function quality, nor a particular
improvement; we can still see some of the quirks of the original decoded functions,
such as repeated statements. We conclude that many disallow constraints can be
enforced simultaneously, at perfect success rates, and without any noticeable decline
in function quality.
Third, we test include constraints by sampling functions and forcing them each
to contain a for loop. The results are shown in Table 5.5. Once again, we see that
of the 10, 000 functions generated, all are syntactically valid and 9, 620 are unique.
The reason that so many are unique is because of the way include constraints are
enforced. Because functions are not allowed to end before the quality in question (in
this case a loop) appears, functions are much longer on average. This leads to greater
variability between decoded functions. There are very few short functions in the
output, so there is more chance for one or more production rules in the sequence to be
different. Average decode time takes a large penalty, increasing almost 250% over the
average decode time without constraints. This is actually not particularly surprising
for a few reasons. First, functions are longer on average with the added constraint,
so the decoder must often iterate through all 50 logit vectors created from the latent
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Metric Final Model Performance
Functions Generated 10, 000
Syntactically Valid 10, 000
Unique Decoded Functions 9, 620
Average Function Decode Time (s) 0.834
Functions with for Loop 10, 000
Table 5.5: Performance metrics computed on examples generated by
the network. Constraints: contains for loop.
vector. Second, the decoder must frequently call Algorithm GetCompleteFunction,
which further increases the time required to produce the final function. So, while the
latency is unfortunate, it is not unexpected. As with the disallow constraints, include
constraints are successfully enforced 100% of the time. Function quality on the whole
decreases–see Figure 5·6. Because the neural network “intended” for many functions
to end before they could include a loop, the logits between what would have been
the end of the function and whenever the loop begins are meaningless. In this zone,
we see many of the problems with our model’s unconstrained generated functions
exacerbated: repeated code constructs, references before declaration, and code with
no real effect. One must be cautious when using include constraints, since function
quality will often decrease as we have described.
The fourth test is for semantic repair. In this experiment, we attempt to transform
syntactically valid functions into semantically valid functions so that they compile
without errors. The decoded function is called g0 by default, and all other functions
declared are a result of the semantic repair process. For simplicity, these functions
contain nothing in the body except a single return statement. Our model can also
append a main function to the decoded function such that when the program is run,
it calls function g0 with some default argument values. This functionality is not
shown in Figure 5·7 for the sake of both clarity and brevity. Table 5.6 shows the
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quantitative results of the experiment. As expected, we produce 10, 000 syntactically
valid functions as output of the model. Of these, 3, 065 are unique. This is a fairly
small number, but we recognize that it is completely within natural variation given
the results of some of our other experiments. Average decode time remains largely
unchanged, which may be surprising to the reader. We did our best to keep the time
complexity demands of the semantic repair process low. The number of semantically
valid functions was slightly less than 10, 000, but at greater than a 99% success rate
we can hardly be disappointed. During training, all of our preliminary tests (on tens
of thousands of functions decoded) suggested that our success rate would be 100%. It
appeared that we had dealt with all edge cases. The results of this experiment show
conclusively that, contrary to our initial beliefs, we had not. We will deal with the
remaining edge cases in future work; for now, a near-perfect success rate is satisfactory.
Figure 5·7 shows some of the functions generated in this experiment. We can only
say that semantic quality increases compared to the unconstrained output shown in
earlier experiments. First, these functions compile whereas those shown earlier do
not. By this very fact, we must say that these functions are of higher semantic quality
than their predecessors. Second, the repaired functions do not fall victim to some
of the problems seen earlier, such as issues of reference before declaration. In short,
we could not really say that previous functions had any meaning. When it comes
to repaired functions, however, we can say that they definitely have some meaning
(otherwise they would neither compile nor run). Thus, the semantic repair constraint
is crucial to our model’s viability for our target applications.
In our final test, we attempt to inject vulnerabilities into semantically repaired
functions. Throughout, we use as an example a simple buffer overflow vulnerability.
The results of this experiment are shown in Table 5.7. The first thing that one will
notice is that syntactic validity of output sequences is no longer guaranteed. This
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Figure 5·7: Several generated functions in the output of Experiment
3. The first two rows are taken from the fourth part of this experiment
(Table 5.6) and the second two rows are from the fifth part (Table 5.7).
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Metric Final Model Performance
Functions Generated 10, 000
Syntactically Valid 10, 000
Unique Decoded Functions 3, 065
Average Function Decode Time (s) 0.259
Semantically Valid 9, 999
Table 5.6: Performance metrics computed on examples generated by
the network. Constraints: semantic repair.
actually only happens in the few cases where a semantically invalid function is passed
to the vulnerability injector. Because the vulnerability injector assumes as input a
semantically valid function, its behavior in these cases is undefined. Sometimes, as we
can see, the vulnerability injection procedure breaks syntactic validity in these cases.
We do not see this as an issue. The number of unique functions increases dramatically,
although this is aided by the use of randomness in the vulnerability injector; this high
number of unique decoded functions should not be taken as indicative of the number of
unique decoded functions to be expected using a different set of constraints. Average
function decode time is increased slightly, but again this may well be in the bounds of
natural variability rather than a reflection of the increase in computational demands.
Regardless, the we feel that the average decode time is quite reasonable. The number
of semantically valid functions is again not quite 10, 000, but the success rate is well
above 99%. Importantly, on every function that is successfully repaired, vulnerability
injection is successful; the vulnerability injection subsystem has a 100% success rate.
Both this fact and the fact that the time taken to inject a vulnerability is small are
major improvements on previous work (Dolan-Gavitt et al., 2016). Figure 5·7 shows
a few of the functions generated by our model in this experiment. We cannot really
say that semantic quality increased (after all, we just injected a vulnerability into the
function–it is hard to imagine how this act would make the function attain higher
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semantic quality), but semantic quality was not our objective with this constraint.
Aside from the presence of vulnerabilities, these functions are of identical quality
to the semantically repaired functions. We have already discussed the quality of
those functions in some detail. If the semantically repaired functions are of high
enough quality to train the MUSE classifiers, then these will be as well, assuming that
the injected vulnerabilities themselves are satisfactory. The vulnerabilities that we
show are simple, but we again ask the reader to keep several things in mind. First,
the vulnerabilities shown are artificially simple. Before we use this in the MUSE
project, we will increase both the variability between and complexity of vulnerable
functions by more robustly filling out the aforementioned templates. As stated earlier,
we filled in holes left for arbitrary code segments with the empty string, and we
used a comparably simple strategy for filling in holes left for integer expressions.
Second, our model allows for far more vulnerability templates than we show here.
We could implement many different vulnerabilities, and many different kinds of each
vulnerability. Vulnerabilities, even vulnerabilities of a particular type (e.g. buffer
overflows) need not be so homogeneous. Both of these shortcomings exist because we
first sought to implement a proof of concept and test its effectiveness. In future work,
we will make this subsystem more robust. For now, it is enough to know that it works
almost all of the time. And, as we noted earlier, there is plenty of value already in
using these vulnerabilities to train the MUSE classifiers. The vulnerable functions
that we produce can be used to teach the MUSE classifiers position invariance and
relationships between buffer size and loop limits. By making the small improvements
that we just mentioned, we could further increase training value. Finally, we note
that these vulnerable functions are actually quite similar to those found in the MUSE
training dataset.
After examining the output of our model under these constraints, we now conclude
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Metric Final Model Performance
Functions Generated 10, 000
Syntactically Valid 9, 997
Unique Decoded Functions 9, 959
Average Function Decode Time (s) 0.284
Semantically Valid 9, 993
Semantically Valid with Buffer Overflow 9, 993
Table 5.7: Performance metrics computed on examples generated by
the network. Constraints: semantic repair, vulnerability injection.
that our hypothesis was mostly correct. The semantic quality of output functions
changed as follows with respect to constraints: disallow constraints had little or no
impact on the function quality; include constraints had a moderate negative impact on
function quality; the semantic repair constraint positively impacted function quality;
and the vulnerability injection constraint had an appropriately negative impact on
functions quality. The question now is whether these functions, particularly the
semantically valid and vulnerable functions are of high quality. Or, more particularly,
are they of high enough quality to train the MUSE classifiers? We believe that many
of the output functions are of high enough quality to be used in practice. It is difficult
to identify the exact point at which a function becomes high enough quality for this
purpose. It would be difficult to even estimate what percent of output functions
are of high enough quality. We believe that the ultimate test of function quality is
whether using them to train the MUSE classifiers (either alone or as a supplement
to the original dataset) would result in higher MUSE classifier performance. Such
questions, unfortunately, are beyond the scope of this work. For the other major
application that we target, compiler fuzzing, we are certain that the majority of
these output programs are of high enough quality. Compiler fuzzing, by its nature,
requires far less grooming of input functions; the purpose is to test or optimize the
compiler against a large dataset of semantically valid programs. In many cases, these
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programs need not have any meaning. In fact, Cummins et al. (2017a) state that
random programs are satisfactory for compiler fuzzing. Therefore, we conclude that
our output programs, while not the most meaningful nor possessing the stylistic quality
of human-written code, actually have enough semantic content to meet some or all of
our target applications. After some model revision in future work, we can address our
shortcomings and perform even better.
5.1.4 Experiment 4: Traversal of the Latent Space
Our focus now shifts to determining the coherence of the latent space. We say that
the latent space is “coherent” if small steps along any dimension in the space produce
small or minor changes in functions. We understand that this is a vague and imperfect
definition, but it is not clear how we would otherwise define it. When using a grammar,
a single rule change early in the function can lead to completely different function
syntax. We use our best judgment to determine whether or not the space is coherent.
This can be particularly difficult because we must again rely on visual inspection
of a large number of functions. Worse, it is only possible to consider 2 or possibly
3 dimensions at a time because we are not capable of visualizing spaces of higher
dimensionality (if we could visualize a 10 dimensional space, then we could map
the latent space in a single pass). In the following experiments, we examine several
arbitrarily chosen 2 dimensional cross-sections of the latent space. We begin by
sampling a latent vector from the multivariate Gaussian distribution
Q ∼ N (0, c ∗ I)
as defined earlier. Next, we choose 2 dimensions and take small steps in the positive
and negative directions until we have created a map of a small subset of the region.
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The step size is a hyperparameter of some importance. We determine the step size
by running this experiment many times and adjusting the hyperparameter until each
step results in as close to a single small change as we can effect. We settle on a step
size of 0.1. Finally, we evaluate the region for its cohesive quality. We repeat this
experiment on many regions of the latent space with many combinations of the 2
dimensions chosen. Here, we give a few representative examples.
We find that the latent space is fairly neatly organized despite training on randomly
generated functions, although there are many cases where transitions between distinct
subregions are short. Figure 5·8 shows an excerpt of the output from our latent
space experiments. We looked at many regions of the latent space, traversing several
combinations of dimensions; we chose to present the two example shown. They
are more or less representative of the kinds of trends one can find throughout the
latent space, although functions can behave quite differently in other regions of the
latent space. We also display here only 5 functions in each dimension for a total of 25
functions, whereas we conducted analysis on 11 functions in each dimension with a step
size of 0.05. That is, we took every other function from the experiment and displayed
it in Figure 5·8 for reasons of readability. We will use cardinal directions to describe
various parts of the figure. So, for the sake of clarity, we will say “north” rather
than “negative dimension 1” (or “negative dimension 3” for the bottom subfigure)
or “positive y.” We will begin our analysis with the top subfigure. The function at
the center is the original decoded function. In the east and west of the region, we see
that the functions have return type long, whereas to the north and south functions
generally have return type struct generic. This suggests that dimension 1 in this
particular regions plays a large role in determining the return type of functions. As
we travel south in the region, we generally see the addition of one or more arguments
to each of the functions. So, this behavior is also under the control of dimension 1.
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To the southwest, we see several interesting trends: fewer return statements, more
use of struct access, and more complex control flow structures. Some combination
of dimensions 0 and 1 must manage these features. Overall, this region of the latent
space appears to be quite neatly organized in that between each of these functions
there are few changes, and sometimes only a single change. The exception to this rule
is the area in the southwest, which appears to be altered significantly–perhaps due to
the presence of control flow structures. In our second example, shown in the bottom
subfigure, we see different trends. The east of the region is dominated by integer
literal return statements, whereas the west contains mostly function call return
statements. In the westernmost functions we also see a trend of call by reference
functions, as opposed to the call by value functions seen elsewhere. The southwest
contains the only functions with either complex control flow structures or arguments.
Again, this region of the latent space is well-organized for the same reasons mentioned
earlier. In general, we find that this is a common trend throughout the latent space.
However, we also notice that there are many transition areas in the latent space where
functions rapidly change to favor new features over old ones; in the space of a few
steps, function behavior changes completely. An example of this phenomenon can be
seen in the southwest of the top subfigure, in which functions quickly change from
returning function calls to returning nothing, using struct accesses, taking several
arguments, and having many more statements. Our latent space would be more useful
if there were few of these areas, but we judge them to be quite common based on the
experiments that we have conducted.
We perform 2 more small tests with this model. The first is to gain a small idea of
whether function similarity can be measured using Euclidean distance between latent
vectors, as we have discussed earlier; the second is to satisfy a curiosity. We conduct
the former test by encoding several functions into their latent vector representations
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and then calculating the L2 distance between them. We choose 4 functions for this test,
as shown in Figure 5·9. The functions were designed to have some slight differences
simple enough that a programmer could identify that, say, function 1 is more like
function 2 than it is like function 3. We find that the similarity metrics are remarkably
accurate, at least for the functions that we have chosen. We say this because the
distances between the latent vectors perfectly match our intuition as programmers.
The first function, f1, is the integer identity function; f2 is the square function; f3 is
the zero function; and f4 is the character identity function. Our model tells us that
f1 is most similar to f3, and almost exactly as similar to f2. Given the small changes
one would have to make to transform f1 into the two other functions, this matches
our intuition. Furthermore, f2 and f3 are only slightly further apart, actually making
the relation between the three functions close to that of a 45-45-90 triangle. When
we consider a fourth function, we lose our ability to display the distances to scale
on a 2 dimensional plane (unless we get lucky and all points can be placed on the
same plane, which is not the case in general nor here in particular). The relationships
between the first three functions and f4 are telling. This last function is the character
identity function, which is the least like the previous functions in that even the return
type is different. With that being said, f4 has a lot in common with f1, which is why
they are relatively close to one another. The remaining two functions, f2 and f3, are
further from f4, as we would hope to see. The usefulness of latent space distance as a
function similarity metric requires further testing, but our initial results suggest that,
despite our earlier misgivings, latent space distance could probably be very handy for
this purpose. We decided to leave in-depth testing to future work given our limited
time and resources. The latter test, as we mentioned, has no particular practical value
as far as we can surmise. We simply wish to know what function resides at the origin.
Here it is:
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long generic()
{
return generic;
}
We were not entirely sure what to expect, but this seems appropriate. It is a simple
function, taking no arguments and containing only a single return statement. As
noted in the work of Aggarwal et al. (2001), as the dimensionality of the multivariate
Gaussian distribution increases, the less probability is contained at the center of the
distribution; instead, the highest probability regions are concentrated far from the
mean. This stands in contrast with the standard, univariate Gaussian distribution,
in which probability is concentrated around the mean. This is all to say that there
is actually a fairly low probability of sampling near the mean of the distribution,
so this function may not appear very frequently when randomly sampling from the
distribution. Having satisfied our curiosity, we proceed to our evaluation of the Relaxed
Model.
5.2 Relaxed Model
We designed the Relaxed Model to address some of the major shortcomings that
faced our first model, but ultimately found that the Relaxed Model performed far
worse. The model’s lackluster performance on the training dataset was indicative
of its performance both on the test dataset and on the function generation task.
As a relatively small number of example functions produced by the network will be
satisfactory to demonstrate this poor performance, we will not waste the reader’s time
by examining the results in excruciating detail. We will, however, thoroughly discuss
the reasons for this particular model’s failure and how future work can overcome the
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Figure 5·9: Several generated functions and the distances between
their respective latent vectors. This figure is not to scale.
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issues we identify. Thus, the model can still be instructive and contribute to our work.
The failure of the Relaxed Model also helps shed light on how well our previous model
performs. In fact, our previous model was quite good–it performed fairly well on the
sequence learning task, generated useful functions, guaranteed syntactic validity, and
enforced constraints with almost perfect accuracy. As we will soon demonstrate, the
use of the C source dataset rather than the randomly generated dataset, the changes
to model architecture, and the relaxation of the syntactic validity constraint did not
lead to better results according to any of the aforementioned metrics. These results
therefore vindicate our design decisions for our initial model; although we may have
benefited from a more sophisticated neural network architecture, the decision to use
randomly generated functions as training data was a good one. As we had originally
expected, we did not have sufficient data to train the model on the C source dataset.
Furthermore, our computing resources were too limited to effectively train a model of
that size.
Besides providing a point of comparison for our previous model, the Relaxed Model
does allow us to innovate in important ways. First, we show that we can train a model
directly on the original source code rather than a randomly generated dataset. This
fact gives credence to our claim that a user could swap the MUSE dataset for any
arbitrary dataset, and our model could be trained on it. We envision that we will be
able to do just such a thing in the future. Second, the Relaxed Model can produce
functions several times longer, more complex, and more varied than the functions
output by our first model. In order to create useful functions for the user, we needed
to make improvements in each of these areas; the Relaxed Model gets us closer to our
goal, even if the quality of output functions leaves something to be desired.
Although we designed the Relaxed Model to address some of the main shortcomings
of our first model, we found that our revisions introduced a host of new problems
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leading to poor performance. The main reason for the failure of the Relaxed Model is
that the training procedure was unsuccessful; the model did not learn anything useful.
There were, likewise, two primary causes for the model not converging on a good set
of weights during the training procedure: one-hot vector size (vocabulary size) and
limited training data. The one-hot vector size was too large for the model to learn
a good set of weights. From the random instantiation, the model could not find a
suitable local minimum on which to converge because the random instantiation was
too far away from any such minimum. With smaller one-hot vectors, the model could
have produced far better predictions and a more stable solution. Additionally, large
one-hot vectors inflate the size of both the training dataset and the trained model files
significantly, and make the training process painfully slow, even on a GPU. It may
be possible to perform some kind of dimensionality reduction or primary component
analysis on the one-hot vectors before conducting training, but we did not have the
time to explore these options. Whether or not the dimensionality reduction will
ultimately be sufficient to allow the training procedure to succeed is unknown. To
compound the problem of large one-hot vector size, we had limited data on which to
train the neural network. This problem is also exacerbated by the former; because we
use such large one-hot vectors, we require a much larger model architecture and far
more training data. With only about 250, 000 functions in the training, validation,
and test datasets combined, we did not have enough data to ensure convergence.
We believe that the one-hot vector size is the more important of these two issues to
address, since our training dataset would have been sufficiently large for a less complex
model. The relaxation of the syntactic validity guarantee did not necessarily have a
negative impact on our model. If we suppose that a relaxation of the syntactic validity
constraint is necessary to increase the vocabulary size significantly, then it may be
worth relaxing the constraint to improve function diversity and quality somewhat.
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However, one must take care that increasing the vocabulary size does not destroy the
model’s ability to learn a good set of weights during training. We leave it to future
work to address these concerns.
5.2.1 Experiment 1: Test Dataset Performance
As with our previous model, our first experiment is to check the model’s ability to
reproduce the input sequence on the test dataset. Because this model is physically
much larger than our previous model, it takes far longer to encode and decode functions.
So, we decide to limit the number of test functions to 1, 000 for the purposes of this
experiment. We are confident that our results are representative of performance on
the test dataset as a whole. Table 5.8 shows the results of this first experiment. We
find that the model reproduces functions in the test dataset approximately as well
as it does functions in the training dataset. In other words, performance was not
good, but the fact that our model is consistent between the training and test dataset
informs us that we successfully avoided the problem of overfitting. A large portion of
the decoded functions were unique, although a visual inspection shows us that the
variations between functions are quite small. Furthermore, the functions generated by
this model contain a maximum of 200 production rules, which means that they can
be roughly 4 times as long as functions produced by our first model. In light of this
increase, the large number of unique functions is not particularly impressive. Less than
10% of the functions produced by the network were syntactically valid. This is worse
than both our previous model and prior related work, but it could be justified if the
quality of decoded functions is very high. No decoded functions share the same return
type as their inputs, and only 5.5% of functions share the same number of arguments.
Furthermore, Levenshtein distance between input and output functions was generally
large. It is apparent that output functions did not often resemble their original input
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Metric Final Model Performance
Input Functions 1, 000
Unique Input Functions 936
Unique Decoded Functions 788
Syntactically Valid Decoded Functions 91
Input/Decoded Functions
with Same Return Type
0
Input/Decoded Functions
with Same Number of Arguments
55
Perfect Reconstructions 0
Mean Levenshtein Distance 1, 236.366
Median Levenshtein Distance 1, 189.5
Table 5.8: Supplementary Relaxed Model metrics, computed on 1, 000
randomly selected functions from the test dataset.
functions. Such poor performance suggests that our neural network did not learn how
to effectively reproduce input functions. However, because the main applications that
we target rely on our model’s generative capabilities, it is possible that our Relaxed
Model can still be useful if it performs particularly well in this regard.
5.2.2 Experiment 2: Example Generation
We test the generative capacity of the Relaxed Model using the same experimental
design as with the previous model. Recall that in this experiment, we randomly sample
vectors from the latent space and decode them into functions, generating output that
may or may not have been seen in the input. Once again, our metric of success is the
ability of the model to produce high quality functions. Due to time constraints, we
reduce the number of functions sampled to 1, 000; the Relaxed Model, being far larger,
requires significantly more time to produce each function. We sample latent vectors
from the same multivariate Gaussian distribution:
Q ∼ N (0, c ∗ I)
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Metric Final Model Performance
Functions Generated 1, 000
Syntactically Valid 626
Unique Decoded Functions 859
Average Function Decode Time (s) 122.841
Table 5.9: Performance metrics computed on examples generated by
the Relaxed Model.
We keep c at 0.1, although in practice this hyperparameter does not really matter in
the context of the Relaxed Model because the functions generated are of equally poor
quality regardless of its value.
First, we analyze the quantitative metrics, which are shown in Table 5.9. Our
first observation is that the number of syntactically valid output functions is surpris-
ingly high. Based on our previous experiment, it seemed likely that the number of
syntactically valid functions generated in this experiment would be much lower than
it actually was. The number of unique functions is also very high, indicating more
diversity between output functions. Although these results are better than expected,
they do not change the quality of the output functions, which we will discuss shortly.
The average decode time, on the other hand, is clearly unsatisfactory for our purposes.
To justify such a long wait for each function, the quality must be very high indeed.
Now we qualitatively examine the functions output by the Relaxed Model. A few
of the functions generated during the experiment are shown in Figure 5·10. From the
small sample, the reader may conclude that the Relaxed Model does not generate
high quality functions. Such a conclusion would be accurate; this sample is very
representative of the remaining output functions. From a prima facie examination
of the selected functions, we can tell that very few of them are high quality. There
are several things to note about these functions. First, they often exhibit ridiculously
long loops of various structures. Sometimes variation is present in these structures
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(e.g. generic.generic->generic.generic->generic...), but sometimes not
(e.g. generic.generic.generic.generic.generic...). Second, we do achieve a
greater variation between functions thanks both to the longer sequence length and the
larger vocabulary. Unfortunately, the quality of output functions is so low that this
improvement does not matter. Finally, these functions do not resemble the functions
in the training dataset. Although this does not necessarily disqualify output functions
from being high quality, it does demonstrate the failure of the training process.
We decided that, given the poor performance of this model on both the sequence
learning and example generation tasks, it was not worth conducting the final two
experiments on this model; we can already tell that the Relaxed Model is not a viable
alternative to our previous model. In light of this information, we accept that our
first model is also our best and proceed to the experiments on the Character Model.
5.3 Character Model
The Character Model is our point of comparison in this work, as it was in the work of
Kusner et al. (2017). This new model makes no guarantees as to syntactic validity of
output sequences, but training is faster and easier because the one-hot vector size is
small. Here, we evaluate the merits of the Character Model and determine whether it
can produce functions of the complexity and quality required for training the MUSE
classifiers.
5.3.1 Experiment 1: Test Dataset Performance
We use the same experimental design as with the previous two models to determine
the Character Model’s performance on the sequence learning task. The test dataset is
a set of 8, 068 functions taken from the MUSE dataset. None of these functions appear
in the training dataset. The functions are fed into the neural network as input, and we
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Figure 5·10: Several generated functions in the output of Experiment
2 for the Relaxed Model. Some functions were trimmed to fit the figure.
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Metric Final Model Performance
Input Functions 8, 068
Unique Input Functions 8, 068
Unique Decoded Functions 8, 068
Syntactically Valid Decoded Functions 293
Perfect Reconstructions 0
Mean Levenshtein Distance 68.3
Median Levenshtein Distance 62.0
Table 5.10: Supplementary Character VAE metrics, computed on the
test dataset.
measure the model’s ability to reproduce the input. Table 5.10 shows our results. In
relation to the grammar models, the Character Model produces output that far more
closely resembles the input based on a purely character-by-character comparison. We
can see this in the Levenshtein distance measurements, which were far lower than those
of the grammar models. However, very few of the decoded outputs were syntactically
valid functions. This is not surprising considering the fact that, as previously noted,
one single wrong choice of character could be fatal to the production of a syntactically
valid function. The grammar models did not suffer from this problem, despite being
further from the input in a character-by-character comparison.
Output quality was generally low, even in cases where the decoded sequence
corresponded with a syntactically valid function. Partly, this was a problem with the
lack of consistency in the training dataset. Naming conventions, for instance, were
so convoluted and inconsistent between functions that it is not surprising how much
trouble the neural network had producing good identifier names. The Character Model
was also responsible for learning syntax and style where the grammar models were
not. That is, the Character Model was forced to learn the placement of whitespace
characters, balancing of parentheses, the use of punctuation, keywords, etc. The
grammar models circumvented these problems entirely. It should also be noted that,
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as with the identifier names, style was totally inconsistent between functions in the
training dataset. Moreover, few of the training functions exhibited particularly elevated
style; the code seems to have been written by programmers of all levels, from novices
to experts. As a result of all of these factors, the output sequences of the Character
Model sometimes do not even look like functions, and only rarely produce valid C
code.
5.3.2 Experiment 2: Example Generation
The Character Model’s performance on the function generation task was far more
disappointing than its performance on the sequence learning task. In fact, the Charac-
ter Model proved wholly inadequate as a generative model. Again, the experimental
design remained the same as with previous models; we sampled latent vectors from
the multivariate Gaussian distribution
Q ∼ N (0, c ∗ I)
and decoded them into character sequences. We would like these sequences to
correspond with syntactically valid C functions that can be used in a larger dataset.
Table 5.11 shows the results, which were quite poor as we stated earlier. Of the
10, 000 character sequences generated from the aforementioned process, none of them
represented syntactically valid C functions. In fact, as we will see shortly, most
character sequences looked like nonsense. Moreover, the average function decode time
very closely resembled that of the Strict Model, indicating that the Character VAE
does not lead to significantly faster example generation. In other words, there is
no real cost to using the Grammar VAE instead of the Character VAE because we
produce far more syntactically valid functions with no significant decrease in speed.
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Metric Final Model Performance
Functions Generated 10, 000
Syntactically Valid 0
Unique Decoded Functions 10, 000
Average Function Decode Time (s) 0.221
Table 5.11: Performance metrics computed on examples generated by
the network.
Character sequences decoded from randomly chosen latent vectors do not, in
general, resemble functions. Figure 5·11 shows several of the character sequences in
the output of this experiment. There are some trends consistent with the training
data. For example, many output sequences end with a closing curly brace, and
many have a corresponding opening curly brace in the first two lines. Spacing,
though varied, sometimes resembles accepted style conventions for C functions. Again,
style conventions were not largely observed by the authors of the majority of the
training code, so it is not surprising that these trends are not ubiquitous among the
output sequences. Sometimes lines are punctuated by semicolons, and sometimes
parameter lists are delimited by commas. But ultimately, that is the point at which
the resemblance to functions ends. As the examples in the figure clearly demonstrate,
these output sequences are not functions. Considering that none of the decoded
character sequences corresponded with syntactically valid C functions, we cannot say
that the Character VAE is a viable alternative to the Grammar VAE as a generative
model for code. A further conclusion based on the results of the first two experiments
is that the Character Model needs some sort of seed input function to be successful.
We will explore output generated in this manner when we map the latent space.
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Figure 5·11: Several generated functions in the output of Experiment
2 for the Character Model. Some functions were trimmed to fit the
figure.
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5.3.3 Experiment 3: Example Generation with Constraints
As we noted earlier, there is no intuitive way to enforce constraints using the Character
VAE. As a result, users have very little control over the kinds of functions they produce
without careful consideration of the region of the latent space from which they sample
functions. It is possible that there is a method to reliably control the behavior of
functions by adding some logic during and after the decode phase, as we did in our
previous two models. However, we could not find a satisfactory solution to this
problem in the context of the Character Model. All approaches that we explored
would compromise syntactic validity, which was so rare among output functions that
we did not feel that any such approach was useful. So, users cannot make explicit
demands for the kinds of output functions that they want from the model. The
inability to enforce user-specified constraints is a definite and glaring shortcoming
of the Character Model. This model can make no useful guarantees regarding the
properties of its output sequences–whether those guarantees involve syntactic validity,
return type, control flow structures, semantic validity, or the presence or absence of
vulnerabilities.
5.3.4 Experiment 4: Traversal of the Latent Space
In this experiment, we test the coherence of the Character Model’s latent space. We
would like to see a well-organized latent space that can be used as a tool to influence
the kinds of functions the user receives as output. Ideally, we should be able to use
the latent vector like a sequence of dials to control output function semantics. As we
have seen in the previous experiments, decoding a random latent vector rarely, if ever,
produces a syntactically valid C function. Therefore, instead of sampling a latent
vector from the multivariate Gaussian distribution as we did with previous models,
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we use a seed function to generate the initial latent vector. The seed is the following
simple C function:
int f()
{
return 0;
}
With the initial latent vector that comes from encoding this vector, we can step
along each dimension in the latent space and decode to produce a new output sequence.
Figure 5·12 shows the output of this experiment. In the top subfigure, we traverse
dimensions 0 and 1; in the bottom, 2 and 3. The results are not very good, although
there are some syntactically valid functions in the output. This indicates that using
a seed function could lead to a high enough rate of syntactically valid C functions
that the model could be able to produce small datasets of code, however there is no
evidence to support the claim that these functions would be of any quality comparable
to that of the Strict Model’s output. Additionally, there are few of the recognizable
trends the likes of which we noticed in the Strict Model’s latent space. In the top
subfigure, there is a weak trend that traversing east in the region results in more
well-formed return statements. In the west we can also notice that the return values
are either null or at least non-integer, whereas in the east the return values tend to be
integers. In the bottom subfigure, it may be the case that spacing becomes less tight
toward the east and south of the region. All of these speculated trends are weak at
best, and ultimately we cannot conclude that the latent space is very meaningful at
all for the Character Model.
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Figure 5·12: A limited traversal of the latent space. The upper figure
is along dimensions 0 and 1, and the lower figure is along dimensions 2
and 3. The step size is 0.1. The function at the center is decoded from
the seed function’s latent vector.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Results
Of the three neural networks that we implemented, we find that the one with the most
use as a generative model for the applications that we target is the Strict Model. The
Strict Model has many notable advantages. Chief among these is the guarantee that
every latent vector decodes to a syntactically valid function. The importance of this
guarantee cannot be overstated. In order to build datasets for our target applications,
we need to produce not merely syntactically valid but also semantically valid functions.
Our semantic repair algorithm works with an almost perfect success rate, and can
transform syntactically valid functions into semantically valid functions that compile
and run. However, this process relies on syntactically valid input. Thus, only the
syntactically valid output functions of each model can be transformed and added to
the output dataset. Since all functions output by the Strict Model are syntactically
valid, dataset building is easy. It is also quick. As the experiments demonstrate,
generating examples from the neural network takes less than a quarter of a second
per function on average. This is important because it means that building very large
datasets is feasible. Our experiments also show that constraint enforcement works
flawlessly for all but the most sophisticated constraints, and even these have error
rates below one tenth of one percent. The user therefore has a fair amount of control
over the types of functions that appear in the output dataset. Furthermore, the
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Strict Model contains a very coherent latent space, which gives users the ability to
generate datasets of similar functions. This model’s latent space can also be used as a
function similarity metric, which can be useful in other domains. The Strict Model, of
course, is not without its shortcomings. We identified three main problems with the
model: the limited vocabulary, the use of randomly generated functions as training
data, and a strict adherence to previously used architectures. We mainly made these
design decisions to reduce the size of the problem, which otherwise would have been
intractable. Although the Strict Model is not perfect, we accomplished our goal of
improving upon previous methods of program synthesis and enforcing constraints on
generated functions. Overall, the Strict Model performed very well, and we find that
it is satisfactory for our targeted applications.
The Relaxed Model aimed to address the shortcomings of the Strict Model, but
performance suffered tremendously as a result of the modifications. The Relaxed
Model is very similar to the Strict Model, with a few notable changes. In answer to the
aforementioned main shortcomings of the Strict Model, we used the full vocabulary
available in our dataset, trained directly on the human-written functions, and explored
many different neural network architectures. As a result of these changes, we could
no longer guarantee syntactic validity or constraint enforcement. Our hope in making
these changes was that we could output functions of much higher quality, even if
some of the outputs were syntactically invalid. However, although the Relaxed Model
output functions with far greater diversity in semantic content, function quality was
exceedingly low. Furthermore, function generation took orders of magnitude longer to
complete on average, making the creation of any sort of output dataset for our target
applications infeasible. That the Relaxed Model output a much smaller number of
syntactically valid functions compared to the Strict Model only made this problem
worse. The latent space was also meaningless, and constraint enforcement did not
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work in most cases. Thus, users had little ability to generate functions that met any of
their specific requirements. The failure of this model showed us that our Strict Model
is actually quite robust, and helped us identify what must be changed to make future
models successful. So, although we had hoped for better performance, we believe that
the Relaxed Model can help improve future work.
In light of our experiments, we conclude that although there are some advantages
to using the Character Model over the Strict Model, they are far outweighed by the
disadvantages. The Character Model attempts to write code one character at a time,
unrestricted by any notion of grammar. On the sequence learning task, the result
is that output sequences are often quite close to their input sequences on a purely
character-by-character basis of comparison. However, few of these are syntactically
valid functions. On the example generation task, the Character Model proved totally
inadequate; none of the outputs were syntactically valid C functions–nor did most of
them even look like C functions–and the time required to decode latent vectors was
not significantly improved. Because of this, the Character Model is not a viable option
for creating datasets of arbitrary size. Additionally, the Character Model possesses no
means by which to enforce constraints, so the user has no control over the kinds of
output functions produced. Thus, the user could not, say, create a labeled dataset
for the MUSE project. Finally, unlike the Strict Model, the Character Model did not
have a meaningful latent space. The main advantage of the Character Model is that
it is unhindered by grammar, so it is not limited in any way in the range of output
functions that it can potentially express. In reality, though, syntactically valid outputs
are so rare that this property is almost worthless. Clearly, for the applications that
we target, the Grammar VAE is superior to the Character VAE.
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6.2 Contributions
This work makes numerous contributions to the domains of both program synthesis
and machine learning. First, we provide an end-to-end system that allows users to
generate arbitrarily large datasets of syntactically and semantically valid C functions
of approximately 2 to 10 lines in length. Our model can be used as is (trained on a
dataset generated from the MUSE corpus), or can be trained on any dataset of C
functions to fit specific applications. Functions sampled from the latent space will
resemble functions supplied during training. Depending on the distance between latent
vector samples taken, functions can either be quite similar with only slight semantic
variations, or quite different, but still within the limits of what was seen at training
time. The variation will depend on the variation in training functions. Furthermore,
users have some degree of control over what kinds of functions are produced using both
the latent space and constraints. These generated datasets are well suited to training
machine learning algorithms and testing compilers, both of which depend on large code
bases that may possess certain qualities. For future work, we plan to use just such a
dataset to train the MUSE classifiers. We believe that the new dataset will help the
MUSE neural networks identify and repair various kinds of vulnerabilities with greater
accuracy. Finally, our system is extensible. Users can add their own constraints to
further control the kinds of functions they generate. All of these considerations make
our model useful for building C function datasets.
Second, we make several improvements on the work of Kusner et al. (2017), who
introduce the Grammar VAE. Unlike the Molecule Model, our Strict Model guarantees
that every vector in the latent space will correspond with a syntactically valid function.
The Molecule Model failed to make this guarantee because it discarded any sequences
of production rules output by the decoder that did not correspond to a complete AST
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after a predefined maximum sequence length (the size of the last layer in the neural
network). We add a rule completion procedure to the decoder so that any output
sequence that does not correspond with a complete AST is automatically extended
until it does. We implement this procedure in a deterministic manner because we feel
that it most closely preserves the meaning of the original latent vector, but we could
easily introduce randomness if the user finds this more desirable. In short, our Strict
Model makes the guarantee that every latent vector corresponds with a valid output
sequence, whereas the Molecule Model does not. Another major improvement that we
make upon the Molecule Model is the extension into a context-sensitive environment.
As we have described in some detail, context-sensitivity caused numerous difficulties
in the implementation of this model. While we do not claim to have established a
perfect protocol for handling issues of context-sensitivity, we demonstrate that the
Grammar VAE is still, in fact, a powerful model even when the grammar must be
expressed as a more complicated CSG instead of a CFG. We found that the logic
required to implement this change was quite involved, and future work extending
this to other context-sensitive domains will benefit from our methodology. Next, we
use a significantly larger vocabulary when compared to previous work. The larger
vocabulary is the result of not only the context-sensitivity of the C grammar, but also
its increased complexity compared to the SMILES grammar of previous work. We
took many steps to reduce the size of our vocabulary, and indeed we could have made
it much larger. However, we had already increased it approximately threefold over
Kusner et al. (2017), and this was the only previous work using Grammar VAEs. So,
we feel that we used an appropriately large grammar; we expanded upon the previous
model without overreaching or being too ambitious. Our final addition to the work of
Kusner et al. (2017) is that we implement a semantic repair constraint that can force
output sequences to be not only syntactically valid according to the grammar, but
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also semantically valid based on the meaning of the language string. By its nature,
the Grammar VAE learns the semantics of input sequences. However, the Molecule
Model makes no guarantees that outputs will be semantically valid. We implement
a constraint that accomplishes this rather effectively, and we incorporate it into our
Strict Model. All of these are significant improvements upon the current Grammar
VAE architecture.
Third, we demonstrate the ability to exert control over function behavior by impos-
ing constraints on generated functions. We design a system that works in conjunction
with the Grammar VAE architecture that allows us to force functions to behave
in certain ways. We implement our constraint imposition system deterministically,
demonstrating that our logic is robust enough to work without relying on randomness.
As previously noted, a naive solution to constraints could be achieved nondeterminis-
tically by repeatedly decoding the latent vector until the generated function possesses
the desired qualities. However, besides being intellectually unsatisfying, such an
approach would be unsatisfactory for functions that must obey many constraints or
hard-to-reach constraints (like containing a loop); in those cases, function generation
could take a very long time indeed. We overcome these problems by implementing
algorithms that handle various classes of constraints: those that can be achieved
during the decode phase, those that may need to be added after decoding if they
are not present, and those that must be addressed after the decoder has produced a
complete production rule sequence. These constraints are valuable because they allow
users to generate very specific kinds of functions, which may be important for the
creation of tailored datasets. Furthermore, users can implement their own constraints
if they find the ones we have provided to be lacking.
Fourth, we implement several constraints that far exceed the others in complexity.
Specifically, the semantic repair and vulnerability injection constraints were huge
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undertakings in and of themselves. Repair constraints such as these require a great
deal of logic and testing to ensure proper functionality. These constraints will be of
huge benefit to users, who would most likely prefer that their generated functions were
not only syntactically valid but also semantically valid. This constraint alone makes
our system practical for users that require a dataset of C functions. The vulnerability
injection constraint, another difficult constraint to implement, will be useful for the
MUSE project and similar applications. These constraints took months to write and
test, so we have contributed significantly to the field by providing them to end users.
Fifth, we improve upon previous methods of program synthesis. Previous generative
models for code, like that of Cummins et al. (2017b), often produce invalid outputs–
specifically, the aforementioned model must discard at least 32% of all generated
functions, and they only consider the domain of OpenCL programs; we can produce
syntactically valid C code 100% of the time and semantically valid C code over 99%
of the time. They must sometimes sample from their networks several times in order
to find a valid piece of code. In fact, the aforementioned work has rejection filters
at multiple points in their code generation pipeline, so the discard rate is higher
than reported. We guarantee that every generated output sequence corresponds
with a syntactically valid function, and we use the semantic repair constraint to
ensure that those functions execute. These guarantees allow for functions to be
generated faster and with far fewer failures. Additionally, the constraints that we
make available to users give them greater control over the syntactic and semantic
characteristics of produced functions. Users can also employ the latent space for
similar purposes. The aforementioned work, on the other hand, relies solely on the
seed text given as input to the network, so users may have to produce many functions
to find one that fits their requirements. It is important to understand, however, that
despite these improvements our model is not, and does not claim to be, the ultimate
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program synthesis tool. Importantly, while we allow users some control over the
kinds of functions generated, we make no claims that our functions do anything in
particular even though they execute. This design decision is appropriate for the kinds
of applications that we target, but stands in contrast with what is needed for many
other program synthesis applications. If one would like to produce a single, specific
program to solve a certain problem, we suggest that they look elsewhere for a model
better suited to their particular needs.
6.3 Applications
We envision several applications for this work. The first and most obvious is to generate
arbitrarily large datasets of code on which to train machine learning algorithms.
Although sites like GitHub allow researchers to access and download a practically
unlimited amount of source code, few of these datasets come with appropriate labels.
This shortcoming can make it difficult to effectively train machine learning models,
which often require vast amounts of labeled data. Hand labeling is also not feasible
for many application spaces. For example, the MUSE project requires a dataset of
functions labeled as either containing a vulnerability or not containing a vulnerability.
Some small datasets exist that fit this specification, but they are insufficient for
robust models. Hand labeling functions as either vulnerable or not would not only
be incredibly expensive in terms of time and resources, but also more than a little
prone to errors. Our model can generate a huge number of functions, each labeled as
vulnerable or not. Moreover, by conditioning the model on certain unlabeled corpora
of functions (e.g. the Linux kernel), one could generate functions that are similar, both
in structure and semantics, to the kinds of functions one might see in those corpora.
Taking our previous example, this could help the model identify vulnerabilities in the
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Linux kernel. Of course, the output dataset could be labeled in other ways based on
the constraints that we have defined: return type, argument number and type, loops,
etc. Many machine learning models could benefit from such datasets.
The second application that we identify is compiler testing and optimization. Based
on our experiments, almost all of the functions output by our model are syntactically
and semantically valid. That is, the compilation procedure should succeed on almost
every one of our functions, using the gcc compiler as a standard. Thus, our model
could be used to create a wide variety of programs for testing or verifying a compiler’s
correctness; compilers in development could be tested against our model’s output to
identify errors before launch, and compilers already in use could be verified by our
model’s output so that users can have greater confidence in them. Another benefit
of our model in this regard is that it could automatically produce programs that
contain edge case constructs that do not normally appear in the wild, but that the
compiler should still be able to handle. We also believe that our model could be
applied to compiler optimization on various tasks. Cummins et al. (2017b) use an
RNN to synthesize OpenCL programs to train their compiler, which leveraged machine
learning techniques to improve its performance on certain tasks. They note that
there is an increasing need for datasets of code that finely cover the feature space of
programs. We can fill this gap. Again, our model can be conditioned on a corpus of
programs that exhibit a desired behavior or target a certain application space. Then,
our model can generate an arbitrary number of programs in that space. A compiler
could afterward be optimized on the task in question by training and/or tuning against
the generated dataset.
Finally, we believe that our model could be a valuable addition to a source code
plagiarism detection system or other applications that require a similarity metric
between pieces of code. Levenshtein distance, one of the metrics by which we evaluated
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our model, gives a measure of how far apart two functions are by character edits. This
value can be a useful baseline, and indeed it is used as a starting point in many source
code plagiarism detection tools, but it does not really capture how similar or different
two functions are based on semantic properties; simply changing variable names in
several locations could defeat a source code plagiarism detection tool that relied solely
on Levenshtein distance. Other code similarity metrics overcome this limitation, but
have their own shortcomings. Thus, source code plagiarism detection tools combine
a variety of these metrics to achieve a higher accuracy. We propose to provide a
new metric to these tools: the distance between the latent vectors associated with
two functions. Our model learns a latent space in which functions with like features
are closer to each other. Unlike Levenshtein distance, our model’s latent space does
capture semantic qualities, so latent vector distance would give a good measure of
how similar two functions are from a qualitative standpoint. This could be useful for
identifying plagiarism. We do not claim that latent vector distance would give more
accurate answers than state of the art techniques in the domain, but we believe that
our similarity metric could increase accuracy if properly integrated into an overall
similarity calculation.
6.4 Limitations
Here we identify some of the ways in which future work can continue to improve
on this work and expand the field. Although we met our research goals, there were
numerous areas in which we would have liked to do more. First, we train on randomly
generated functions because we cannot capture the full C vocabulary and include
context at the same time. Our randomly generated functions may be syntactically
valid, but they carry little semantic meaning. As a result, our model learns only surface
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level semantic information such as argument number and type as well as return type.
The lack of semantic information available in the randomly generated functions is
particularly unfortunate because the Grammar VAE specializes in learning semantics.
Moreover, there are fundamental stylistic differences between human written code and
randomly generated code. Even if we created a randomly generated dataset of not just
syntactically but also semantically valid functions (which we could do using our repair
constraint), we would not be modeling the kinds of functions that the MUSE classifiers
would really see in the wild. It is difficult to say whether any trends our classifiers
learned would transfer to the programs with which we are really concerned. On the
other hand, the use of random functions may not necessarily make any difference for
our target application spaces. Concerning MUSE, a vulnerability is a vulnerability
even if the function is randomly generated. After all, novice programmers–presumably
the population that would be contributing the most vulnerabilities to software projects–
often disregard or simply do not know the rules of style, and we would expect them
to sometimes write code that would differ greatly from that which an expert might
write. Thus, even in the wild, there are natural variations in style and quality of code.
For compiler testing and fuzzing, randomness may or may not be an issue depending
on the specific application, but it is certainly conceivable that the randomness might
be useful. For example, it could help one identify hard to reach cases in which a piece
of code should compile because it meets the language’s semantic specification, yet the
compiler throws an error. All this is to say that while training the model on randomly
generated functions may make little or no difference for some applications, we suspect
that it would probably be preferable to train on human written functions for most
applications. We could not find a way to avoid using randomly generated functions.
Second, we may have been able to improve our Strict Model We did not necessarily
need to guarantee with 100% accuracy that every single function output by the network
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was syntactically and semantically valid. If we could have output syntactically and/or
semantically valid functions with even 50% accuracy, but generated functions that
were twice as complex or that were trained on hand-written C functions, then we
may have produced a better model. This same reasoning holds true not just for the
syntactic and semantic validity of functions, but also for constraints at large. We may
have been able to produce better, more realistic vulnerabilities if we accepted a less
than perfect success rate. It was gratifying for us to achieve perfect success rates on
all of our outputs, but
Second, we may have been able to improve on the Strict Model if we had been
slightly less ambitious with the Relaxed Model’s vocabulary. When we designed the
Relaxed Model, we wanted to increase the vocabulary size and train the neural network
on human-written functions. We reasoned that the only way to gather enough training
data for the new model was to use the full C vocabulary. With the one-hot vector size
so large, it is not surprising that the model performed poorly. However, perhaps our
assumption that we required all 250, 000 or so human-written functions in order to
train a good generative model was wrong; perhaps we could have trained a relatively
good generative model with just a quarter of those functions, or even fewer. Then,
the vocabulary size may have been manageable enough for the neural network to
converge on a better set of weights. The Relaxed Model may have been a successful
improvement on the Strict Model if we had taken a more intermediate approach.
Despite these shortcomings, we are confident that we have made significant con-
tributions to the domains of program synthesis and machine learning. Our results
demonstrate the value of our work, and we hope that future research will benefit from
our discoveries.
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6.5 Future Work
In many ways, this work is a proof of concept. Although we would have liked to create
a more robust and better tuned system, it was beyond the scope of our research. As
with all research, we had limited time and resources with which to accomplish our
goals, and therefore we had to compromise on objectives and make tradeoffs at points.
First, we implement several constraints, but not by any means all those that a user
might want. The user might wish to exercise a greater degree of control over the
semantic content of generated functions than we allow. Again, our time was limited,
and we chose to implement a few useful constraints in each constraint class rather than
many constraints in any single class. Our constraints were sufficient for the purposes of
the MUSE project, but other work in the application spaces that we target may require
constraints that we do not explore. For example, our current model could not create
a dataset of functions with nested loops or a dataset of recursive functions to assist in
compiler testing or machine learning tasks. It also could not force functions to return
a specific value (say, only positive integers) or contain certain semantic qualities such
as not having any unreachable statements. However, we have designed an extensible
framework in which software developers can implement their own constraints with
relative ease. Disallow and include constraints could be designed, written, and tested
in hours; repair constraints would require a much greater investment depending on
complexity, but the logic for those sorts of constraints is so task-specific that the high
cost is almost unavoidable. These last kinds of constraints are, of course, the most
interesting. In any case, there is much work to be done in expanding the repertoire of
constraints available to users. Additionally, we note that our semantic repair constraint
could be improved in many ways. More meaningful variable names and better capture
of the original user intent would both be beneficial. We also did not consider warnings
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during semantic repair because it was not feasible to do so given the resources we had
at our disposal. Code quality would be significantly improved if those problems that
produced warnings, but not errors, were also resolved.
Our next suggested area for future work is improving the vocabulary. As described
earlier, we would have liked to have had a much more expressive vocabulary, but we
were limited by the need to include context so that we could reconstruct the AST
from production rules and determine if certain production rules were valid additions
to the sequence during the decode phase. It may be possible to reduce or eliminate
the need for context entirely if one devised some sort of inference algorithm to perform
the aforementioned functions and/or allowed for some acceptable level of failure in
the syntactic validity of output sequences. Presumably, there exist some heuristic
methods by which we can have if not certainty then at least a better than statistically
average chance that we are stitching production rules together properly. We could
not think of an easy way to do this while still making the guarantee that all decoded
functions are syntactically valid. If one relaxed that restriction and allowed function
decoding to produce invalid functions an acceptably small percent of the time, then
perhaps one could get rid of the need for context entirely. This transformation would
significantly decrease the number of production rules needed to produce the same
range of functions. From there, one could add more rules to the vocabulary by using
more functions as input (allowing greater variety in generated functions) or including
more semantic information, such as variable names and constant values (allowing
the VAE to learn more semantic information). It may even be possible to use the
human-written C source code for training rather than a randomly generated dataset.
We felt that one of our main contributions was the guarantee that all decoded functions
were syntactically valid, so we did not take our research in this direction. However, we
believe that our model could be improved in many ways by pursuing these changes.
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The Grammar VAE guarantees that all output sequences are syntactically valid by
virtue of the associated CFG. However, it makes no such guarantee if we would like to
use a CSG. Extensive testing of our model supports the conclusion that all output
sequences are syntactically valid, but there is no guarantee based on formal theory.
The same is true for the semantically valid constraint; users do not have indisputable
proof that functions will be syntactically or semantically valid. They therefore have
to trust that our convoluted algorithms cover all edge cases. It would be preferable to
be able to make some sort of formal guarantee about the sequences produced by our
model. Future implementations of a Grammar VAE in a context-sensitive environment
would be improved by finding some way to make a guarantee about syntactic and/or
semantic validity.
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Chapter 7
Appendix
7.1 Sample functions in the C source dataset
msd_wait_for_isr(USBMassStorageDriver *msdp)
{
chSysLock();
chBSemWaitS(&msdp->bsem);
chSysUnlock();
}
Dbdict::execDROP_FILE_IMPL_CONF(Signal* signal)
{
jamEntry();
DropFileImplConf * conf = (DropFileImplConf*)signal->
getDataPtr();
handleDictConf(signal, conf);
}
topo_fmri_unretire(topo_hdl_t *thp, nvlist_t *fmri,
int *err)
{
char *scheme;
uint32_t status;
nvlist_t *out = NULL;
tnode_t *rnode;
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if (nvlist_lookup_string(fmri, FM_FMRI_SCHEME,
&scheme) != 0)
return (set_error(thp, ETOPO_FMRI_MALFORM,
err, TOPO_METH_UNRETIRE, out));
if ((rnode = topo_hdl_root(thp, scheme)) == NULL)
return (set_error(thp, ETOPO_METHOD_NOTSUP,
err, TOPO_METH_UNRETIRE, out));
if (topo_method_invoke(rnode, TOPO_METH_UNRETIRE,
TOPO_METH_UNRETIRE_VERSION, fmri, &out, err)
< 0)
return (set_error(thp, *err, err,
TOPO_METH_UNRETIRE, out));
if (nvlist_lookup_uint32(out,
TOPO_METH_UNRETIRE_RET, &status) != 0) {
nvlist_free(out);
return (set_error(thp, ETOPO_METHOD_FAIL,
err, TOPO_METH_UNRETIRE, out));
}
nvlist_free(out);
return (status);
}
TEST(LightScheduler,
ScheduleOffTuesdayAndItsTuesdayAndItsTime)
{
LightScheduler_ScheduleTurnOff(id, TUESDAY, 200);
setTimeTo(TUESDAY, 200);
LightScheduler_Wakeup();
checkLightState(id, LIGHT_OFF);
}
get_ms32_tx_tile_info(int tile_index)
{
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int tileno, colour;
tileno = ms32_txram[tile_index *2] & 0x0000ffff;
colour = ms32_txram[tile_index *2+1] & 0x000000f;
SET_TILE_INFO(3,tileno,colour,0)
}
7.2 Sample functions in the generated dataset
double generic()
{
generic[generic + 0] |= 0;
if (generic || 0)
return generic;
}
long generic(unsigned short generic, double *generic)
{
const char generic = 0;
return generic;
}
unsigned short generic()
{
generic |= generic - generic;
generic = generic(‘‘string literal’’);
}
unsigned int generic()
{
generic = generic.generic;
generic = 0;
}
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double generic(const long *generic)
{
generic->generic |= generic->generic;
(volatile unsigned int *) generic;
case generic:
break;
generic->generic = !generic;
generic:
generic(generic);
}
7.3 Selected algorithms
Algorithm ReconstructAST(rules):
# Inputs:
# rules: the production rule sequence representing
# the preorder traversal of a valid AST.
# Output: the reconstructed AST.
Algorithm ReconstructASTRecursive(rules,
current_attributes):
if rules.is_empty:
return None, []
current_rule := rules.head
parent_field_name, parent_node_name := left_hand_side(
current_rule).split(’=’)
children = children(current_rule)
child_node_dict := {}
for child in children:
child_field_name, child_node_name = child.split(’=’)
attr_dict := {}
for attr_name, attr_value in get_attribute_pairs(
child):
attr_dict[attr_name] := attr_value
if is_leaf(child_node_name):
child_node := reconstruct_node(child_node_name, {},
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attr_dict)
else:
child_node, remaining_rules :=
ReconstructASTRecursive(rules.tail, attr_dict)
child_node_dict[child_field_name] := child_node
current_node := reconstruct_node(parent_node_name,
child_node_dict, current_attributes)
return current_node, remaining_rules
root_node, remaining_rules := ReconstructASTRecursive(
rules)
return root_node
Algorithm IsValidAddition(rule, sequence, non_terminals):
# Inputs:
# rule: the production rule to test as a valid
# next rule in the current sequence.
# sequence: the current production rule sequence.
# non_terminals: the set of nonterminal symbols in
# the grammar.
# Output: true if rule is a valid addition to the
# sequence according to the grammar; false otherwise.
if is_padding_rule(rule):
return false
child_stack := children(sequence.head)
for previous_rule in sequence.tail:
previous_rule_name := name(previous_rule)
previous_rule_children := children(previous_rule)
if previous_rule_name == child_stack.peek:
child_stack.pop
for child in previous_rule_children.reverse:
handle_context(child)
child_stack.push(child)
rule_name := name(rule)
rule_children := children(rule)
if child_stack.is_empty or rule_name != child_stack.peek:
return false
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return is_context_compliant(rule)
Algorithm RandomReconstruct(rules, max_seq_length):
# Inputs:
# rules: the vocabulary.
# max_seq_length: the maximum allowed sequence length
# for production rules.
# Output: a sequence of random rules that correspond to a
# valid function.
result := []
non_terminal_set := get_non_terminal_set(rules)
result.append(get_start_rule(rules))
while result.length < max_seq_length:
temp_rules := shuffle(rules)
previous_rule_length := result.length
for rule in temp_rules:
if IsValidAddition(rule, result, non_terminal_set)
and previous_rule_length == result.length:
result.append(rule)
if previous_rule_length == result.length and
is_correct_depth(result) and is_correct_breadth(
result) and is_correct_breaks(result):
return result
# Assumes that it is possible to meet constraints.
return RandomReconstruct(rules, max_seq_length)
Algorithm Encode(programs):
# Inputs:
# programs: a list of programs to encode.
# Output: a list of latent vectors of the same length as
# the input list.
asts := programs.map(parse)
production_seqs := asts.map(get_production_rules)
one_hot_seqs := []
for entry in production_seqs:
entry_indices := entry.map(get_production_index)
one_hot := entry_indices.map(get_one_hot_vector)
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one_hot_seqs.append(one_hot)
return vae_predict(one_hot_seqs)
Algorithm Decode(vectors, constraints):
# Inputs:
# vectors: a list of latent vectors to decode.
# constraints: a list of constraints to enforce.
# Output: a list of decoded functions of the same length
# as the input vector list.
unmasked := vae_decode(vectors)
all_functions := []
for seq in unmasked:
function_rules := [get_start_rule]
for production_num in 1 .. seq.length:
sorted_rules := argsort(seq).reverse.map(
get_production_rule_by_index)
chosen_rule := None
rule := None
while ((rule is None or not IsValidAddition(rule,
function_rules, nonterminals) or not
AgreesWithConstraints(rule, function_rules,
constraints)) and sorted_rules.length > 0:
rule := sorted_rules.head
sorted_rules := sorted_rules.tail
if IsValidAddition(rule, function_rules,
nonterminals) and AgreesWithConstraints(rule,
function_rules, constraints):
chosen_rule := rule
if chosen_rule is None:
break
function_rules.append(rule)
# If the function is incomplete, we complete it here.
function_rules := GetCompleteFunction(function_rules,
constraints)
ast := ReconstructAST(function_rules)
program := CGenerator.visit(ast)
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all_functions.append(program)
return all_functions
Algorithm GetCompleteFunction(sequence, constraints):
# Inputs:
# sequence: the current sequence of production
# rules for the (possibly incomplete) function.
# constraints: a list of constraints to enforce.
# Output: a list of rules corresponding with a valid AST.
result := sequence.copy
sorted_rules := sorted(nonterminals, key=lambda rule:
get_children(rule).length)
while true:
previous_rule_length := result.length
temp_rule_list := sorted_rules.copy
enforce_constraints(temp_rule_list)
for rule in temp_rule_list:
if IsValidAddition(rule, result, nonterminals) and
AgreesWithConstraints(rule, result, constraints)
and result.length == previous_rule_length:
result.append(rule)
if previous_rule_length == result.length:
return result
return None
Algorithm AgreesWithConstraints(rule, sequence,
constraints):
# Inputs:
# rule: the production rule to be tested.
# sequence: the current sequence of production rules
# for the incomplete function.
# constraints: a list of constraints to enforce.
# Output: true if rule agrees with the given constraints
# and can be added to the sequence; false otherwise.
compliant := true
for c in constraints:
if c == NO_FOR_LOOP:
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compliant := compliant and ’For’ not in rule
else if c == NO_ARGUMENTS:
compliant := compliant and not has_args(rule)
# Rest omitted for brevity, but mostly follow the same
# pattern.
return compliant
Algorithm SemanticRepair(sequence, constraints):
# Inputs:
# sequence: the sequence of production rules
# corresponding with an already syntactically valid
# AST.
# constraints: a list of constraints to enforce.
# Output: a sequence of production rules corresponding
# with a syntactically and semantically valid AST.
new_rules := sequence.copy
Algorithm SemanticRepairRecursive(start_index, namespace,
last_used, global_namespace):
i := start_index
end := new_rules.length
while i < end:
# Check for scope change.
stack := build_stack(start_index, i)
if start_index != i and stack.is_empty:
return (i, end)
# Replace case statements.
if ’Case’ in rule:
replace_case(i)
# Replace bad unary ops.
else if ’UnaryOp’ in rule:
replace_unary_op(i)
# Rest omitted for brevity, but mostly follow the
# same pattern.
return (i, end)
(i, end) := SemanticRepairRecursive(0, {}, {}, {})
return new_rules
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